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PRELIMINARY MITAL COMMENTS
R.ESPONSIBILITIES

The design review and exarnination of the Apollo Guidance System Block tr Computer
reported herein was intended to reflect only on the technical stahrs of the design and
associated supporting operations and documentation. Nowhere in the body of this
report should the responsibility for elements of the design under criticism or praise
be apparent. The responsibilities are actually shared and they overlap among the
principal participants somewhat as follows .. .
Manned Spaeecraft Center of NASA -- Responsible for defining the basic requirements
for the design, providing contractual support to accomplish the effort, and passing
upon the acceptability of the design.

Instrumentation Laboratory of MIT -- Responsible for the basic design of circuits,
hardware, and packaging and the integration of the computer and its functions into
the rest of the G&N equipment, the spacecraft, and the ground test facilities.
AC Electronics Division €General Motors -- Responsible for the administration of
the production of the computer and the exercise of the qualification testing, acceptance testing, and integrated guidance system testing.
Raytlreon -- Responsible for the manufacture of the computer and for the detailed
design and design analysis of portions of the equipment.
Space and Information Division of North American Aviation -- Responsible for the
integration of the guidance system (with the computer) into the command module,
the generation of CM interface documents, and the identification of the interfacing
spacecraft circuits, installations constraints, and spacecraft environment.

Gmmman Aig:raft Engineering Corporation -- Responsible for the integration of the
guidance equipment (with the computer) into the lunar excursion module, the generation of LEM interface documents, and the identification of the interfacing spacecraft
circuits, installation constraints, and spacecraft environment.

0.2

CONSTRAINTS ON DESIGN

As items of the review are discussed in the body of the report, it will be apparent
that no effort was made to provide the justifications or qualifications which led to
design features which on some other less eonfined basis were not nbest possiblen.
The design of equipment such as this naturally is the result of tradeoffs ,rmong a
multitude of conflicting constraints. Some of the more important considerations are
outlined here so as to provide a background of the design environment and circumstances.

0-1

Schedule -- In Oetober 1963, the basic configuration of the Block II G&N system
was substantially identified following negotiations with MSiC. However, in June L964,
some basic decisions were made by MSC which lead to considerable changes in the
configuration and functions. In particular, the redundant computer was eliminated,
the eomputer was given the task of vehicle stabilization (the digital autopilot) and the
computer was required to provide the several new wide bandwidth interfaces with
the spacecraft. During this period a sequence of rrimplementation meetingsn among
MSC, the spacecraft contractors, and MIT was held to try and define the Bloek II
CM and LEM requirements. A basic outline of the eomputer configuration definition
became available late in L964. Negotiations on the electrical and mechanical characteristics with the spacecraft contractors offered enough difficulty so that the last
computer electrical interface control document was not signed until February L965,
and the last computer mechanical ICD was not signed until July 1965. Meanwhile,
in order to meet the needs of the program, a substantially complete release of the
computer design was made in the Spring of 1965. Since that time much of the activity
has been in making those necessary design changes which became identified as
mandatory as a result of problems with the design or as a result of newly identified
requirements. The latest requirement changes of note occurred on 13 January 1966,
at a LEM iCritical Design Reviewn. This review identified a new interface and new
function for the computer . .. a three-a:ris minimum impulse attitude control based
upon commands from discrete switches on the rotational hand controllers. In summory, many more optimum designs and many desirable features were deliberately
bypassed in order to meet the stringent schedule constraints.

Volume -- Early in the series of implementation meetings in the Summer of 1964,
a space for installation of the eomputer in the command module was negotiated with
North American. Although during the implementation meeting series a much more
powerful computer was identified and furthermore, that a requirement for moisture
proofing resulting in the hermetic sealing of the case was identified, no added volume
in the installation was provided. Many compromise decisions were made in the design
as a result of the most limited volume allowance.
Miscellaneous
atez

--

Other constraints which inlluenced decisions which might be cited

1.

The extreme effort to hold and reduce the weight of the computer, particularly in the LEM.

2.

The extreme effort to hold down electrical power consumption.

a

The requirement to make physically identical both the computers in the LEM
and CM and also to make physically identical the DSKY in LEM with both
DSKY locations in the CM, Unfortunately, the physical environment in
these two spacecraft is significantly different.

0-2

4.

0.3

The practical desire to save funds and the consequent shortcuts in development testing, comparison designs, etc. This meant that prototype and early
production computers could not be made available as desired to provide the
early experimental identification of problems and verification of design
ch4nges.

oRITIQUE OF COMMITTEE REPORTS RSSULTS

The team of computer specialists assembled to make this Block II computer review
was made up of members from AC and Raytheon. The substance of their findings
is given in Section I through Section VItr and in the appendices. MIT has taken exception with many of these findings and reports its position and justification in Section D(.

0-3
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1

BACKGROUND

This review of the Apollo guidance computer design was performed at the request of
the NASA Manned Spaeecraft Center. The following is a quote from oontract change
authorization to AC Electronics.
nDescription of Change: It is requested that the contractor immediately
initiate a complete design review of the electrical and mechanical design
margins to insure adequate performance during the lunar landing mission.
MIT has been notified that AC Electronics wiII be conducting this design
review and have been requested to provide all available information regarding design eriteria, analysis, and testing to date.

(o
(o
I

@
I

Justification for change: Recently the Block II and LEM computers
have had numerous design problems. The blue nose logic situation,
the refusal of computer 60L to operate on the cold plate and the apparently inadequate timing margins (based on tests on computers pC-2
and 201) have given rise to doubts regarding the adequacy of the electrical and mechanical margins throughout the computer. r
In addition, this authorization suggested that the computer review should be accomplished by June 1, 1966.
In response to this NASA request, a team of computer specialists was convened.
Team members from the AC Electronics Digital Computer Laboratory in El Segundo,
from the AC Electronics engineering departments in Milwaukee, and from the Raytheon Co. Space and Information Systems Division engineering departments began the
requested design review. This report covers the initial findings of this team and
spans approximately the first two months of the design review. The review has not
been completed, but the number of problem areas discovered to date warrants a fairly
complete discussion of the review and the problems at this time.

7.2

SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION

This report describes topics ranging considerably beyond the Apollo guidance computer hardware and its electrical and mechani.cal margins. The review committee
realized that nto insure adequate performance during the lunar missiont, it would be
necessary to investigate more than the design of the computer, per se. Therefore,
the committee has also looked into the designs of those equipments which are immediately peripheral to the computer, and into the manufacturing techniques, the
testing methods, and the documentation required to realize these designs as functioning elements of a navigation system.

1-1
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It may at first seem strange that our review did not include the subject of computer
reliability. A typical reliability model for an irredundant computer is constructed

by counting the piece parts and ascribing failure rates to each part. Little can be
done to affeet the reliability calculated from such a model once the basic logic structure
and electronic parts have been selected. The review has been much concerned with
the overall computer dependability, but not in the sense of the conventional reliability
model. The review has concentrated on areas of possible design difficulty which
would lead to degraded operation rather than to spontaneous failure of the computer
components.

1.3

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

At the outset of the investigation a set of ground rules were developed to guide the
committee in performing the design review. These ground rules were as follows.
I

G
I

co

1.

This review is an effort to assess the design integrity of the Apollo
bomputer. Cost and schedule impact will not normally be considered
as design

criteria.

o

The review team will not attempt to assign responsibility for any
deficiencies which may be illuminated.

3.

The review team will not perform the designs, but
and techniques, if they are apparent.

4.

The review team

5.

MIT will be kept apprised of the significant team findings by the AC Electronics
Program Director, or his designee.

will

will

not assign the design tasks which

suggest approaches

it

recommends.

The committee has attempted to judge the technical excellence of the various subject
matters investigated irrespective of the organization responsible for the particular
topic. The design review was conducted as though the computer were critical to the
Apollo missions and essential to the safety of the astronauts. That these assumptions
may not be true can completely negate the findings with regard to the design adequacy
or inadequaey, and certainly will affect the ultimate decision as to the design changes
which are put into the computer.

Ordinarily, an investigation of this type would begin with a review of the computer

specification and any other documents describing the functional requirements which
the system reflects on the computer. The computer design would then be scrutinized
and compared with the requirements of the defining documents. Unfortunately, in
this case the procurement specifications for the computer and the computer modules
do not exist. The functional requirements were apparently determined during the

7-2
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series of implementation meetings, and the review committee has not read the minutes of these meetings. As a result the review has been limited to those properties
of the computer, such as the logic design, circuit design, and mechanical design,
which can be judged against good practice applying sound judgment. It was necessary
for the review team to aceept, without question, many of the basic parameters of the
computer, such as the instruction set, the memory capacities, operating speeds, afld
input-output functions. This means that even if the entire mechanical and electrical
designs are corrected as recommended by the committee, the ability of the computer
to perform the lunar landing mission may not have been completelyguaranteed.

I

co
I

(o

The NASA requestwas for a review of the BlockII and LEM computer designs. The
production version of these computers begins with one designated C-1 which is different from all previous prototype and production computers in several significant areas.
These changes include some new logic design, the use of the expander gate, new multilayer circuit boards, new memory drivers, new erasable memory mechanical design,
new power supply circuits, new electroluminescent panels, new materials and finishes
for the computer proper. This first production computer is scheduled for delivery
toAC 14days afterNASAhadhoped to receive the final review report. The second
production computer, C-2, is scheduled to fly. These tight production and fli.ght
schedules, combined with many new designs and with further changes as a result of
this design review, present a very difficult situation.
I

@
I

Since the design of the first production Block II computer is not complete and since
the design criteria documents for this series of computers are largely nonexistent,
it was necessary to adopt an oblique approach to the design review. We have, of
course, reviewed those documents and those designs which are available for the
Block II system. We have also reviewed those designs, documents, and tests of the
Block I and Block 100 computers which appear to be pertinent to the Block II design.
As a result of this we have inadvertently uncovered some possible difficulties with the
flyable computers. Since some of these computers will fly fur manned as well as
unmanned spacecraft, the review committee feels an obligation to bring these design
deficiencies to light. This will be done by publishing a special re1rcrt on the specific
subject of the Block I-100 findings. That report will follow this one as quickly as
we can arrange it. It should be emphaslzed, however, that a thorough investigatlon
of the Block I-100 computers has not been done by this commlttee. Possibly the
most significant recommendation in this regard would be the establishment of a
speclal flight readiness review committee for these earlier systems.

In order to accomplish this review, the committee en masse interviewed members of
the AC Electronics cbmputer integration group in Milwaukee and then moved to
Boston for four weeks. During the first two weeks, interviews were held with the
responsible Raytheon engineers from the checkout, testing, and design groups. Of
the next two weeks, approximately one weekwas spent interviewing the origlnal
designers from MIT. The remaining period of time covered by this report has been
1-3
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spent by the commlttee members individually reviewing the work presented by the
englneers lntervlewed, prepariug this report, and performing detailed individual
reviews of speclfic areas of the computer design.

L.4

CATEGORIES OF FINDINGS

Findings of the review team are categorized later in this report into four major
groups as follows:
Group

A:

Adequate

This category applies to those designs which have been reviewed by the
committee and which have been found to have adequate design margins.
Group

€I

O

B:

Marginal

This category applies to those designs which are considered to be inadequate but whose performance is not vital to the success of the misslon,
or whose inadequacies will manifest themselves only under some worst,
worst combination of environments considered to be unrealistic.

I

(o

Group

C:

Inadequate

This category includes those destgns and situations which have been
reviewed and have been found to be unsatisfactory. These designs or
situations must be corrected at any cost.
Group

D:

Indeterminate

This classification includes those subjects which have not been successfully placed into one of the three categories above. In some cases the indeterminacy was caused by the committeers inability to conduct a thorough
review in the elapsed time, and in some cases it has been caused by the
lack of design information. Each item in this category must be studied
further until it can be placed in one of the above categories.
In subsequent sections of this report the category applying to each numbered paragraph will be indicated in parentheses behind the paragraph title. In some cases the
committee has felt that it was impossible or inappropriate to apply one of the above
four categories to a specific paragraph, and therefore no such indication is given.
There is, of course, another category which contains all of those designs, documents,
and situations which have not been reviewed by the committee at all. The committee
has tried to be exhaustive in its review of the Apollo guidance computer but it has not
been able to work at every aspect of that computer, its manufacture, testing, and
documentation. Unless a particular subject matter is discussed in this report, it is
not safe to assume that it is adequate, but should be placed in category D.

t4
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SUMMARY OF TINDINGS

This section is intended to provide a brief summary of the more important findings
of the design review as it has been accomplished so far. The recommended actions
are discussed in Paragraph 1-.6. There were 17 working members of the Tiger Team,
and each would undoubtedly have provided a different summary of the work which has
been reviewed, even though there has been general unanimity in the assignment of the
categories A, B, C, and D to the specific topics which are discussed in the remaining
sections of this report. There has been some difference of opinion as to the relative
urgency of correcting those designs which are inadequate and of pursuing those which
are indeterminate. This section is organized in such a way as to convey the urgency
as it is viewed by the chairman of the review committee. The more important topics
are discussed first, topics of lesser importance are discussed next, etc.
Perhaps the most significant fault uncovered to date in the apotto guidance computer
project is the lack of adequate documentation supporting the Block II computer and
its design. The review committee has not been able to find a satisfactory functional
description of the task which the computer is expected to perform in the command
module, although such a description does exist in a functional interface document
for the Lunar Excursion Module. Many documents exist which describe the computer
design as it presently is, but ttrese documents are informal and uncontrolled. The
formal documents contain significant blanks and significant inconsistencies in the data.

A second feature of the Apollo guidance computer project which is regarded as dangerous and in need of correction is the testing philosophy. There is still vacillation with
regard to the probable content of the eomputer qualification test document and there
is some danger that document will not be approved in its final form by the time the
first qualification test article is delivered by Raytheon. It is the committeers understanding that this test document wiIl, in essence, provide a qualification test of the
computer subsystem to the lunar excursion module mission profile and will eualify
the entire guidance and navigation system to the comrnand module profile. This is
an unsatisfactory philosophy, since the computer must function in either module, and
since adequate self-test programs cannot be performed by the computer while it is
also providing control and tests of the guidanre and navigation system.
Qualification testing at the module level is not recommended. The present envlroumental test levels are significantly below the leve|s which the modules will see in the
actual computer during its qualification test, and during the acceptance test, and
probably in flight. The available test equipment does not exercise the modules
thoroughly enough to prove that they will operate with satisfactory margins in the
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computer. Rather than invest in the more complex support equipment required to
provide adequate exercising of the modules, it is recommended that a better qualificatiou test of the entire computer be provided. With the proper program in the
computer memory, the individual modules can be thoroughly exercised. It should be
stressed, however, that this program must be very carefully designed to provide a
proper exercise.
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It is the committee's understanding that the computer qualification test will not include
a test for electromagnetic compatibility. This could have serious ramlflcattons
during system iutegration, The present interface control documents do not provide
satisfactory guarantees that the various subsystems will not mutually interfere with
one another. If a test of the subsystem electromagnetic compatibllity is not provlded,

then this test must be provided at the system level. There is danger, of course, that
the test at the system level will not uncover problems early enough that they can be
corrected in subsequent redesigns of the subsystem. Therefore, EMI testing at the
computer level is recommended.

Qualification of the piece parts is lagging and this matter is considered most urgent.
Failure of the parts to pass the qualification test should require one of three actions:
a) the parts can be designed out of the system, b) the parts can be subjected to a
special screen at receiving inspection to uneover the specific weaknesses which are
turned up during the part qualification test, or c) the parts can be procured from a
different vendor.
The present acceptance testing procedures are deemed to be inadequate because
they do not subject the modules to a satisfactory workmanship test. If the present
acceptance tests are carried out, the final flight program ropes will not see vibration
until the Apollo system leaves the launching pad. Furthermore, the present acceptance test does not provide for measuring the etectrical operating margins of the ropes
and therefore provides no assurance that the marriage between a specific set of flight
ropes and the electronics in the computer (already installed in the spacecraft) will
be successful.

With regard to acceptance testing of the rest of the computer modules, the philosophy
presently advocated is adequate only if the currently planned black box level maintenance philosophy is strietly adhered to. Up to the present time, the committee
has been unable to find any documentation which sets forth the maintenance philosophy.
If, as the committee has recommended, the computer is sealed at the time of the
final acceptance test, and if no one is permitted to break that seal and replac-e a
module except in the factory, the present acceptance philosophy for the individual
computer modules (except for the ropes as noted above) will provide adequate
testing. However, this phiiosophy has the distinct disadvantage of making it impossible for the manufacturer of these modules to sell them off until they are installed in a computer. The maintenance and sparing philosophy for the computers
needs to be examined carefully, to be set forth clearly, and to be enforced completely.
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The logic and electrical design of the computer has not been done using a worst-case
design philosophy. The committee recognizes that short of providing a completely
new design, the problem of fixing up the present design is a very difficult one. It
is unlikely that any set of recommended changes will absolutely guarantee a design
which wiII work under all possible circumstances. It is the committeef s opiuion
that the logic overloads must be fixed. Appendix C treats that topic in considerable
detail and constitutes the committeets noise analysis. That analysis raises the
question whether even fixing the logic overloads is sufficient. Certainly, the noise
tmmunity is improved, but if the noise levels which the committee has seen ln its
laboratory experiments are actually reallzed in the operating computer, even a fan-out
of five will not provide satisfactory margins. Basically, the answer is we simply do
not know what noise margin exists between the tolerance of the circuits and the noise
generated in the system.

There is some concern that the present design does not have adequate timing margins,
and that it may not work over the temperature range. The review committee has
seen no proof that the computer timing design is predictable or that bad timing situations cannot exist in production computers.
The erasable memory design has been questioned in two areas. Much concern has
been expressed about the present mechanical design of the module. It i.s contrary
to industry experience that such a module cannot be satisfactorily encapsulated.
There is fear that if the present mechanieal design is allowed to remain unchanged,
wire breakage will result from fatigue of the wires due to the fact that the mass of
encapsulation is uot mechanically supported.

Electrical design data of the erasable memory is lacking. Paragraph 2.8 presents
a discussion of the kinds of tests which are required in order to develop the necessary
data for both RCA and EMI modules.
The design margins in the DSKY are certainly unsatisfactory. Mechanically and
thermally the design is probably as good as could have been provided by anyone
given the constraints which are present in the system. However, the basic decision
to use the electroluminescent panels should be re-examined. It is these panels which
require the relays which, in turn, have proven to be unreliable piece parts and have
also been designed into an unsatisfactory circuit. The electroluminescent panels
themselves have serious deficiencies, and have yet to pass their qualification tests.
Suitable filamentary segmented displays,have existed for some time ard some have
been quallfied for use in military systems. Use of these devlces would allow the
troublesome relays and eiectroluminescent panels to be designed out of the system.
Use of the incandescent segmented displays would probably require the DSKy to
dissipate somewhat more power than it presently does. However, power consumption
appears not to be as important today as it was a few years ago. The additional power
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consumption will, of course, aggravate an already difficult thermal situation. If the
incandescent lamps are used, it would be recommended that the DSKY be provided
with a small amount of cooling fluid for the electrical modules,

With regard to the mechanical and thermal design of the computer, the situation
appears to be tolerable, but considerable effort has been expended in trying to design
a one{oot by two-foot cover which could contain the computer pressurization. There
is apparently no firm requirement that the computer have internal pressurization,
and there are several critical parts, such as the flight ropes and electrlcal connectors,
which must necessarily be located outside the pressurizatlon.

i
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The use of the Malco pin within the computer structure can be tolerated only so long
as field replacement of modules (other than ropes) is absolutely prohibited. The
present, needless dissasernbly and reassembly of the computer should be stopped, and
it is recommended that the quality control rnan put a seal on the computer at the time
of final assembly to prevent unnecessary exposure of the Malco pins to damage.
The voltage alarm philosophy has been criticized because the alarms fail to activate
an overvoitage protection circuit. This circuit should be within the computer, but
must at least be within the ground support equipment. Appendix A suggests that
since the power supply itself has internal short-circuit protection, protection of the
computer could be supplied by short-circuiting the output of the power supply. A
typical circuit is suggested in that appendix.

I
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The flight processing specifications for the piece parts have been given constderable
attention by the review committee. That committee is not universally in agreement
on all aspects of the problem, but there is general agreement that the flight proeessing does not seem to be accomplishing what it was intended to accornplish, since it
is generally impossible to get the piece parts through these tests without waivers.
obviously, some changes should be made in the system. This is an area of considerable specialization and even those specialists called in by NASA and AC to help
with these problems have been unable to agree on a recommended change to the
system. The committee, Iacking expertise in this particular art, is forced to
defer to the review committee expert and accept the recommendations expressed
in Paragraph 4.1

I

The rnultilayer boards have already been found to exhibit the usual unreliability
associated with the conventlonal multilayer process. one can expect that perfecgy
excellent boards will be manufactured one day and subsequent production will be
unusable. It is quite possible to provide better incoming inspection than is now given
to these boards, and such an inspection process is discussed in Section 4.
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The programmers place considerable reliance on the alldigital simulation to uncover
problem areas tn the computer program. The committee recognizes that this alldigital simulatlon is absolutely essential for program checkout, but such a simulation
does not provide the necessary insight which can be gotten by an adequate aualytical
approach to some specific problems. The committee feels a general, vague apprehenston about the ability of the computer to perform the necessary computations in
real time under all conditions of loading on the program, and recommends that the
counter increments and external interrupts be analyzed to insure that a worst-case
buildup of these inputs will not degrade the system performaace.
Many of the specification control doeuments against which the piece parts are purchased, are not satisfactory. In particular, the SCD covering the micrologic, both
the dual and the expander gates, contains certain ambiguities, and does not coatain
satisfactory noise threshold requirements .
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The logic desigu of the counter fail alarm is considered to be unsatisfactory, since
it permits the interface to drop bits without detecting this loss of information. The
counter increment analysis referred to previously may show that such a condition is
impossible, in which case that aspect of the designwould have to bereelassified as
acceptable.
The computer power supply module specification allows an unnecessarily large amount
of radio frequency noise on the output of the po\Mer supply. This noise will detract
from the available noise margin of the logic. Adequate filtering and better placement
of the parts within the power supply module could effectively reduce the high frequency
noise by one or two orders of magnitude.

I
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The standby fllp-flop, according to the present logic design, can turn on the standby
condition when the computer is first turned on. If the computer operation were
momentarily interrupted by a power supply transient, and the computer came back
on in the standby condition, some number of seconds must elapse before the astronaut can recogulze what has happened and place the eomputer back in the operaflng
mode. This appears to be a dangerous situation. In addition, the standby indicator
is presently driven by logic operated directly from the flip-flop. As a resutt the
light is not an indicator of the true status of the computer.
There are several aspects of the computer which are considered to be adequate, and
those are indicated in the following sections of the report. One item not dlscussed
there is the overall loglc design of the computer. The fact that the computer can
run the severa-l programs which it has run successfully, indicates that, by and large,
the logic does what the programmers expect it to do. However, logic design changes
are being made fairly continuously and that indicates the need for a detalled logic

verification.
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RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

This paragraph presents a brief description of the actions which are recommended
as a result of the design review findings summarized in the previous paragraph.
1. 6.
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Continued Design Review

This report is not considered a final design review document. The design review
should certainly continue until each of the Category D items has been resolved into a
more definite category. In addition, the design review to date has not been extraustive.
Certain aspects of the computer and its associated equipments have not been reviewed
at all, and are not even mentioned in the body of this report. The complete computer
should be reviewed. A detailed breakdown of the Category D items is contained in
Section 2 of Appeudix H of this report.
L,

6,2

Engineering Tests

Certain data need to be developed in order to provide a basis for the design of the
computer, and for the design of the final acceptance tests for the computer and the computer modules. This paragraph discusses those engineering tests which faI1 into that
category.
The timing analysis is one of the major tasks to be accomplished. ?his analysis will
require the use of an operating, fully potted, production comptrter; a computer test
set; and a program analyzer console. The timing analysis rirust develop detailed
lmowledge of the timing margins at the temperature extremes as well as at room
temperature.
The same comp;.ter which is used for the timing analysis can also be used to determine the margins which exist between the noise thresholds of the circuits and the
noise generated within the wiring of the computer.
The results of the detailed timing and noise studies are required before the program
can be written which the computer will run during its final acceptance test.

Another significant task is the electrieal testing of the erasable memory module to
determine the basic operating eharacteristics of the core assembly. These tests
also must be done over the temperature range using modules produced by both
vendors. Special equipment is required for these tests, but it should be possible to
rent time on satisfactory equipment at one of the vendor's facilities.
The erasable memory mechanical design has been troublesome. A thorough, operating environmental test of the module should be performed to prove out the new
mechanical design.

1
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The new core rope mechanical desigu must be subjected to a thorough engineering
evaluation. Vibration, mechanical shock and temperature shock should be performed
immediately. These tests should be operating tests, since the operating margins of
the fixed memory can be influenced by mechanical stresses applied to the cores,
especially in the temperature and vibration environments.

(o
I

An engineering evaluation of the signal layer means of interconnecting the logic flatpacks should be conducted. This test should demonstrate conclusively whether or not
the signal layer is a satisfactory substitute for the multilayer board. This test would
presumably be performed by selecting a logic module whose performance is critically
dependent on the circuit board wiring capacities and building that module with the
improved signal layer process. A comparison can then be made of the performance
of that module with the performance of the same module built using the multilayer
boards.

@
I

The mechanical and thermal design of the computer is still questionable with regard
to three problem areas. There is significant danger of corrosion of the magnesium
material, especially at the interfaces with the aluminum inserts. The present series
of tests to find some means of overcoming this difficulty should be continued. Tests
should continue in an effort to determine the capability of the computer to maintain ite
pressurization during vibration and thermal environments, and the thermal model
computer C-0X should be instrumented and a thorough study should be made of the
temperatures developed within the computer modules over the full range of temperatures and heat inputs.
1.

6.3

Documentation

The design review comrnittee recommends that a serious attempt be made to bring the
documentation controlling the computer design, ma:rufacture, and testing up to an
acceptable working level. It is strongly recommended that a single organlzation be
given the responsibility of straightening out the documentation, particularly the interface control documents and procurement specifications.

The maintenance and logistics plan for the computer, insofar as the committee has
been able to determine, has not been documented. This plan should be developed in
detail and documented, and this document should be made a contractual requirement
for all of the partles who w111 be providing maintenance of the Apotlo guidance comprter.
The specification control drawings against which the piece parts aad certain modules
are purchased should be revised. Those SCD's which are particularly significant are
for the integrated logic circuits, for the multilayer boards, for the erasable memory
module, for the fixed memory cores, and for the DSKY relays.
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manual be compiled to record the

restrictions which the computer design places on the programmers.
L.

6.4

L. 6.
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Test Plans

4.1

Screen and Burn-in

The present flight processing of semiconductor components is deemed to be generally
questionable because of the extreme difficulty of obtainiug parts which ean pass these
tests. While it is agreed that something should be done to make the screen and burn-in
tests more reasonable from the vendorfs standpoint, there is considerable uncertainty
with regard to the detailed recommendations. The committee recommends, therefore, that a study be undertaken to determtne if there are testing procedures which
can be meaningful in terms of guaranteeing the overall quality of the pa-rts so screened
and yet make it possible for the vendors to produce parts which will pass the screen.
Certain parts which are not now included in the screen and burn-in process should be;
in particular, the relays and the multilayer boards come to mind.
L.

6.4.2

Qualification Testing

The commitee has recommended that quali.fication testing at the module level be
discontinued but that a satisfactory qualification test plan be developed for the entire
computer. This test plan could be a revision of ND 1002037 which would include the
worst portions of the mission profiles for both the command module and the h.rnar
excursion module, when the relative severity can be determined. The test should
include both profiles if the relative severity cannot be determined.

l. 6.4.3

Acceptance Testing

It is necessary to develop a new set of acceptance test plans for the computer

and for
pointed
its modules. This is a significantly difficult task, as is
out in some detail
in the remainder of this report. It is not feasible to guarantee analytically that the
computer has adequate design margins. The acceptance tests must, therefore,
guarantee empirically that each computer, as built, has adequate operating margins
over the extremes of the environment. The quality of the computer will be as good
as the final acceptance test and it is imperative that this final test be exhaustive. The
acceptance test proceduie must be predicated on data which is developed during the
engineering evaluation tests. In particular, the computer acceptance tests must
demonstrate adequate margins with regard to computer timing, logic noise margins,
erasable and fixed memory sense amplifier thresholds, ond erasable and fixed memory
drive current tolerances.

The digital computer program which exercises the hardware during these acceptance
tests is extremely critical and must be designed specifically to stress those conditions
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of the computer which are being tested. In the case of the memory test, the program
is almost trivial, it being merely required to generate the two worst-case noise
patterns. In the case of the timing margin and the logic noise margin, the program
is apt to be considerably complicated and it will be very difficult to determine pre cisely what the program should consist of.
The rope module acceptance tests must be revised to provide these critical modules
with a complete test. It is strongly recommended that the ropes be given a twofold
test. The first should be a workmanship test which would prove that there are no
bad solder joints or damaged wires in the assembly. This workmanship test should
consist of a simultaneous vibration and thermal cycle while the windings of the rope
modules are monitored for continuity. Assumlng that the module passes the workmanship test, it should then be subjeeted to a realisttc operating test over the temperature range with tests designed to guarantee adequte electrical operating margins.
Adequate marginal testing will provide some assurance that each set of ropes will
work in any cornputer.
!
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1.6.5

Design Tasks

The present computer contains several specific designs which have been rated as
C - Inadequate. A list of those speeific problem areas is contained in Section 3 of
Appendix H. This paragraph discusses some of the more important design tasks.
The voltage failure alarms should be redesigned to cause an overvoltage condition
to disconnect power from the computer when it is connected to the ground support
equipment. The use of the voltage fail alarms to cause a program restart has been
seriously questioned and should be examined from an operational standpoint. The
alarms should be redesigned so that the undervoltage and overvoltage conditions at
which the alarm is indicated are those conditions which are either dangerous to the
reliability of the circuits or which will cause the circuits to operate irnproperly.

The committee recommends that the overloaded conditions in the computer logie be
corrected. The committee also recommends that the wire-wrap program be revised
to include electrical considerations of the wiring noise in addition to the present
mechanical considerations. Introduction of these new constraints into the program
should help to avoid conditions of bad noise generation or undue noise pickttp.
The oscillator circuit presently uses parts which cannot be qualified to the flight environment. The oscillator could be redesigned to remove the troublesome parts

without seriously affecting the performance of the oscillator.
The DSKY utilizes electroluminescent panels which presently exhibit serious quality
problems and which require the use of relays, which also have serious quality
problems. An investigation should be made of the possibility of substituting incandescent
displays for the present electroluminescent panels.
1
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If the electroluminescent panels are retained in the DSKY, the indieator driver
modules which contain the latching relays should be redesigned to provide suffieient
power to the relays under all conditions of temperature and input voltage level.

It is recommended that a relief valve or a bellows be provided to limit

the overpressure to a value tolerable to a simple cover, thereby simplifying the mechanical
design.
Counter failures should be detected and sigualled to the computer program. The
present logic desigu is aiso lmown to have a minor flaw (see Paragraph 2.L.1.8) and
should be corrected.

3
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The logic of the standby flip-flop should be redesigned to prevent its coming on in an
arbitrary state. In addition, the indicator light should be operated from the relay
which disconnects the power from the remaiuder of the computer.

I

1.7

ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

This report is organized along the general lines which the investigatiou took. There
were some aspects of the computer design which stgnificantly influenced several other
areas and, therefore, are mentioned in more than one section of the report. This is
primarily due to the specific organization or format chosen for the report, and is not
intended to imply that those items mentioned more than once are more important
than the other items. It is not possible, for example, to treat the Malco pin as
just a piece part problem, siuce it affects the choice of interwiring techniques, the
choice of construction processees, and the maintenance and logi.stics plan for the
computer.
Section II contains the bulkof the material and discusses the comprter; its mechanical;
thermal, logic, and circuit problems.
Section III discusses the display and keyboard which provides the interface between
the computer and the astronauts.
Section IV discusses the piece part problems and the flight processing techniques.
Section V discusses the qualification and acceptance tests.
Section VI treats the documents which should provide design definition and system
integration information, as well as the documents which are used or are generated
in manufacturing the computer.
Section VII discusses those computer programs which are pertinent to the testing of
the computer as well as aspects of the mission programs which are intimately
affected by the constraints imposed by the computer hardware design.
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Section VIII discusses several miscellaneous topics which bear only indirecily on the
adequacy of the computer itself. This section includes brief discussions of the GSE
insofar as it affects the thoroughness of the testing of the computer and the safety of
the computer during these tests. It also discusses the CDU blue nose problem and
computer mauufacturing techniques. Section IX contains MIT/IL comments on the
content of the original report. Following Section IX there are several appendices.
These, in general, contain the details of the specific design reviews which have been

performed.
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The operational criteria which the computer must fulfill for the lunar landing mission
have not been documented to the extent that the acceptability of the computer design
can be judged by a straightforward procedure. There is apparently no sample problem nor its functional equivalent which is explicitly speeified and being imposed upon
the designers of the computer by the customer. As a result, many of the characteristics of the computer have not been questioned. Even so, there are some
functional aspects which have raised doubts in the minds of the review committee
and these are discussed in the immediately following paragraphs.

2.1.L Alarms and Restart (B)

CO

(o

The alarm situation has been questioned beginning with the choice of the alarm
parameters and extending all the way through the techuiques used to guarantee a
satisfactory restart of the computer program. Even if it is granted that the entire
set of alarms is desirable, the disposition of each is inconsistent. In the first
place, the identity of the alarm is not generally retained. This should be changed,
since continuing use of the computer might depend on the failure mode. Furthermore, the storage of each failure should be unique, i.e., failures which imply impending shutdorvn can still allow memory access to store the failure data, while
others implying loss of memory would require flip-flop storage. The program exit
point at the time of the alarm should be saved if at all possible. The recovery routlne
following a restart cdn then review the failure type, as well as the locations involved.
In the case of parity failure, it may be possible to reserve blocks of memory for
scratch pad and blocks for mission data, and the recovery could be handled accordingly.

I
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2.L.1.1

Parity Alarm (B)

A parity failure is treated identically whether it occurs in fixed or erasable storage.
This seems incorrect. First, a parity failure in the rope memory due to a transient
may not be disastrous. Repeated trials (two or three) should be allowed to read the
correct data. Second, parity failures in the erasable memory are allowed to regenerate good parity with bad data, which may act properly after a restart. This could
lead to a dangerous condition. A better solution would be to identify the word in which
the failure occurred and that the type of failure was parity. Obviously, this is of no
use when the failure affects more than one word, such as a sense amplifier would.
But in that case, the computer will not run anJnilay.
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L.2 Transfer of Control (B)

This alarm guarantees that the program does not either run witrd or 1ock up in a one
word loop. If an instruction transfers control to itself continuously, the alarm will
be indicated after some period of time. If there is as much as one other instruction
in the loop the alarm will not be tripped. It is not absolutely lmown whether thi.s
alarm guards against a particularly likely mode of failure, or not. It presumably
does not. Therefore, it will detect a srnall percentage of the possible failures of
this kind, and can hardly be considered worth while. The atrarm logic also checks
to see that a transfer of control instruction is executed within some longer time
period. This alarm needs additional study, but it does not seem to provide any
high confidence that things are going weltr.

2.1.L.3

Rupt Lock (B)

This alarm checks to see that the program servi.ees at least one new interrupt request within an interval of from 160 to 320 ms, and that no single interrupt servicing
routine lasts longer than that same period of time. This alarm is considered
rnarginal because it will detect only a gross malfunction of the computer hardware.
There are many critical functions being carried out in the various interrupt subroutines during several phases of the mission, and these functions cannot be ignored
as long as this alarm permits without serious degradation of system performance.
By the same token, there are severaL phases of the mission during which the checking
performed by this alarm is quite appropriate. The general question of interrupts is
discussed in more detail in Paragraph 2.L.2.

2.1.1.4

Night Watchman (A)

This logic checks to see that the executive program addresses memory cell nNew
Jobi (0067)6 at least once in .64to 1.92 seconds. This is a sound alarm technique,
but the sensitivity of this irnplernentation is low due to the long sampling time.
2.

L.1.5 Oscillator Fail

(D)

The computen oscillator provides the basic time and frequency reference to the
entire spacecraft, yet its failure is not handled any differently from any other alarm
condition. As far as the computer is concerned, when the clock stops the computer
stops, and when the clock restarts the computer will restart with no knowledge
that anything untoward had happened. If the clock stops intermittently at critical
times, say during thrusting, the consequenees could be quite severe. Yet this
condition is not detected at all by the alarm circuit. It should at least trip a latching
indicator and be telemetered on Down Link, assuming that is possible when the
oscillator stops.
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The oscillator failure a-larm does provide a quarter of a second delay when the computer power is first applied. This is a useful function in that it allows the computer
power supplies to stabilize and the logic to be initialized, before the computer actually
begins to run" ?he eommittee's investigation of this alarm has not been complete,
and since set'eral questions remain to be answered, this particular alarm must be
placed in the indeterminate category.
2.

L.1.6

Voltage

Failure

(C)

All voltage failures (+28V input, +14V, +4V) are treated the same. When the +4 or
+14 outputs of the power supply rise above their normal values, the alarm turns on

the nRestart' light but no attempt is made to turn off the power to the computer,
thereby preventing serious damage. It is argued that in flight it is more desirable
to ailow the computer to burn up than to include more equipment which can itself
fail. Since the alarm circuits themselves already constitute a significaat number of
components, the few additional components for a safe shutdown cireuit are easily
justified. The additional arguments obtain that most of the computer's life is inground
operation and, even in flight, recovery might be effected from a temporary power
excursion, if the cornputer does not burn up.
There is some qttestion about the undervoltage alarm conditions as well as the overvoltage condition. At the present time the 28 volt alarm threshold is set at Z:..6
volts. This appears to be a satisfactory compromise between the 23 volts guaranteed lower limit of the spacecraft power suppiy and the 18 volts at which the 4 and 14
volt power supplies begin to lose regulation. On the other hand, as indicated in
Section III, there is a significant circuit problem associated with the relays in the
DSKY. At high temperatures the relay will fail to operate at a voltage level whieh is
higher than ttre 28 volt alarm threshold. Therefore, this alarm cannot be expected
to indicate srttisfactory DSKY operation. This is not considered to be an inadequacy
of the alarm circuit, however, but an inadequacy of the DSKY circuit. If the DSKY
relay circuit cannot be corrected, the alarm threshold should be raieed to the value
dictated by the circuit.
2. 7.

1.7 Restart (D)

Each of the above alarms causes the main computer program to restart and the
restart light to be lit. The hardware provides no clues to the nature of the difficulty
which created the restart and, therefore, the restart program has no lcnowledge of the
particular difficulty from which it is trying to recover. Certainly, the restart procedures shoultl be different if the restart were due to a parity failure in erasable
memory or in t'ope memory. There is not sufficient information available with regard to the detailed nature of the restart program to allow us to judge whether this
is a serious problem or not. It would appear to be a questionable approach for the
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lunar landing, during which time the computer is providing direct control of the
LEM. In addition, continuous restarts, with no clue as to reason, make checkout
of the computer and its. integration into the system much more time-consuming than
it would be otherwise.
The restart also provides an input to the warning filter, and repeated restarts are
necessary before the AGC Warning light will be turned on as a result of the output
of the filter exceeding the circuit threshold. The rationale for this appears to be
that the cornputer and its program are designed to tolerate restarts, since restarts
happen even in the laboratory environment. As a result, restarts are treated quite
casually, and diagnosis of an individual restart cause is not normally attempted.
The current restart program devotes a significant amount of erasable and fixed
memory to establishing reeovery points to protect against scratch pad contamination.
Not only is the protection doubtfui, but without consideration of the failure type,
it is dangerous. For example, an oscillator failure of several seconds duration
could be obscured from the astronaut's recognition and could allow a restart that
would look like an unimportant transient. The same amount of storage devoted to
identification and analysis of the failure effects might prove more valuable.

A hard-wired restart seems desirable so the astronaut can command a restart rather
than depending on the alarms. Such a switchwould be useful in the event the computer
gets locked up in some sort of a program loop and cannot respond to the normal
verb/noun inputs through the keyboard.

A considerable fraction of the computer circuitry is used to generate the alarms an6
the restart signal. There is some danger that a failure in these circuits will prevent operation of an otherwise healthy computer. This could be prevented by providing the astronaut with a manual override of the restart.

2.1.L.8

Counter Failure

Alarm

(C)

This alarm occurs if a counter increment fails to happen following an increment
request, or if counter increments happen too frequently. This logic has recengy
been found to be faulty and a logic design change is required. Appendix B treats
this redesign in detail. In addition, the counter fail alarm philosophy appears unsatisfactory. This alarm does not cause a restart but does provide an input to the
AGC warning filter. This means that a single counter failure will not be detected
and that a certain frequency of failures is required before the warning signal will
be energized. Up-Iink and PIPA pulses are handled through the counter increment
logic. While no definitive system specification exists, it seems highly unlikely that
the system can tolerate undetected failures of the ground-to-"pr""*"ft communication, or of the accelerometer counters.
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In addition, there is some fear that counter activity is not guaranteed to be satisfactorily processed at the time of peak loading. Cursory aroalysis seems to indicate
that if a eounter update pulse were lost, a likely candidate would be an optics pulse
from the Optics CDU. CDU pulses ean arrive at the rate of 6.4 kc so that during a
burst, the optics pulses arrive every 156 microseconds or 13 memory cycle times
(MCT). Therefore, the computer must service the optics update request some time
during the 13 MCT interval or lose the information when the next optics pulse arrives
on top of the previous one.

X,Y, Z, Trunion, and Shaft CDUrs send pulses to the AGC at the same time so that
once counter incrementing is initiated, the five CDU E -Memory counters will be
incremented in the above order with the optics CDUis (Trunion and Shaft) being
processed last. Counter increments are enabled only between instructions, keeping
in mind the exception that counter increments are inhibited before the Extend, Relint
and Inhint instructions.
An optics update pulse could be lost then,
as illustrated in Table 2-\ or Table 2-2.

DCS
Relint
Extend
Time 2
Time 1
Time 3
Time 6
CDIIX
CDUY
CDUZ
CDUT
CDUS

3 MCT
1 MCT
1 MCT
1 MCT
1 MCT
1 MCT
l MCT
1 MCT
1 MCT
1 MCT
1 MCT
1 MCT

if

one of the sequence of events occurred

Divide
Inhint
Extend
Time 6
CDUX
CDUY
CDUZ
CDUT
CDUS

14 MCT

Table 2-1

6 MCT

l

MCT
1 MCT
l MCT
1 MCT
1 MCT
1 MCT
1 MCT
l MCT
14 MCT

Table 2-2

I
t

t
I
;

I

i
!

The above sequences indicate that if the five CDU's send pulses to the AGC during
the divide instruction, counter increments are inhibited for the six MCTts of that
instruction. Increments are also inhibited by the Relint and Extend instructions so
that all counter activity is inhibited for a total of eight MCT's. After Extend, counter
increments are enabled and all counters are processed according to their priority as
shown in the examples.
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The probability of the above sequences occurring when the CDU's are being updated
is unknown to the review team. Perhaps the above combinations can never occur.
On the other hand, over a long period of flight time when the CDU's are u@ated
many times over, the probability of the above sequences occurring certainly increases.

The LORS needs at least the minimum specifications which are presently applied to
the rendezvous radar system, and if an optics pulse is dropped, those specifications
will not be met. It also seems likely that the AGC will not be aware that it is performing calculations on bad data since a single missing update pulse is not detected
by the alarm circuits.

In summary, it is felt that a thorough simulation of peak counter activity must be
performed to assure that sufficient counter increment margins exist in the AGC,
and that no eounter increments will be lost. Otherwise, the alarm circuits must be
redesigned to be sensitive to the loss of a single increment.

2.L.L.9

PIPA Failure (A)

This alarm occurs if no pulses arrive from a PIPA during a 312 microsecond period.
It also occurs if both plus and minus pulses occur simultaneously, or if a period of
time between 1.28 and 3.84 seconds passes without at least one plus and at least one
minus pulse arriving. This alarm does not cause a restart but appears as an input
bit which can be sampled by the program.

2.L.L.L0

Scalar

Alarms

(B)

There are two scalar alarm circuits. One triggers ifthe 1.28 second stage of
the scalar (stage 17) fails to produce pulses. This signal is sent to the test connector
and also turns on AGC Warning directly. The second scalar alarm is activated if the
scalar stage which normally operates at 100 pps is operating at a higher frequency.
This signal is not sent to the test connector but does provide an input to the warning
filter. This circuit will detect regular miscounts of the early scalar stages but is
rated as marginal inview of the small amount of logicwhich it checks. Repeated
failures of the 100 pps scalar are required before a warning is produced. Intermittent or transient failures of the scalar will not be detected.

2.L.1.\L

AGC

Warning

(B)

The AGC Warning light is turned on directly by the scalar fail alarm or by failure of
the primary 28 volt supply to the computer, and is turned on as a result of an output
from the warning filter. Inputs to the warning filter are Restart, Counter Fail,
Voitage Failure in the standby mode, and Scalar Double Frequency Failure. The
AGC warning circuit detects gross failure of the computer but does not protect
against many possible intermittent or transient failures. The circuit itself is
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fail-saJe in the sense that the warning signal will be generated if the alarm conditions
exist or if the 4 volt power supply is lost.

2.L.2

Interrupts and Counter Increments (D)

Interrupt requests to the computer may come at times which are mutually asynchronous and interaction of these interrupts is unavoidable. Logie within the computer
treats these interrupts on a nfirst come-first serverrbasis as long as they occur
singly. If two or more interrupt requests arise simultaneously the one with highest
priority is serviced first. The one with lower priority is remembered and is serviced later. A request with higher priority is not allowed to interrupt a subroutine
which is presently in progress but will be remembered (stacked),and those interrupts
which are stacked will be serviced in order of their priority after the present subroutine is finished. There appears to be no logical or program guarantee that one
interrupt program or a cascade of several interrupt programs will not cause the loss
of a low priority request. The programming rules are presently not written down,
and the programming conventions which prevail appeared so variable (depending on
the programmer interrogated) that fear has arisen that a serious build-up of interrupt and counter increment activities may result in the loss of some information
at the eomputer interface.
There is one request, called T6RUPT, which provides the basic timing by means of
which the computer program controls the LEM engines and attitude jets. Since the
computer performs the digital autopilot function, the accuracy with which these times
are measured can be important. The documents which define the acceptable granularity of the control signals has not been reviewed. The programmers have said that
the granularitywill be as long as 15 milliseconds, unless each interrupt program
specifically watches for the occurrence of the T6 counter overflow and provides a
program branch when it recognizes that condition. This places a considerable burden
on the interrupt programmers, since the comment was made that the T6RUPT should
be serviced no less often than every three milliseconds. A hardware high priority
interrupt could be created by the T6RUPT signal such that this highest priority request will be able to interrupt the subroutines which are responding to lower priority
requests.
The design program load on the computer is said to be 80 percent. When all programs are combined the 20 percent margin would appear to be adequate, except that
it does not guarantee proper handling of short duration peak loads. Some comfort
has been taken in the past from the program load histograms developed on the digital
simulator at MIT. This simulator cannot possibly produee a worst-case loading
since many of the interrupts which can pile up are totalty independent and asynchronous. Furthermore, the simulator does not flag interrupts which have been delayed
so long that a second request is received before the first is acloowledged. It is
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understood that such a feature is presently being written into the simulator
and will
be available in the future. In view of the abundance of other alarm
circuitry, it is
surprising that the simple logic to detect an unanswered interrupt was
not incorporated in the AGC.

The same general comment applies to the counter increments. These are relatively
low frequency binary inputs which are either summed into a core memory location
or are assembled into a word in a core memory location. These operations are
performed during memory cycles which are stolen from the program. These increments are also as5mchronous with the running of the program and are not individually
taken into account by the simulator in analysis of the overall program timing. Since
increments cannot occur within an instruction (because the main arithmetic adder is
used to provide the incrementation), low priority increments might be lost if a long
instruction, as is divide, holds up servicing of the increments and if all of the increment requests occur simultaneously (see Paragraph 2.1.1.g). A program timing
analysis which takes into account counter increments as well as interrupts should
be undertaken immediately.

2.t.3

Maintenance and

Logistics

(C)

In reviewing the design, testing, and checkout of the computer and its modules, the
subject of the Malco pins kept recurring. There are several thousand of these pins
in the computer, and the computer structure requires that these pins be blind mated
at the time any module is plugged into the tray. There was not sufficient volume
allowed within the computer for protective skirts around these connectors or for
pins to guide the insertion of the modules. There is some danger that the pins will
be slightly bent or brokeu when the module is inserted into the tray. This makes
field disassembly of the computer extremely rislqy.
The committee has been told that a black box maintenance philosophy has been
adopted for the G and N system, and that a failed computer will be returned to the
factory for analysis and repair. This phitosophy has already been violated for those
computers which are currently in the field. Since they are not flyable computers,
we need not be overly concerned with these violations. However, current practice
requires that when a computer has passed the final acceptance test at Ra5rtheon, it
is disassembled and given a visual inspection before it is reassembled, with the
attendant danger to the Malco pins, and shipped to AC. When the computer is received at AC it is again disassembled and given a visual inspection, after which it
is reassembled with additional danger to the Malco pins. It is strongly recommended
that the computer be sealed at the time of final assembly before the acceptance test
begins, and that this seal be broken only by a qualified person in the computer
factory, in order to prevent trouble during the assembly process. In order to aid
the assembly process in the factory, jigs should be provided to align the modules
and the Malco pins during the module insertion.
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If the black box maintenance philosophy is not rigidly enforced in the field, and if
the committeef s recommendations for acceptance testing computer modules (discussed fully in Paragraph 5.2.21 are not heeded, then it is quite likely that 'green,
modules will find their way into the flight computers. These are modules which
will have been sold off without vibration or adequate thermal testing and which will
have been installed in the computer in the field. With the present acceptance test
philosophy, there is a high probability that flight program ropes will see vibration
for the first time during lift-off. This seems like an extremely risky policy. It is
highly recommended that a firm field maintenance policy be established; however,
in view of the probability that this policy will be violated, it is also recommended
that the acceptance tests for the modules be made complete.

2.2
(o
(o
I
I

(o

MECHANICAL DESIGN

There are several documents which typically purport to specify the environment
which the computer will see, and, therefore, which tend to dictate the mechanical
design of the system. Perhaps the most important single document in this category
is the qualification test plan, since that is a firm test procedure to which the designer of the computer must commit the product of his design. As will be pointed
out in Section VI, this document does not exist for the Block II computers. The
designers of the equipment have marked up a previous edition of the qualification
test specification and have designed the computer to withstand the test as they believe
it will be specified when this document, ND LOA2O37, is finally approved in the new
Revision C. The review committee was faced with the task of judging the probable
mechanical design margins of this computer against this incomplete qualifieation
test specification. Other documents were also reviewed, in particular, the mechanical interface control documents, to see that the limitations imposed by these would
be properly applied to the computer design.

2.2.7 Structure

(C)

The production version of the Block II and l,EM computers will he built of magnesium.
AII previous computers were aluminum. Engineering evaluation tests on simulated
computers indicated that their structural integrity was probably satisfactory with the
exception noted below. The transmissibility of the structure from the mounting
points to the modules within the trays was found to have a maximum of 1b. This
is an acceptable number for such a structure. The production computers made of
magnesium are expected to have smaller transmissibilities, &nd Ra5rtheon is planning
to install a foam damping material (made by Union Carbide) which should tend to
reduce the resonances even further. The structural integrity of the present computer
design should be verified on a representative magnesium structure with the proposed
damping materials included.
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The principal structural problem is attributable to the decision to pressurize
the computer. It is apparently very difficult to design a eover L2n x 24n which
will stand the anticipated 20 psi overpressure which would occur in a eondition of high
heat input and loss of cabin pressure. According to the present dimensions of the
various parts of the computer structure, if the cover bows at all under pressure the
computer will exceed the maximum vertieal dimension allowed on the mechanicaL
interface control document.

A test structure designated C-OX is being prepared at this time. Itwill consist of
magnesium trays, covers, and mid-tray spacer, and an aluminum rope header.
The trays will be wire-wrapped and foamed, and dummy weighted modules will be
plugged into the trays. Five dummy rope modules and one live Zantow rope will be
installed. Testing of this mechanical model will include vibration, shock and salt
spray. Unfortunately, the magnesium covers cannot be obtained with gaskets.
Therefore, pressure testing will be done with aluminum covers. As a result this
test will not concLusively prove or disprove the structural design adequacy. This
proof will have to wait on the qualification tests planned for later this year. Meanwhile, of course, computers are being built.
There seems to be no general requirement for the AGC or the DSKY to be pressurzied.
Moisture sealing appears to be adequate. There are many vulnerable parts, principally connectors and rope modules, which are located outside the pressure seals
and which are protected from the corrosive effeets of the atmosphere and moisture
by conventional seals. Although the number of connector points within the computer
is far greater than the number which are outside the pressure seals, it seems inconsistent to protect part of the connector points and not all. It is recommended that
the pressurization be limited, if it is required at a1l, by a relief valve set to blow off
at a few psi above ambient. Or, as an alternative, and since the volume of entrapped
air is not very large, a bellows could be arranged which would allow a positive pressure of a few psi to be maintained within the computer, even in the LEM where the
air pressure will vary radically. This arrangement would be considerably more bullqy
than the valve but would also probably be more reliable.
The rope header, which is an aluminum structure mounted externally tothe Tray B,
has recently been redesigned to overcome a major difficulty. Whiie there is some
hope that the redesign has eliminated the problem, additional analysis will be required before it can be given a clean bill of health. This rope header assembly contains the connectors into which the rope modules themselves plug. The computer
is normally shipped without ropes installed and without these connectors covered.
In view of the fragile nature of the connectors, discussed in Paragraph 2.2.4, these
connectors should be covered at aII times when ropes are not actually installed.
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(D)

The extensive use of magnesium in the structural members of the Block II computer
has introduced the possibility of serious corrosion problems. This problem is aggravated by the fact that electrical cuments will be flowing through the structure and a
dissimilar metal (aluminum) is pressed into the magnesium. A committee made up
of representatives from MIT, Raytheon, and AC is presently working on this corrosion problem with the objective of finding a water barrier to keep the aluminummagnesium interfaces dry. It is assumed that they will be successful in this for the
areas around the fasteners which mount the covers to the trays and the computer to
the cold plate. There is still the interface between the aluminum rope header and the
magnesium mid-tray spacer to be concerned about. If corrosion occurs in any of
these areas it can possikrly lead to degradation of the structural members, although
that is not of major concern, and it may also introduce contamination into the subassemblies and into the spacecraft.
Ground pins are presently planned to be installed directly in the magnesium trays.
The connector pins themselves are a brass material and they will be installed in an
aluminum insert which will be pressed directly into the magnesium tray. These
interfaces are also candidates for corrosion. There are many ground pins inside the
sealed computer. There are also several in the connectors which are outside the
main computer seals. Ordinarily, they will be protected from the atmosphere by the
gaskets which seal the connector housings to the computer case, except in the case of
the test connector which may be uncovered, or covered only with a simple mechanical
protection, &nd the rope module connectors before the modules are installed.
these areas of difficulty are presumably recognized by the committee which is
presently working on the problem, and straightforward solutions can probably be
found, but these solutions should be reviewed.
A11

There has been some considerable discussion of the finish system to be used on the
exterior surfaces of the computer. These discussions have indicated that it is a
rather complex problem which is further complicated by the differing requirements
of the LEM and the command module with reference to such things as toxicity,
emissivity, thermal conductivity, etc. It is presently understood that NASA will
specify the finish system according to a recent decision. Therefore, no statement
can be made with regard to the adequacy or inadequacy of the computer finish.

2.2.3 Thermal

(D)

A dummy model of the eariy Block II computer was constructed of aluminum and
instrumented with thermocouples. This model was subjected to the worst-case
internal and external heat loads and a thermal map made from the resulting measurements. That map has been analytically extended to account for the use of magnesium.
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Figure 2-L is the thermal analog of the computer in a 5 psi gaseous atmosphere with
a surrounding structure at 160oF. This provides the worst-case high temperature
within the computer. ND1002037 requires testing the computer iq a different environment, namely, in a vacuum with the surrounding structure at 160oF. This situation
is depicted in Figure 2-2, and. results in lower tempe.ratures. Since the various elements of the computer are designed to operate at +70oC, that requirement alone embodies some safety margin, since the thermal maps do not indicate temperatures that
high within the comPuter.
An equivalent map for the lowest operating temperature was not made. It should be.
The requirement for the computer to operate at OoC (or -10oC as some references
state) seems to be quite reasonable, again probably providing some margin over the
expected }owest operating temperature.
The temperature gradients across the computer are as important as the absolute
temperature. Gradients across Tray A will detra^ct from the d-c noise margin of the
micrologic. Temperature differences of about 10"C have been noted across the tray,
with another S.boC difference inthe self-heating of the elements, resulting in a
18. SoC difference in the junction temperatures. The consequences of this are discussed fully in Appendix C.

Temperature gradients across Tray B will have a deleterious effect on the operation
of the erasable memory, since the memory cores and the memory drivers are in
different modules and the temperature sensing elements are in the driver modules,
not in the module with the cores. As a result, the drive currents will not be compensated according to the requirements of the cores. This difference in temperature will
subtract from the normal drive current tolerances. Whether this is a serious matter
or not cannot be stated at this time, since the thermal characteristics of the erasable
memory module have not been determined. It would be possible to compensate for
any.steady-state difference in temperature between the ferrite cores and the drivers,
during the selection of the nominal resistor values for the memory driver module.
Any change in the temperature difference due to variations in the ambient would still
subtract from the driver current tolerances, however. At the moment this is not
considered vital since the cores and the temperature compensating diodes are at
nearly the same temperatures.

2.2.4

Module Interconnections

The electronic modules of ihe computer are interconnected by means of Ma1co pins
which are set into the module housings and the tray structure. The Malco pins extend into the tray and interconnection of these pins is accomplished by an automatie
wire:wrap machine.
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rrWaspn pins as elecThere has been a long history of successful use of the Malco
trical connectors for the Polaris guidance system. These were relatively large pins
spaced on .200, centers. The equivalent connector in the Apollo system is the
Malco nMiniwaspn which mounts on . 125n centers'

AII experts on the subject express concern over the immediate or potential problems
to
associated with the newMalcopins. The originaldesignof thesepinswas determined
which
be particularly fragile, and the pin has been redesigned to prevent the fracture
prevent
use
to
part
number
had been occurring. The new pin should be given a new
place
of the old design. Many objections remain, however. The pin is pressed into
without the benefit of the structure as a supporting guide, and installation damage is
extremely difficult to detect. Insertion of the module into the tray connector is blind,
Ieaving doubt as to whether these pins have been bent or broken in the process. A11
connectors suffer from difficulties of this kind, more or less, however, the Malco
pins seems to be especially vulnerable. small weight and volume were extremely
important in the design of the computer and no space was allotbed within the structure
for pins to guide the insertion of the module or for skirts to protect the male Malco
pins when the module is not inserted in the tray '
of
The committee feels that it would be impossible to suggest the use of another type
disand
connector at this point in the program. we also feel that field assembly
philosophy described
assembly of the computer is extremely risky and the maintenance
documented and
procedure,
well
in paragraph2.L.B should be made an official Apollo
completllv enforced. In addition, it would be reasonable to expect that an insertion
be plovided in the factory to aid insertion of the modules and to minimize
fi*trrr"
"ould
the probability of damage to the Malco pins'

If all these recommendations are implemented, the Malco pins can be considered
marginal, but not dangerous. If the procedures are not changed to account for their
fragility, the pins would deserve a rating of inadequate (C)'

2.2.4.2 TrayWiring

(D)

The Block 100 computers had shorts in the tray wiring due to what has been termed
cold flow of the wire insulation. This presumably occurs when a teflon-insulated wire
is subjected to small but constant pressure against a sharp corner, such as the Malco
pins have. This continuous pressure does not result in immediate cuttingof the insulation but rather in gradual regression of the insulation. A new wire insulation and a
new potting method have been adopted for the production series of computers to improve this situation. If the shorts were, in fact, due to cold flow these methods are
probably adequate. However, there have been some recent indications that other
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computer companies experience shorts in the wire wrapping process which are not due
to cold flow but are due to misadjustments of the Gardner-Denver machine. Presumably, we must still depend on the DITMCO test to pick up these shorts after the trays
have been potted.
The length of the wires in the tray is of some concern since the wires are capacity
loading on the micrologic elements and may also be a source of coupled noise where
wires run parallel for a number of inches. In a computer which measures LZn x 24n
there ate a few wires as long as six feet and several wires as long as three feet.
This problem would not be especially serious in the production computers if it were
possible to guarantee that the capacities from the wires to the chassis and the eapacitive and inductive coupling among the wires would remain constant. Noise and timing
results seen on one computer would, therefore, be extendable to a1l other computers.
However, the nature of the wire-wrapping process is such that it cannot place all of
the wires in the same relative location from one tray to the next. As a result, there
are likely to be considerable variations in these troublesome parameters. A rigid
interconnection technique, such as a multilayer board or a welded wire matrix, would
be preferable since the capacities and inductances would be nearly constant. However,
such a radical change in the method of constructing the computer cannot be recommended at this time. The alternatives are discussed in Paragraph 2.4 insofar as they
impact the loading and the noise margin.
The lengths of the wires in the tray are presently determined by a computer program
which specifies the exact routing of each wire. The only restrictions placed on the
program were those inherent in the wiring patterns available with the Gardner-Denver
machine. It is strongly reeommended that an electronic engineer be assigned the task
of implementing certain optimizing features within the wire-wrap routing program to
reduce the probable difficulties mentioned above.
Many of the wires in the tray are much longer than required, and minimization of the
total wire length should be one important criterion. In order to minimize noise coupling between wires, it would be desirable to restrict the number of inches any two
wires can run in the same channel parallel to one another. With such restrictions
placed on the program the variations mentioned above may not be as significant as
they are in the present system.
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POWER SUPPLY

The general design of the computer power supply has been reviewed and is discussed
in detail in Appendix A. That discussion is summarized rn the following paragraphs.

2.3.

L

Power Distribution and Grounding (C)

MIT is presently operating on the informal irformation that power dropouts of between
20 and 100 milliseconds can be expected. This is in direct conflict with the primary
electrical interface control document MH01-01327 -2L6, which states:
nPower Interruption: There shall be no interruption of dc power to loads
from prelaunch through earth landing flight phases for normal or emergency
operations modes. n

(0
(o
I
I

This ICD provides a transient test which superimposes noise pulses of less than 20
microseconds duration on the main power bus into the equipment being tested. These
pulses can be positive or negative, but clearly do not constitute a power dropout. The
LEM electrical interface control document provides essentially the same statements,
although they are different in detail. If these documents are wrong they should be corrected and satisfactory transient protection should be provided in the computer power
supply.
These interface control documents do not specify the amount of noise which the
computer is allowed to put onto the power bus, and the standard electromagnetic compatibility test has been eliminated. If all of the equipments in the spaeecraft are permitted to dump unlimited amounts of noise on the power bus, there is serious doubt
that the puise noise test described above is likely to be adequate. There is even grave
doubt that the system will function. The source impedance of the power bus as seen
by the computer is not specified. The average power loads of the computer are specified in the ICD MHO1-01327-216, but there is no limit to the peak currents which can
be drawn at the computer power supply input terminals.
The grounding system used originally inside the Block 100 units has proven inadequate.
That technique consisted of tying a common logic ground through an inductor back to
single-point ground, and keeping that ground separate from the case. The computer
was found to be susceptible to EIVfi. After this experience a1l grounds were connected
to computer chassis.
The power supply Iow, as well as all other computer signal lows, are presently
separated from 28V dc low by a 25-microhenry coil. Since the computer zero volts
dc is internally connected to the chassis of the computer, the coil is paralleled by
the circuit through the spacecraft structure. Since the true single-point ground is
located a considerable distance from the computer, there could be large cireulating
ac currents which would pass through the coil, generating large voltage transients.
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In addition, the effect of these chassis currents on the noise margins within the computer is yet to be determined. It is not now possible to give the internal grouoding
method a clean bill of health, but it is recommended that a noise interference fragility
test be performed on a completed G and N system with and without the inductor in the
circuit. There is little hope that any analytical work would be fruitful when discussing
the possible noise paths of equipment within the spacecraft.
Figure 2-J is a power and ground diagram for the computer. Regarding Figure 2-3,
note that 4, +14, and 0V dc are brought to this connector, presumably as test points.
If so, they should be buffered inside the computer for protection.

2.3.2

Power Suppltu Circuits

A detailed analysis of the power supply is presented in Appendix
here.

2.3.2.1

Standby

A. It is summ arized

Transient (B)

There is a considerable transient on the output of the power supply when the computer
goes into the standby mode. The 4-vo1t power supply can have an output of 8.5 volts
at this time. This transient is not considered detrimental to the operation of the
computer.

2.3.2.2

Noise Output (C)

The power suppty specification permits noise of 0.4 volts peak-to-peak of unlimited
bandwidth on the power supply output. Noise of approximately this amount at a frequency of about 30 megacycles has been observed. This noise could be detrimental to
the proper operation of the logic circuits and will certainly reduee the calculated noise
margins. This noise is apparentiy caused by the switching regulator, and careful
placement of the eomponents within the power supply module appears to be the only
technique which has worked to reduce the noise. Additional filtering and shielding of
components within the module would probably improve the situation. Use of a toroidal
core in the switching regulator choke, rather than the present laminated core, might
reduce the radiation from the choke. Additional filter capacitors in the trays would
also be helpful. In view of the probable small noise margins (see Paragraph 2.4.2),
it is important that this noise output be eliminated.

2.3.2.3

Overvoltage

Protection (C)

The computer power supply has a current protection feature which prevents an
accidental short circuit, external to the power supply, from damaging it. The power
supply is a switching regulator between the +28 volt power bus and the computer cir*
cuits. Several failure modes exist which will cause the power supply output to
approach 28 vo|ts. It is true that if the power supply, or the logic circuits driving it,
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an overvoltage protection. On the
other hand, the first 18 months of the computerrs lifetime will be spent on the ground.
During this time, the computer is exposed to complete destruction if the power supplies
Iose control. One way of proteeting the computer would be to provide a siliconcontrolled rectifier across the output of the power supplies. AppendixA suggests the
form of such a circuit. This rectifier ean be fired when the output voltage exceeds a
certain value. A sufficiently long pulse can be required to fire this circuit so that
noise spikes will not trigger it. If the SCR is triggered when the computer power
supply is operating normally, the current protection feature will shut the power supply
down without damage to it or the computer. If the overvoltage protection feature is
not desired in flight, the SCR circuit could be disabled by a switch.

fail in flight there is little to be gained by providing

2.3.2.4

The Drivers

(D)

There are three transistors ia the switching regulators, Q9, Q10, Q11, which are
connected in parallel. There is no way to test the power supply module to determine
if these three transistors are working. As a result, one of these transistors may fail
during the assembly process and the remaining two transistors be overloaded for the
entire lifetime of the computer. The procurement specification for the driver transistors does not provide satisfaetory guarantees that one of these three transistors
wilt not run away and destroy itself, and perhaps destroy the power supply and/or the
computer as well. The simplest solution to this problem would be to replace the three
soparate transistors with a single unit. A 2N3467, or equivalent, would be a satisfactory choice. If the addition of another part type is intolerable, then the addition of
a base resistor for each of the present transistors would help to equalize the load
sbmewhat. As things now stand, considerably more data on the basic characteristics
of the transistors is required before the circuit can be judged safe or not as regards
the probability of thermal run away.

2.3.2.5

Factory

Tests (B)

The factory tests do not check to see if the power supply control circuits draw abnormally large power. Such a test could easily be provided. It would merely require
measuring the input power with a minimum load on the output. Also, the short circuit
test is done at a low duty cycle. There is no reason it should not be made a continuous
test.

2.3.2.6 Differential Amplifier

(B)

Three items have been discovered in the design of the differential amplifier which are
not in accordance with good practice. They are not expected to give rise to any difficulty, however. They are 1) operation of the Zener diode at the wrong current, 2)
aratio of 10:1 to the collector currents of the two halves of the amplifier, and 3) a
ratio of 3:1 in the input resistors of the amplifier.
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LOGIC

The design review committee has not yet been able to judge the adequacy of the overall
logic design of the compuler. There is a general ooncensus that the self-test programs
which have been written to date demonstrate the ability of the logic to perform the instruction set outlined in Memo AGC No. 9. A considerable amount of work remains
before this feeling can be verified beyond any question, however, since logic design
errors are still being found in the prototype computers. That alone would indicate
that a fairly complete design review of the logic is desirable. The following paragraphs treat those particular topics of the logic where problems have been encountered or where problems are suspected.

.lJ

@

2.4.L

Noise

Margin

(C)

One of the inherent advantages of the resistor-transistor logic (RTL) circuits used in
the Apollo guidance computer is their superior speed/power ratio as compared to
other forms of logic. This is achieved by minimizing the magnitude of the sigual
swings. As a result, one of the disadvantages of this kind of circuit is its sensitivity
to external and self-induced noises. The measure of this sensitivity, or lack thereof,
is called the circuit noise margin. This noise margin is a function of a number of
things besides the integrated circuit parameters. It is a function of the noise on the
power supply, the temperature gradients within the computer structure, the method
of wiring the computer, etc. Appendix C presents a detailed discussionof this problem.
The computations in that appendix are summarized in Table 2-3. These are the
ilt level thresholds. The n0n noise threshold has a similar trend, but cannot be
calculated readily due to operation at the lmee of the circuit saturation characteristic.

NOISE THRESHOLD

FAN-OUT

5

ooc

zboc

Tboc

4

93 mv

172 mv

90 mv

5

48 mv

105 mv

44 mv

45 mv

92 mv

62 mv

14 rnv

68 mv

6mv

(interface)
6

Table

2-3.

Calculated Noise Thresholds of Apollo RTL Circuits
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In these noise calculatiorLs the supply voltage was assumed to be at its nominal value
of 4.0 volts, and the junction temperatures were assumed to be all identical. Inthe
real computer temperature gradients do exist across the tray, and when these are
taken into account the noise thresholds may be reduced hy about 24 millivolts. This
results in negative noise margins for the signals overloaded by 20 percent (Fan-out=6).
That means they will not merely be susceptible to noise, they cannot be expected to
work at a1l. It must be cmphasized at this poi.nt that the numbers which are required
for these calculations are not contained in, nor are they implicit in, the micrologic
procurement specification. There is only one lorown method of guaranteeing a satisfactory noise m.argin at the temperature extremes and that is to make such a guarantee an explicit part of the procurement specification.

(o
I
I

(o

Preliminary tabulations show that of the eighty overloaded micrologic signals in the
computer A tray, nineteen are overloaded by 16 percent or more, ten lre overIoaded by 20 percent, and seven of the nineteen drive blue noses. In addition, most
of the overloaded signals occur in the highlv active modules, A7 through A11, which
contain the central processor and its associated service gates. Appendix D tabulates
these overloaded signals.
The next question to be determined is: what is the expected noise, and how does it
compare with the predicted margin? Appendix C also treats that matter. There
are long wires in the tray. Some of these long wires are driven with what
amounts to micrologic buffers and feed loads which are concentrated some
distance from the driving source. This situation was simulated in the laboratory. Photographs taken of noise induced in adjacent wires indicate that
in a one-foot parallel run of wires spaced as much as Ug inch apart, the noise
generated can be 400 to 500 millivolts. Due to the lower sensitivity of the logic
elements to high frequency pulses, this signal is equivalent to about 160 millivolts
dc noise. Such noise level, coupled with thr: thresholds indicated in Table 2-3,
would result in an intolerable situation.
The fact that the computers have been working can be explained. The noise thresholds
were calculated for comhinations of worst-case nricrologic elements, located at
unfortunate temperature cxtremes within the computer. It is improbable (but not
impossible) that such a worst-case will occur. The noise generatedwithinthe real
wiring of the computer is indeterminate, but the probability of worst noise generators
running parallel for somr distances to most sensitive cirr:uits is also improbable.
Within the logic modules the rigid interconnecting wiring provides good assurance
that the situation will not vary significantly from one procluction computer to the
next. Unfortunately, the same is not true of the wrapped wiring in the trays.
There the variability is rrnknown, but will be considerable, and there is where the
long wires exist.
Appendix C also indic;rtes thc recommended solution to this problem. In fact, there
is no direct solution rvhich will guarantee that all production computers are free of
o oo
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prohlems. The recommended procedure is to add a marginal test which will essentially measure the noise threshold of each computer as part of the acceptance tests.
Those computers which fail the test can be used for hangar queens, simulation
computers, or other non-flying jobs. Only those computers which pass the test with
adequate margins should be allowed to fly.

2.4.2 Timins Marsin

(D)

The design review team has been unable in the allotted time to perform a detailed
timing analysis oJ the Apollo guidance computer. The Apollo computer is not a
clocked system in the conventional sense and the logic has been designed empirically
using a breadboard computer to set up the Iogic chains and adjust the logic circuit
delays to make the computer work. This amounts to tuning up the computer once it
has been built. An illustrative example is described more fully in Appendix E. It is
urgent that a detailed analysis of the timing margins be performed in such a way that
these analyses will be pertinent to the production computers. There are two possible
approaches.

The MIT approach is to go through an operating computer, signal by signal, and
observe that there are adequate timing margins. This is a difficult task. MIT estimates that this analysis will take three months once they have been given a representative computer. Wehavenowayof judging the accuracy of that estimate. It is
imperative, however, that this analysis be done on a production computer. Therefore, some computer, such as C-1, should be made available to for this purpose.
The computer trays must be potted and the modules must use circuit boards which
are identical to the final production computer configuration, since the capacities
on the signal wires in the circuit boards and in the tray play a prominent role in
determining the propagation delays through the logic. The trays must be potted
since the dielectric constant of the potting compound is estimated to be 3. Once the
detailed analysis has been accomplished at room temperature, it will be necessary
to extend this analysis to the two temperature extremes, OoC and 70oC. This ca:r
perhaps be done by identifying those signals which appear to be marginal or which
are lcrown by the computer designers tri be critical, and by monitoring them during
thermal testing. The timing margins of the computer must also be checked by
running the clock frequency up and down from two megacycles while the critical
signals are monitored. The program which the computer runs during this test is
very critical and must be intentionally desigued to stress the logie circuits. An
obvious block of logic to be concerned with is the adder, and sets of worst-case
numbers should be cycled through it while the test is being performed. There are
undoubtedly other equally critical gate chains, however, and tests must be defined
which stress them all.
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Once this test has been performed on a computer, it is possible that changes must
be made in order to rectify certain problems. Once these changes are made, the
changed computer must then undergo this same testing procedure, although perhaps
oniy the areas of change need be investigated thoroughly. There a-re some other pitfaIls along this road; one being that the computer must be fully operating while the
test is performed. If the memory fails to operate over the temperature range, then
it will be impossible to test the logic of the computer and little or nothing will be
iearned of the logic timing margins until the other problems are fixed. A second
pitfall is that, even if the first test is completed satisfactorily, it is a test of only
one computer. There are larown variations in the circuit parameters which affect
the timing margins, and these variations are large enough to make it probable that
the timing chains of each individual production computer will differ significantly
from one another. It would, therefore, be necessary to subject each and every fly-

able computer to this timing margin test over the temperature range.

There is an alternative approach. It also will require a good deal of time, and an
estimate of the amount of time is not available today. The approach would require
a logic designer and a bookkeeper (preferably a computer program) to go through the
logic diagrams, line by 1ine, signal by signal, and define the timing situation at the
input to each and every NOR gate. In order to do this there are three different sets
of data required. The inherent micrologic propagation delays must be loown as a
function of fan-in and fan-out, and the variation in these delays must be known. The
nominal value of the collector load resistors and the variations must be known. The
nominal multilayer circuit board capacitances must be measured for everlr signal
conductor and the expected variation in that capacitance must be generated. Finally,
the tray wiring capacitance must be known and the expected variations in that capacity
must be determined.
The wire-wrap card deck printout contains a listing of the signal conductors in each
tray and the length of the wire. It may be possible to provide a satisfactory estimate
of this wire capacity as a function of its length and the level on which it is wrapped.
This estimate should, of course, be confirmed on a fully potted tray.
The bookkeeping program which the logic designer will use will then keep track of
the accumulated expected delays and the statistics of these delays as a function
of all these measurements. The logic designer can then identify groups of NOR
gates which function as flip-flops, AND gates, and OR gates. If the analysis of the
logic is carried forward from the two megacycle clock generator, the logic designer
should be able to observe the nominal delays and the variations of the detays
at each of these functional circuits and make some statement of his confidence that
the circuit timing is adequate. He must observe that the flip-flops are presented
with a pulse of some minimum duration, that the signals at the inputs to the AND gates
will overlap for some minimum time.
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The advantage of this approach is that it will pertain to all production computers. If
it can be demonstrated that a satisfactory timing margin exists when the delays are
probability that one
at their, say , 2o limits , then some inference can be made of the
If the probmargins.
timing
of the 44 production computers will not have satisfactory
not
vitai.
is
production
computers
,fitity is sufficiently low, detailed testing of the
If the probability is sufficiently high, then the same testing procedures will be
required as for the other approach.
program musf, be
The disadvantage of this approach is that a special digital computer
written and a logic designer must go through the logic in very careful detail' An
additional disadvantage is that an enormous amount of circuit capacitance data must
be collected. The feeling is that thesecondapproachistikelytotakeatleastiustasmany
man hours and just as many ealendar days as the MIT approach, but the result eould
be a significantly greater insight into the actual expected performance of the computer.
2.

4.3

Blue Nose

(A)

The use of the expander gates in the computer appears to be an adequate solution to
the previous blue nose problem. The expander gates are somewhat more susceptible
to the overload conditionthan the conventional micrologic. This matter is also treated
in Appendix C. Specific consideration is given to the expander gate procurement specification in ParagraPh 4.2.

2.4.4

Ring

Counter

(A)

The early Block II computers have experienced failures due to ring counters hanging
up in an undesired state at turn-on. A logic modification has been made for inclusion
in all Block II computers which adequately corrects the situation.

2.4.5

Module A18 Standby

F1ip-Flop

(C)

The logic associated with the standby flip-flop permits it to come on in an arbitrary
state determined by the parasitic loading of the circuits and the gains of the NOR
gates in that circuit. The logic design should be altered to initialize this flip-flop
properly to prevent the computer entering the standby mode accidentally.

2.4.6

Standby

Indicator

(C)

The standby light in the DSKY is driven from the standby logic. It is possible that the
circuitry which follows the logic and which actuates the standby relay could malfunction.
If this were to happen the light would not indicate the true mode of operation of the
computer. This circuit should be redesigned to drive the light from the re1ay.
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ERASABLE MEMORY

There are three principal aspects of the erasable memory which have received considerable attention; these are, mechanical design of the stack, the magnetic properties
of the stack, and the designs of the driving and sensing circuits.

2.5.L

Mechanical

Design

(C)

There has been a long history of mechanical difficulties in the erasable memory modules. Both the Block I and Block II engineering evaluation and module qualifieation
tests have disclosed a variety of problems. The wide temperature range ferrite cores
are magnetostrictive and must be protected from any stress due to thermal gradients
or vibration environments. Although these cores are fully eneapsulated in a resilient
silastic material which is commonly used for potting aerospace memories, this particular memory has shown trouble when the potted assembly was subjected to thermal
shoek tests. In fact, cores, wires, and connector pins have been fractured. This
suggests that the silastic material is not of the right composition or is being processed
improperly, otherwise it would remain resilient far below the temperatures to which
this memory is tested.

'\.-

Previous designs have shown difficulty with the hard epoxy mold breaking free from
the module header, which leaves the bulk of the plastic potting material mechanically
unsupported. The most recent design leaves the side supports off the module altogether to provide for expansion during thermal cycling. This leaves the mass of the
potting material supported principally by the wires. It is feared that with the present
arrangement, wire fatigue will take place during vibration. This design is incomplete
at the present time and evaluations are still being performed. The memory modules
which are presently being made are certainly satisfactory for ground use, but their
use for flyable computers would not be recommended at this time. The module
should be redesigned to support the magnetic assembly firmly.

2.5.2

Magnetic

Design

(D)

The erasable memory drive circuits are not worst case designed. Nominal values of
drive current measured on breadboard circuits provided the basis for the core and core
stack specifications. Raytheon engineers are presently attempting to establish manufacturing limits for the memory drivers and sense amplifiers. It is impossible to
deterrnine whether or not the limits thus established will guarantee satisfactory
operation of the memory without detailed shmoo plots which establish the operating
iimits of the core stack. Since such shmoo plots have never been produced for either
the RCA or the EMI core stack, typical shmoo plots made at ACLA for an avionics
computer memory are shown and described below to illustrate their use and to indicai.e
the degree of variability found between core mats employing nominally identical cores.
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Referring to Figure 2-4, shmoo plots for 32 core mats at each of three temperatures;
-bEoC, +ZboC and + 100oC; are shown together with an explanatory plot at the extreme
right. As noted in the latter, the broad dark region defines the area within which the
82 plots at a particular temperature lie. The variability shown by the breadth of the
dark region is due entirely to differences between mats, since the sa.ure sense amplifiers
and drlve selection system was used in each case. The variations are attributed to
differenees between cores and their distribution, dlfferences in coupling between drive
and sense lines due to imperfect balance of the sense llne, etc. Obviously' memory
performance cannot be predicted directly from.the core characteristics, nor can it be
predicted accurately from a shmoo plot of a single mat.
Shmoo plots are norrrally plotted using absolute eument values. Thls is convenlent
when operation at a fixed temperature is lntended, but when temperature compensation
is employed to enable operation over a wide temperature range it is easler to evaluate
the performance if the currents are normalized to the nominal value at each temperature.
The several plots can then be overlayed to obtain a composlte plot applicable to operation
over the fu[| temperature range. Considerable preliminary testing ls required to establish a preliminary nominal drive curent" If the mat used to esta.blish the preliminary
nominal currents is not typical of the staek as a whole, the optlmum values will be
offset from the n0,0n position, as shown by the@marks. If the offsets are small, the
plots can be overlaid with the@ marks aligned and the current axes shifted accordingly
without signiflcant eryor. If the offsets are large the scales should be adjusted accordingly, or the plots should be rerun with the revised nomlnals.

InFigurre 2-5 the innermost boundariesofthe plotsshown inFigure2-4 areshown superimposed with the adjusted nomlnals aligned with the 0,0 coordlnates. This alignment
implies perfect temperature compensation. The temperature compensatlon required
to obtain the optimum drive curuents is -0. 2401o/ og for the X + Y drive and -0. Ztlo f C
for the Z drtve between -55oC and +25oC; and is -0. zzolo f C and -0. L90lo /oC, respectively, between +25oC and +l-00oC. Any variation from these values can be accounted
for by offsetting the corresponding plots. The square area enclosed by the composlte
plots defines all possible operating points that can result from independent variation
of drive currents over a +d/o range, assuming symmetrical drive (equal read and
write currents) is guaranteed"
Since separate read and write drivers are provided in the Apollo memory' a further
complication must be added to the shmoo plot to account for this independence. Since
the read and write drivers use identical circuits and thus have equal tolerance limits,
plot is
it is suggested that the most convenient way of obtaining the required ehmoo
trX
+ Yn and
to employ equal values of read and write current at the nominal value of
nX+Yn
largest
The
nominal.
than
other
,r"ry th"* in the opposite senses for values of
possible
square that can be flaced in the resulting composite plot will enclose all
operating points for simultaneous independent variation of all drivers. The square
mustbe centered onthe selected nominal operating point' If it is offset' a new composlte
plot with a revised nominal point must be made'
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Since ttre Apollo core stacks are obtained from two vendors, each supplying cores
of their own manufacture, it is essential that composlte shmoo plots of each such
memory be overlaid with the specifled nominal operating points in alignment. The
maximum size square that can be enclosed by the innermost houndaries of the comblned
plots determines the tolerance limlts of the driver circuits. The tolerance limlts
ior the sense amplifier are generally determined first, since the shmoo area is directly related to the sense threshold limits, The illustrative shrnoo plots of Fi.gures
Z-4 and.2-b were obtained with a maximum ZERO threshold of 12 mv (.YZ, 12 mv)
and a minimum ONE threshold of 25 mv (aVf > 25 mv). The difference is greater than
the initial sense amplifier threshold values, Yz 1 15 mv and v1 Y 22 mv, to provide
for aging effects.

The initial sense ampllfier thresholds for the Apollo sense amplifiers are presently
specified as, Y7 < 18 mv and v1 > 34 mv, per Raytheon internal memo BD:66:164. To
allow for aging of the voltage sources that supply temperature compensated reference
voltages to the sense amplifiers, a greater spreadbetween the oNE and ZERO thresholds
should be used when the strmoo plots are made. If * 3 mv is allowed for drift, the limits
may be
become yg < lb mv and V1 > 3? mv. In making the shmoo plots these values
)
used, o" fr"y may both be shifted up or down like amounts, as Y7 < L2 mv and V1 34 mv'

The operating limits of the core stack, determined as described above, must exceed
the tolerance limits of the drivers, including allowances for aging of components.
Raytheon engineers are proposing tolerance limits for the driver module based on
empirical measurements on production samples. The measurements made thus far
on a single module indicate that the tightest tolerances that can be guaranteed are
* Z,7olo 6 ZSoC, + B.golo -.@ -10oC, and * 4,5To @ +?0oC. These are initial values which
a1low for seleetion of a nominal resistor at 25oC plus a tolerance of * 5 to 10% on the
overall temperature coefficient, which is affected by variations ln diode characteristics
and cannot be compensated for. The diode charactetistics can actually vary by more
like +Zb to 30 percent. The only way to guard against that much variation is to measure the temperature coefficient during the screen and burn-in process. Variations
in duty cycle, from single step operation to continuous operation, result in a change
in VgB of the driver output transistor which results in an additional +l percent tolera.rce-on drive currents. The total initial tolerance is then *3.7 percent @ 25oC,
!4.9 percent @-10oC, and +5.5 percent @+70oC.
There are many aging factors involved in determining the end-of-life tolerance
limits for the current drivers. These are listed below.
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Change in regulator diode drop due to
+3.51o change in eurrent from prior stage

regulatordiodes

2.

Ageingof

3.

Ageing of output transistor

4.

+ZOolo

5.

Ageing of emitter variable resistor

....

....

o'.20fo

+0'5

* 0' 5

Vef .

stlnngeinoutputtransistorHpB

"

*

....

' ' ' +0'7
+ 0.5

Total

+

2.4olo

It is highly improbable that all of the components contributing to the drift of the
driver will drift the maximum arnount in the same direction, however, there is no
means of assuring what margin, if any, remains after the computer is assembled and

has been subjected to envlronmental stress during checkout, acceptance test, and
operalonal use. A marginal testing system which allows the X * Y and Z current
driver outputs to be changed by fixed arnounts, say + 2%, while a memory test program
is being run at the temperature extremes would provide a check on drlfts from initial
values. Marginal testing of the sense amplifier thresholds and strobe timing is also
required for the same reasons.

basis of the evidence presently available it appears to be very unlikely that
the erasable memory will meet the deslgn objective of interchangeable modules which
are tested at the module level only. It is also unlikely that the temperature compensation
of the current drivers is optimum for both RCA and EMI core stacks. It is doubtful
that satisfactory performance can be guaranteed without redesign of the cument driver
to obtain optimum temperature compensatlon. Considerable degradatlon of drive eurrent
tolerances occurs when writing and readlng from memory are done at different temperatures, unless very close tracking of drive currents and core characteristics is provided.
On the

a common mode noise test on the vendor of magnetic core
assemblies since the symmetry of the windings and the workrnanship in general tend
to influence the amount of common mode noise seen in the memory system. During
testing of the magnetics assemblies at one of the vendors, the unused drive windings are
presently grounded. This provides a great reduction in the common mode signal
which is coupled to the sense winding, and largely tends to nullify the test results.
The current waveforms permitted during the stack tests are not representative of
those seen in the actual computer, and the test equipments used by the two vendors
are quite different. These differences in the waveforms and the equipment make
correlation of the test results very difficult. The procurement specification for the
memory module should be rewritten to cover these objections.

It is customary to impose
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Memory Circuits

2.5.3.1 Driver Circuits

(D)

The committee has not been shown a satisfactory analysis of the desigu of the X, Y,
and Z driver circuits. Module test procedures assure a drive current uncertainty of
no more than +4.5 percent. If the memory stack tests described above give favorable
results, this tolerance may provide an adequate margin of safety.
The only undesirable characteristic of Erasable Driver Module, NASA Dwg.
No. 2005004 (disregardiug temperature compensation and drive current tolerance),
is parallel operation of transistors Q6 and Q7 in the gate (CKT|s No. 40017 and
40022). The combined current is about 600 ma, and these transistors are held out
of saturation by a VCtrfSAf , drop (- .2 volt). If one transistor hogged all of the current, the average d*siF;tidnwould be .6 xL.2x.25 =.18 watts. At OOoC/watt, the
junction would be tl-oc above the header temperature, which is a reasonable operating
condition.
2.

5.3,2

Sensing

System

(B)

The sensing system consists of the input transformer, the sense amplifier, the reference power supply, and the strobe circuit. The common mode rejection capability of
the input transformer and the sense amplifier have not been specified, and there is
no common mode test as part of the sense amplifier module factory test plan. Common
mode noise typically aceounts for much of the difficulty experienced with larger
coincident eurrent memory systems. The fact that the Apollo memory is only 2048
words and uses staggered drives means that the common mode signals will be smaller
than experienced in larger systems. However, common mode requirements should
be reflected in the purchase specifications for both the input transformer and the
sense amplifier, and a common mode test should be specified for the sense amplifier
module in the factory test Plan.
do provide satlsfactory assurance of the frequency response and gain of the sense amplifiers and the accuracy of the reference
power supply, as well as the performance of the strobe circuit over the operating
temperature range.

It is generatty felt that the module tests

2. 5. 3.

3

Address Selection

(A)

The design of the address selection circuits appears to be adequate. The 11 Maxwell
core can sustain the required volt-microseconds during the read and write cycles.
The transistors are provided with adequate base drive. No voltage ratings are exceeded.
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FDGD MEMORY

The rope memory for the Block II computers has been completely redesigned from
the Block I configuration. It is different mechanically and electrically. The entire
computer structure has been redesigued to allow the ropes to be easily replaced from
outside the computer. The electrical designs have been altered in order to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio and other electrical properties of the fixed memory system.

2.6.L

Vtectranical_nesrg_

(D)

It is believed

that to date no mechanieal shock, vibration, or temperature shock
tests have been run on the new rope module design. This appears to be a significant
oversight, and these tests should be initiated immediately. It is recommended that
a serious attempt be made to design a fully operating test for the rope modules. The
cores themselves are subject to mechanical and thermal disturbance, and the test
to qualify this new mechanical design should insure that the cores are not stressed.
Since the rope modules are intended to be replaced in the field, they are located outside the pressurized portion of the computer. The connectors into which these modules
plug shouldbeprotectedfromthe environment, both before and after the rope modules
are installed. Before the modules are installed, a water-tight cover should be installed over these vacant connectors. This cover should include a gasket of the same
type used to seal the rope module to the computer structure. In the case of the rope
modules themselves, this gasket is not presently captive to either the computer
strueture or to the rope module. It is definitely feasible and highly desirable to
captivate this gasket. Since these gaskets are subject to damage and wear, the captivation shouldbe done in such away thatthe gasket is easily removed fromthe rope
for replacement.

2.6.2

Fixed Memory

Circuits

(D)

The same general comments made about the erasable memory driver also apply to the
core rope drivers, since the same general circuit configuration is utilized. Furthermore, the drive current amplitudes are considerably less critical in the case of the
rope and the temperature compensation is practically not required.
The rope memory is a notoriously noisy system. The timing of the Block II memory
was changed significantly from the system used in Block I in order to avoid some of
the noise problems. The memory is read at rreset" time rather than at inhibit time,
and a parity inhibit winding has been added which guarantees better saturation of the
unselected cores. The timing of the strobe signal has recently been delayed. This
appears to sample the rope sense signals when there is less noise present, and improves the overall performance of the system. Since the output of the rope is a much
larger voltage than the output of the erasable memory cores, the sense amplifier
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thresholds for the ropes could be increased. This proposal has been made by Raytheou and accepted by MfT, but has not yet been accepted by NASA. This appears to
be a worthwhile change and will improve the operation of the system.

If the proposed change to the sense amplifier is approved the nominal threshold, V1
will be 35 mv. Applying the tolerances arrived at for the erasable memory sense
amplifiers, the initial lirnits will be Yy < 28 mv and V, ) 44 mv. To allow for component drift the spread should be increased 1S mv, i. e., YZ < 2b mv and V1 > 4? mv.
The test limits for the rope module are Y 7 < 25 mv and V1 > 45 mv. The limits are
therefore not quite adequate to guarantee safe operation. Furthermore, the module
is tested at -10oC and +70oC, but the drive currents are not varied; hence these limits
are meaningless since they result from different drive currents than those which will
actually be generated at the temperature extremes by the AGC current drivers.
Appropriate tolerances for the drive currents are discussed in Paragraph 2.5.2.
Assuming that the adequacy of the ONE and ZERO outputs of a rope module can be
determined by eleetrical tests performed on the completed module, the tests made
on the cores prior to wiring are insufficient to guarantee that the ZERO output will be
below the specified limit. In the absence of such testing, there is some danger that
a completed module will be unacceptable due to high ZERO outputs. The module will
then have to be discarded and a replacement made, with no assura.nce that the replacementwillbe anybetter. The ZERO level is determined by the degree of balance of
the shuttle voltages of the + and - groups of cores threaded by a sense winding. In
the worst case there are 64 eores in each group, thus a few millivolts difference in
shuttle voltage of each pair of cores can result in. a significant ZERO output. The
specification on the core limits the maximum shuttle voltage to 15 mv with a drive
current rlse time of.l amp/psec. It is assumed that with a risetime of 0.4 amp/psec,
as the core sees in use in the computer memory, the maximum shuttle voltage would
be 6 mv. It is suggested that a minimumvalue of 5 mv should be specified to limit
the net shuttie of 64 pairs of cores to 60 mv, which is about 20 percent of the ONE
output. If necessary, the cores can be graded to control the shuttle voltage difference
within groups of 128 cores used in a particular rope module. The effect of strand
select currents on the shuttle voltage can also be incorporated in the core test at
the same time.
The arguments presented in Paragraph 5.2..lwith regard to marginal testing of the
erasable memory when in the assernbled computer are equally applicable to the rope.
In the assembled computer common mode signals are coupled into the sense lines of
all modules, whether selected or not, and can influence the sense amplifier inputs by
feeding through the capacity of the reverse-biased strand and module select diodes.
This potential noise source is absent when modules are tested individually. The ONE
and ZERO signal levels are also functions of the drive current amplitudes and rise
times, which vary from one driver module to the next. Strobe timing is a function of
logic circuit delays which vary from one computer to the next. Thus, tests made at
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the module level provide no assurance that adequate margins exist in the assembled
computer. A rope module may be installed in a flight computer and flown without any
tests to assure adequacy of that specific combination of driver circuits, sense amplifiers, and rope components. Marginal testing of drive currents, strobe timing, and
sense thresholds could reveal an unsafe combination and prevent its use in a flight
eomputer.
The Strand Select Module, NASA Dwg. No. 2005009-A, shows three current drivers,
including transistors Q11, Q13, and Q15, which supply 128 ma at 25oC to the selected
strands. This current is temperature-compensated by virtue of the three series
diodes in the base circuit, in the same manner as memory drive currents are compensated. The purpose in temperature-compensating this current is apparently to
balance out the change in ac resistance of the selection diodes in the rope modules
with temperature. If not compensated for, this change in ac resistanee will vary
the attentuation of the sense signals and lower the S,/N ratio of the sensing system.
The adequacy of the temperature compensation cannot be determined without further
information on the selection diode characteristics and information regarding the
maximum difference in temperature between the selection diodes in the rope module
and the regulating diodes in the Strand Se1ect Module. It should be noted that the rope
module test (per FTP No. 186305) is performed with a constant strand select current.
The observed signal amplitudes consequently do not accurately represent those seen
by the sense amplifier in an operating computer at other than 25uC.

2.7

OSCILI,ATOR (B)

The oscillator is critical to the operation of the computer and provides a necessary
time reference to the other spacecraft subsystems. There is no formal oscillator
performance specification approved by NASA. The circuit designer has interpreted
the overall accuracy requirements according to his own judgment, a^ud has allocatecl
tolerances due to ageing, temperature, supply voltage stability, and cabin pressure.
Whether these allocations are reasonable or not cannot be judged at this time, except
it appears to be possible to manufactureoscillatorswhichmeet these budgeted accuracies. This does not eliminate the need for a formal document, especially since the
stability requirements arise from areas outside of the computer.
The basic design of the oscillator circuit is very god. It is possible, however, that
the oscillator is overdesigned. There are several unqualified and single source
parts in the oscillator which could perhaps be removed if the accuracy and drift
requirements were relaxed slightly. The oscillator piece parts which have
failed qualification testing are discussed in Section IV.
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ALARM CTRCUTTS (A)

The alarm module contains seven separate circuits; six of which indicate out-oftolerance or failure conditions in the computer and one which provides +5 VDC as
a reference voltage to several of the other circuits.
The circuits used for tolera.nce or failure sensing are:

1.

Voltage Alarm - senses high or low out-of-tolerance condition on 4
and l-4 volt, and low out-of-tolerance condition on 28 volt common.

2. Oscillator Alarm - senses the loss of the L,024 mc oscillator signal.
3. Scalar Alarm - senses the loss of the output of stage 17 (1.28 sec period)

I

I

of the scalar.

4. MYCLMP -

generates memory logic clamping signal when 4 VDC is

or lower, and 14V is still on.
5. Warning Integrator - repeated restart signals (six consecutive) are
2 VDC

integrated to set an alarm.

6.

Double Frequency Scalar
output of the scalar.

Alarm -

senses the doubling of the 100 pps

In the following discussions, reference is made to schematic drawing number
2005029. The circuits will perform as required with no overstressing of components.
The matching of the differential amplifiers over the temperature range is more than
sufficient. The power for the reference supply and for circuit operation will hold up
Iong enough to give the failure signal, using as a reference the photographs of the
turn off transients that were obtained from actual tests on an operating computer.
2.8.

1

Voltage Alarm

The voltage alarm circuit contains five differential amplifier circuits which deiect
out-of-tolerance supply voltages measured with respect to internally generated references, derived from 28V common. The trigger points for the 4V alarms are approximately 3.6 and 4.5 volts, for the 14V alarms approximately 12.5 and 16 volts, and
for the 28V alarm approximately 21.5 vo1ts.

2,8.2 Oscillator Alarm
The oscillator alarm circuit detects the presence or absence of the 1.024 mc oscillator frequency and, in addition, the presence of the 14V SW through a long time
constant. This time constant provides the turn-on delay to allow for stabilization
of the oscillator.
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Transistor Q11, when the, clock is in operation, is continually pulsed to discharge
the capacitor-resistor combination on the base of Q12. If this discharging disappears, Q12 starts to cr"rnduct, discharging C7 and cutting off Q14 and Q15 which
set the alarm. Q13 operates with Q14 and Q15 to provide a sharper cut-off loee.

(0
CO

This circuit does not atteirnpt to determine rm out-of-tolerance condition on the oscillator, but merely the gross presence or absence of oscillator pulses. For this intended usage, the circuit design is adequate; there are no overstressed nor underspecified components. llowever, as Q14 approaches turn-on, the circuit is evidently
sensitive to noise; therefore, a circuit change is in process to change the output to
a bistable circuit with hysteresis. This new circuit has not been evaluated.

I

oo
I
CO

2.8.3

Scalar Alarm

The scalar alarm senses the presence or absence of the 1.28 pps signal from stage 17
of the scalar. In normal operation, Q19 ancl Q20, in combination, keep C19 and C13
discharged below the approximately 6 volt threshoid of.Q22. The circuit appears to
be adequate for the purpose with no components overstressed.

2.8.4

MYCLMP Circuit

The MYCLMP alarm circuit is intended to protect the erasable memory in the event
that the +4 volts fails white the 14 volts is still on. This protection is desirable in
that the erasable memory can be disturbed if the micrologic controlling it behaves
erratically. The MYCLMP circuit is a very simple differential amplifier comparing
4V SW to a2 volt reference derived from tlre 5V power supply in the alarm module.
The circuit per se is adequate for its intendtrd use; however, the selected voltage
threshold is questionable. This circuit drives two NOR gates which are the last
gating point in the generation of the SETEK and INHIBIT signals. A latest change that
is in process inserts the MYCLMP signal in the STRT 2 point in the logic circuits.
This removes the clamping action further from the memory and would seem to be a
marginal change.
The alarm sequence and operation during standby and turn-off has been estimated, by
examining the logic drawings and photos of waveforms of an operating power supply,
to be as shown in Figure 2-6.

The standby condition is generated by pressing the STBY button. The button must be
depressed for a period of 640 msec to actuate the circuitry. At the end of that period
aTl2 stop is initiated, taking a maximum of 12 psec, and the standby relay is
actuated. Assuming the actiontime of the relay is 2 msec, which is reasonable for
this size of relay, the T12 stop will have occurred long before the relay opens the
4 and 14V switched leads. Approximately 1000 psec later MYCLMP would be

initiated.
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Since the T12 stop completely paralyzes the computer, there does not seem to be,
any real problem unless rout of controln logic generates false read or write signals.
MYCLMP appears to be rather ineffectual in preventing this due to its 2 V actuation
level and its latest mechanization where its signal goes to STRT 2.

The turnoff sequence is on the lower line of Figure 2-6. When the 28 volt source is
turned off, the 28V common starts to decrease hitting the V-fail condition in approximately 1.6 msec. 470 p.sec Later, maximum, the V-fail is generated, which in turn
generates a'I12 stop. Approximately 300 psec beyond this point 28V common reaches
18\i and the power supply goes out of regulation. At this point the 4 and 14 volt
power starts to decrease, the 4V reaching its fail condition approximately 1 msec
Iater. MYCLMP occurs before the 4 or 14V V-fail signal is geuerated, since there
is no R-C or logical delay in the MYCLMP circuit. The MYCLMP would fulfill its
intended role if its actuation threshold were raised to 3.0 volts, a level at which
the micrologic is guaranteed still to have logical control of the memory.

2.8.

5

Warning Integrator

The warning integrator receives the several restart signals which are generated by
other alarms. These signals are 1.125 msec long and have a minimum interval of
160 msec. Six successive pulses are sufficient to trigger the circuit, other combinations of pulses and no pulses over a longer interval will also do so, since the circuit
is a simple integrator. Q29 acts as a current source which is gated into C12 for charge
storage. The voltage on C12 is compared in a differential amplifier with a reference
derived from 5 VDC. When the threshold is exceeded and the alarm is generated,
Q23 forms a feedback path for hysteresis holding the alarm on.

Before a recent change was initiated the base of Q29 was essentially open, when Q28
was off. The BI"o on Q29 was sufficient at high temperatures to partially charge
C12 and create either false alarms or at least marginal operation. The addition of
a 10k resistor across diodes CR9 and CR10 has comected this situation. Other than
this, the circuit design is adequate.

2.8.6

Double Frequency Scalar Alarm

This circuit is designed to detect a doubling of the 100 pps signal from the scalar.
The circuit is a single shot with a time constant of 3. ? msec. The output is compared externally in a NOR gate with the input. The changing of the state of the 100 pps
before the change of state of the single shot constitutes a failure. The frequency at
which a failure occurs is approximately 135 cps.
The design and tolerance of the circuit are adequate with no overstressing of components.
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SVDC Source

This circuit provides 5VDC for use as a reference and also to power some cireuits,
Two nominal resistors are used to compensate for the tolerances of the Zener and
the diode which control the shunt regulator. No problems should be experienced in
this circuit.

2.9

COMPUTER INTERFACE

The computer interfaces with the remainder of the guidance and navigation system
and the other spacecraft systems are accomplished through a set of standard circuits.
A detailed analysis of each of these circuits is contained in Appendix F. The results
of that analysis are summarized here.
The nature of the signals and the interface cabling are presumably specified in the
interface control documents. These documents are, in many cases, contradictory
or wrong. The method of updating the documents is difficult to control and makes it
almost impossible to tell whether one is in possession of an up-to-date document or
not. Certain schematics which are included inthese control documents are either not
complete enough to define the circuit adequately or are ifor reference onlyn. The
circuit designs which have been reviewed are those which are included in the computer
and the design adequacy has generally been judged on the basis of good practice.

2.9.L

Signal Distribution and

Grounding

(D)

During the course of the design review, attempts were made to document the grounding
system used for the computer in the command module and LEM installations and to
discover the philosophy which supported it. This has not been entirely possible because the interrelation to the spacecraft wiring did not seem to be loown outside of
the G and N system. Certainly, consideration was given to the computer grounding,
as evidenced by the treatment of the chassis aud shield returns, but it seems to have
been on a piece meal basis. It would be desirable to review a complete grounding
and shielding diagram for the two spacecraft looking outward from the computer, and
to feed back the results of any spacecraft level noise tests into the computer testing
to guarantee that noise margins are adequate.
The committee was told that the LEM radar signal cable is 40 feet in length, has a
characteristic impedaace of 60 ohms, sees a source impedance of 510 ohms, and a
load impedance of 200 ohms. Regarded as a transmission line, it is badly mismatched. Further study is needed before it can be determined if this will cause any
trouble.
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(C)

The rAr circuit provides for conversion of the rotational hand-controller signals
into digital form. This circuit converts the 800-cycle amplitude-modulated analog
signal into a pulse-width modulated signal which can be subsequently digitized by
counting its time duration. The design goals for this circuit are not met at the
temperature extremes. The threshold voltage and the eircuit scale factor are both
functions of temperature. Since these circuits are used in a manual control system,
an lnvestigation should be made to see if both the offset and the linearity specifications could be relaxed rather than add further complication to the circuit.
The synchronizing input (pin A of schematic) overloads the NOR gate driving it to
the point where one of the three circuits tied to this point may not function reliably.

2.9,3

The

iCr Circuit

(A)

The procurement specification for the transistor used in this circuit has recently
been revised and this circuit is now deemed to be adequate.

2.9.4 The'XTr Circuit (B)
This circuit provides ground isolated outputs from the computer and is used to supply
a variety of loads. Although the signal amplitude and rise time vary with temperature, these variations are not expected to be troublesome. The interface control
documents seem to be inadequate where they refer to this circuit. The circuit is
tested with a 500 ohm load and its output is specified with that load. The actual
Ioad varies from 500 to 51 ohms, and is paralleled by an unknown cable capacitance,
and therefore the actual output wilt be different from the value as tested. It is
therefore recommended that the interface control documents be revised to show the
true circuit conditions, and that the transformer and the XT circuit be tested in
those conditions.
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DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD (DSICT)

The DSI(Y contains the electroluminescent panels, their power supply, some
incandescent lamps, electronic circuits to run both the electroluminescent indicators
and the incandescent indicators, and a keyboard. There are two DSI(Ys in tle command module and one in the LEM, and their principal function is to provide communication between the G8il{ system (via the AGC) and the astronauts.
3.

1

MECHANTCAL DESTGN (A)

The DSICI is a dry+ritrogen-filled unit of two piece box-type structure in which all
wiring interconnections from front to rear are contained. In order to provide accessibility to this wiring, connections from front to rear are made through an innerconnector. Six interchangeable Indicator Driver Modules and a pov/er supply contain the
majority of electrical components and are plugged into eonnectors mounted on the
rear portion of the structure. A rear cover is then placed over those modules to
keep them enclosed in the nitrogen atmosphere. The rear structure also contains
the AGC connector and a pressurizing fill va1ve.

\-

Pluggable indicator and alarm lights are mounted to the front, or display, portion of
the unit which also contains 19 push-button switches with pluggable panelescent lamps.
The electrical components for this keyboard are housed in a module and mounted
inside the unit. Finally, a front cover of egg-crate construction, to prevent unintentional activation of the switches, is placed over the units which are mounted to the
front structure.

A brief description of the basic components, some of the considerations taken during
design, and existing problem areas follow.
3. 1. 1 Indicator Driver Module (IDM), Power Supply Module (PSM,
and IGyboard Module

Material:

Magnesium. Lightweight; and located in the
humidity-free, dr5rnitrogen atmosphere.

Finish:
Connector:

Dow 17, dark anodize.

Location:

IDM and PSM pluggable to rear portion of unit
after removal at rear cover. Keyboard Module
pluggable and located inside wiring area because
of its related functions.

Protected male Malco pins aligned and keyed by
use of guide pins.
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Malco pin alignment in all modules. No licrown
solution other than extreme care in pin installation
and unit handling. Failure of relays in IDM under
vibration. Vendors have been informed and problem is under investigation. See Section IV.

Digital Indicator Light (Electroluminescent)

The basic lamp is of glass-to-metal hermetic seal construction mounted in an
encapsulated pluggable housing. Earlier prototype models were sealed using plastic
materials but failed during humidity testing. G1ass-to-metal sealed lamps have been
received and evaluation testing has begun.
3.

l-.3

Indicator Alarm Light (Incandescent)

The new incandescent lights are molded into acrylic plastic and mounted to an
encapsulated, pressure-tight, pluggable header. Units for evaluation are expected
3 May 1966.
3.

L.4

Push-button Switches

The switches are illuminated by panelescent lights and mounted pressure tight
against front structure. The basic switch is encapsulated and mounted outside the
pressurized area with wiring to the inside accomplished through glass-to-metal
sealed discs. The panelescent light is encapsulated using a Maraglass compound.
Maraglass cracking and panel delamination problems have occurred in this area and
design and assembly procedure investigations are under way.
3.

L.5

Structure

The main structure is made of aluminum. The rear cover design incorporates
structural ribbing inside the pressure area, and this design allows for a larger
volume of nitrogen to be inserted into the unit. The rear structure, or wire wrap
plate, receives a portion of its structural siffness from the innerconnector. This
method has also been followed in the design of the front housing.

Pressure sealing has been obtained by using Parker seal between the main structural
components of the unit. Components external to the unit are mounted using Butyl nOn
rings. Leak rates, better than required by specificatiou, have been held on various
units. However, some leakage problems have developed due to dirt in the seal
grooves. Steps have been taken to prevent this rn the future. Another area of leakage
has recently developed. A washer-type seal, located under the screw used to purge
the unit, has shown signs of wear during excessive purging. This problem has been
submitted to the design and product support sections and an investigation is being
conducted.
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3. 1. 6 Environmental Testing

A meehanical model of the Block tr DSI(Y was used to perform structuratr tests using
levels as specified in Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3. This model is equipped with 18 oI
the 19 required Indicating Push-button Switches. Five of these push-button switches
were instrumented so the current and microswitch continuity could be monitored during the tests. This model performed successfully when vibrated to the latest qualification LEM and Command Module design limit schedules. During the qualification
overstress vibration tests in the command module X-axis (direction of actuation of the
indicating push buttons), the number 8 normally-closed contact opened for a period
greater than 75 microseconds during the 13th minute of the 2l-minute duration LEM
lunar ascent and descent vibration schedule. The push button remained in the
normally-closed condition for the remaining 8 minutes. This test was repeated in the
same axis and no open contact occurred for the entire 2l-minute vibration schedule.
The vibration qualification overstress tests were successfully performed to the LEM
and Command Module schedules in all the other axes.
The mechanical model was vibrated for a total schedule period of 5 hours 2l- minutes
and approximately 2 hours setup time. It is concluded that the Block II-DSKY is
dynamically sound.

A harmonic vibration survey indicates that the IDM modules have an amplification of
approximately 13, and the switch housing plate has an amplification of approximately
6. These are acceptable levels.

Flight shock, lunar landing shock and acceleration tests as specified in ND1002037,
Rev. B, were also successfullly performed utilizing the same engineering model.
The earth landing shock was also successfully performed with the minor exception
that one transluscent iENTERI cap fell off. This failure was investigated and
determined to be a worlmanship problem rather than a design deficiency.
Aerostatically, the DSKY model was tested suceessfully at 23 psig (proof pressure).
Gas leakage tests were also performed successfully.

An engineering model (2008) is undergoing tests similar to those for qualification.
Thus far the Design Limit vibration tests appear satisfactory (except failures noted in
IDM relays). In addition, acceleration and shock tests appear satisfactory.

In conclusion, it is believed that the structure of the Block II DSI(Y will successfully
meet the qualification structural requirements.

3.2

THERMAL (A)

The total power dissipation for the BlockII-DSKY is 13.4 watts and is based upon a
nominal input voltage of 25 volts. The component power dissipations are listed in
Table 3-1.
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COMPONENT

POWER DISSIPATION
(watts)

Indicator Driver Modules (6)*

6. 50

Power Supply Module

1.35

Keyboard Module

1. 00

Digital Indicator

1. 50

Alarm Indicator**

3.M

Push- button Indicators

negligible

Maximum power dissipated by any two IDMts is 6.28 watts.

**

Based upon a worst condition of 1. b yellow and 1. b white
lights operating at one time.
Tab1e

3-1. DSIff Power

Dissipation

The DSICY is required to operate for 24 hours when attached to and viewed by a
shroud at 160oF (infrared emittance of shroud = 0.80) and a pressure of 1 x 10-6 torr
to 1 x 10-7 torr (Apollo G&N Quatification Specification ND10020371. For this thermodynamic environment, the above component power dissipations, and electronic part
power dissipations, the maximum temperature of each type of electronie part in each
electronic component is summarized in Tab1e 3-2. It is noted that the semiconductor
devices operate at junction temperatures less than 22LoF, a thermal design criterion
established by IIIIT/IL Re1iability. No comment ean be made at this time pertaiuing
to the thermal reliability of the remaining electronic parts pending the receipt of
reliability stress sheets for these parts.
The foregoing thermal design verification was obtained at the subsystem level utilizing
a thermal model with simulated component power dissipations. The results of the test
are contained in Raytheon Report FR-65-482 entitled, ttApollo Guidance Computer,
Display Keyboard, Block tr Thermal Model Test. n

Further thermal design verification will be obtained with Engineering Model No. 2008
which contains an Indicator Driver Module instrumented with thermocouples. The
tests to be performed are contained in Raytheon Test plan 200-1.

3.3

INDTCATOR DRTVER

MODULES

(C)

The indicator driver modules contain the magnetic latching relays, the nonlatching
relays, and the circuits used to operate these relays. The circuit which contains the
latching relay has been analyzed and is inadequate. At the expected operating
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temperature of g0oC and with the mlnimum specified computer input voltage of 23. b
volts, the latching relays cannot be guaranteed to work Appendix G provides a
detailed analysis of the relay circuit. It appears that the only satisfactory fix for this
circuit is to replaee the present relay with one whose design is optimized to work in
the circuit. There is little else that can be done to improve the operation of the present circuit, uniess it would be possible to guarantee a power bus minimum input
voltage greater than 25 volts. That is considered to be unreasonable.
The circuits which drive the nonlatching relays have not been analyzed and, therefore,
their design rating is indeterminate. An immediate review of the nonlatching relay
circuit is planned, since they play a critical function in the operation of the Block II
system.

evidence points to the fact that the specification control drawings for the semiconductors utilized in the indicator driver modules were generated before the supply
voltage was determined. Good reliability practice dictates that these devices should
have approximately twice the voltage rating of any voltage they will encounter in the
operation of the circuit. Since the DSI(Y has a maximum supply voltage of 28. E volts,
tle diodes and transistors should be rated to at least 50 vo1ts. At tle present time
the transistor is rated at 35 volts and the diodes at 30 volts. Anatysis of the indicator
driver circuitry indicates that the transistor camies currents in exeess of 200 milliamperes and has a junction temperature near 100oC. This combination of high
internal temperature and low voltage rating adds up to an unreliable applieation of
these semiconductors.
A11

The manufacturer of the relays in the indicator driver modules will guarantee reliable
operation only up to 2,000, 000 relay closures. System requirements documents state
that the DSI(Y shall have a 2, 000-hour useful life. There is a possibility that
2, 000, 000 operations of certain of the relays can occur before the 2,00G-hour point. It
is recommended, therefore, that a definite program be instigated for replacement of
the indicator driver modules.

3.4

POWER SUPPLY

MODULE

(B)

The electroluminescent panels of the DSIry require a 250-volt, 800-cycle power
supply. This power supply is basically a power amplifier which takes the 800 cycles
from the computer scalar, filters it, and provides it to the electroluminescent panels.
The output of this power supply is not referenced to ground but is allowed to float.
Good practice and consideration of personnel safet5r generally require that power supply outputs be referenced to ground. Some minor problems were discovered in the
older DSI(Ys which prevented one side of the 80G-cycle power supply being grounded.
However, there is no reason to believe that the center point of the output cannot be
grounded.

3-9
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During the review of the power supply, it was pointed out that the output voltage
varied as a function of temperature. A recent design modification has overcome this
difficulty and that portion of the circuit is considered to be adequate.
3.

5

ELECTROLUMINESCENT PANEI"S (D)

The entire Apollo spacecraft makes use of electroluminescent panels for display
purposes because of their inherently low power consumption. However, there are
some basic problems as'sociated with the use of these devices. They have a known
wear-out mechanism. The light decreases in intensity at a given excitation level, and
it has been estimated that it will decrease to approximately 40 percent of its initial
brightness in about 1,000 hours. Although this is not a catastrophic failure mechanism, the brightness may falI below a comfortable level even though a brightness control is provided for the DSKY. The particular electroluminescent panels used in the
DSI(Y are new and therefore long-term information is not available on them. Someone (MIT, Raytheon, or the vendor) should start a life test program for these panels
immediately. Until complete confidence in our knowledge of the Iife factors for this
panel is established, it is recommended that all electroluminescent panels be
replaced every 1,000 hours.
These panels are difficult to procure and have not yet passed their qualification tests;
in particular, th.e water immersion portion of the test. Previous panels used a
silicone plastic to seal the panel, and this has proved to be unsatisfactory. A newer
design contemplated for use in the flyable computers closes the panel with a glass-tometal solder seal. Qualifications tests should be rushed on tlese units to verify the
adequacy of this new design. As an interesting sidelight, there are many electroluminescent panels in the spacecraft, but it is rumored that only the DSLI panels must
pass the water immersion test.

If the DSI(Y had used the incandescent lights which were available three years ago, it
would consume a few watts more power than it presently consumes. However, new
segmented incandescent lamps are available, some with redundant filaments, which
would not require much more power overall than the present lamps. These filamentary
lamps could be used on dc with the present relays, or could be given storage elements
and different driver circuits at some additional increase in power. These units have
been qualified for military use and a parallet effort is recommended to see whether the
present DSICY design could not be changed to use these iights in place of the electroluminescents. If such an effort were completely successful, the latching relays could
be eliminated altogether, thereby reducing the problems which they alwayg caqse.
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PIECE PARTS

L

FLIGHT SPECIFICATTONS (C)

A review of Raytheon test records and waivers indlcates that there has been great
difficulty in obtaining semiconductor materials which can pass the flight specification
(NDrs 1002238, L00224E, L002264, L002266, LOO2267). These specifications call out
the method by which semiconductor materials are processed through certain environmental and operating screens. Any parts which fail during this processing are analyzed electrically and physically to determine the failure mode and mechanism. An
evaluation is made of these failures and they are to be classified as to seriousness of
the defect and the ability of the screening program to weed out such failures. For
example, a defeetwhich is easilyweedable is classified in acategory where a reasonably large percentage of failures of this type are allowed in a lot. However, if a
failure is deteeted that is not easily screenable, the number of allowable failures per
lot of this type is much smaller, generally by an order of magnitude. A typical sfecification (ND 1002248) will allow 0.3 percent defectives for easily weedable mechanisms
at electrical test following certain environmental and operating screens, and only
0. 04 percent on defects which are considered to be difficult to screen from tle general

population.

These percentages are considered by industry to be exceptionally tight. Experience
has proved this to be so. To date, the only semiconductor material which can meet
the flight processing specifieations is the integrated gate SCD 1006821. This was
accomplished by very close coordination between Raytheon and the supplier of this
part. The attitude of this vendor played a large part in the successful qualification of
the dual gate to the flight specification. In cases where the Raytheon purchases
against these specifications comprise a small percentage of the vendorts total manufacturing capability, there is considerable difficulty motivatinB the vendor to provide
the exceptional care and quality control. For example, the two principle suppliers of
transistors for this program are engaged in high volume commercial and industrial
transistor production. In many cases the representatives of these suppliers have
indicated they would rather not do business with Raytheon than accept liability to the
flight specifieations.
Raytheon has often been forced into the position of buying transistors and diodes from
commercial product lines and then processing the material to flight qualification specifications. Seldom does any given lot of material meet all of the requirements of the
specification, and in order to meet schedule commitments, Raytheon must submlt
waivers against the flight qualification specification. In some cases additional

screening is required.

A careful evaluation of these flight specifications is needed. Do the failure rates, aB
specified in these doeuments, really indicate the system requirements, or are they
4-L
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goals intended to advance the technology of suppliers? Can this program continue to
use parts which have not passed the flight qualifications ? It appears that parts capable of meeting these requirements are not available at present and may not be available for some time. The confusion that exists today over adequate part quality should
be resolved rapidly. If these questions remain unanswered, the Block II schedule may
slip many months.

It is recommended that the following

modification of flight processing speclfications

be evaluated:
(o

L,

A careful review should be made of all screens required by these
specifications. In many cases the screening level appears to be
inadequate, in that it is not severe enough to sereen out all devices
which have latent defects. For example, the all-aluminum bonding
system in certain transistors almost completely nullifies the advantage
of the high-g centrifuge test. The gold-aluminum bonding system used
in most transistors is adequately stressed by this 20, 000 g centrifuge
test. Holever, the much lighter aluminum wires of 0. 00L inch diameter and smaller do not generate enough pulI on the bond area to reveal
bad bonds. A second example is in the back bias test as performed on
diodes. At present, this test is run at room temperature. Recent
information indicates that a good test for surface stability on diodes
requires that they be run at 100oC or more.

2.

The lot acceptance criteria should be re-evaluated. These documents are
a combination of screening and lot-by-Iot qualification. The screens are not
adequate to weed out all defective units, and the lot-by-Iot qualification requlrement, based on part failure rates, appears to be unrealistic in terms of
material presently available.

I

I

(o

3.

4.2

Many items which can play a major part in system reliability are not
included in the flight processing specifications. It is proposed that these
items be included. In particular, the DSICY relays and electroluminescent panels are lsrown to have problems which could perhaps be screened
out before the components are used in the flight systems.

INTEGRATED NOR GATE (1006321, 1006394) (C)

The specification control drawing for the dual NOR gate does not assure adequate noise
threshold over the expected temperature range, OoC to ?0oC. (See Appendix C.) It is
recommended that a sample of each shipment lot be tested at OoC and ?0oC at the
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vendorrs plant. A ncise threshold of at least 50 millivolts should be specified at both
temperature extremes.

(o
(0
I
I
CO

The present specification control drawing for the micrologic is ambiguous. It requires
nOperating Temperature Range, -55oC to +125oC. n No definition is provided for
nOperating. n The definition should be specific in terms of fan-in, fan-out, and noise
margin (or voltage levels) at the temperature extremes. The data sheet for Ptrilcors
Milliwatt III circuits specifies greater than 30 millivolts nnoise immunityn at -55 and
+125oC. These circuits have been derived clirectly from the Apollo-NOR gate, and
are available commercially. It is unreasonable that the circuits used in the Apollocomputer should be purchased to a looser specification.
The present specification was designed to serve a variety of micrologic vendors. As
a result, the package materials, lead materials, and lead dimensions are virtually
meaningless. If flat packs were delivered by one vendor to the limits of the specification dimensions it would be impossible for Raytheon to use them because the existing
weld schedules would not be satisfactory. A separate specification should be drawn
up for each vendor in order to provide definite controls over the part which he
delivers. This should be no great hardship in this case since Philco is presently the
only supplier of acceptable micrologic.

4.3

MULTTLAYER BOARDS (1006395) (C)

The flight processing specification (ND 1002293) used for the multilayer board is
inadequate to screen out defective boards. The board itself is eleetrically tested only
before and after a thermal cycle. It is possible that opens may occur in the board
during thermal cycling. This test is perforrned on an automatic machine which is not
capable of making sufficiently sensitive resistance measurements on the circuits.

Boards can have breaks in patterns and plate'rl-through ho1es, which will open at some
specific temperature and close again, and yet will test good at room temperature because of the mechanical pressure. It is possible to detect these failures by monitoring resistance during the thermal cycle, or by making sensitive resistance measurements before and after the cycle. A test which has been used successfully at AC
Electronics consisted of a careful measurement of the resistance of every circuit.
Measurements must be made to an accuracy of 0. 001 ohm, or better. The circuit
board is then subjected to five thermal shocks from -62oC to +71oC to -62oC, with
sufficient time at both temperatures for the hoard to reach thermal equilibrium.
Following the thermal cycles the circuit resistances are measured. Any eircuit
which shows a resistance change of more than a few percent has probably been
fractured, and that circuit board should be discarded. However, these measurements
rnust be made by hand and the process is quite tedious and time-eonsuming.

A second method, used by IBM, provides excessive current through aII interconnect
patterns. It has been suggested that five times rated current could be used. If there
4-3
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are defective joints, or potentially defective ones, it is hoped they will burn out under
this condition. A further refinement of the overcurrent test would be to place the
board on infrared film during this stressing. The developed film would reveal hot
spots that would perhaps not burn out.

(o
(o
I

6a
I
CO

The multilayer circuit boards produced by Me1par have a coupon attached. This
coupon is intended to be separated from the useful circuit board and analyzed iu detail.
The sequence of drilling the holes in the circuit board and in the coupon should be
called out on the procurement specification so the holes in the coupon are truly
representative of the holes in the circuit board proper. The coupon is monitored for
intermittent opens during thermal cycling bv a detector circuit. It is questionable
whether the sensitivity of the detector is adequate. It is not specified in the ND. Further, the coupon may not be representative of the board quality unless the drilling operation is properly sequenced. The coupon should not be drilled after the main board.
The holes should be drilled on the coupon as the drilling on the main board progresses.
The same drill should be used on both the coupon and board. Certainly, the sharpness
of the drill has a lot to do with the hole quality. The ND requires a vertical section
be made of the plated-through hole. While this is a good test, it ignores the possibility of a horizontal section which in many cases makes it easier to detect epory
smear and improper registration.
An ApolloEngineeringReport E-1699, dated December L964, in its appendix discussed
the two common failure modes of conventional multilayer cireuit boards, and presented solutions to them. The problem of circumferential craeks through the platedthrough cylinders has been reported recently. This problem is normally prevented by
electroplating nickel inside the hole after the first or second copper plate to give the
cylinder additional strength. Melpar is not using the nickel plating.

There appears to be an alternative to the multilayer circuit board. The original
design used the 'signal layerst for mounting and interconnection of the flat packs.
Some capacitance problems were found in that design. The multilayer boards were
then substituted for the signal layers, even though it was subsequently demonstrated
that a modification to the original signal layer design would allow the production of
satisfactory interconnects. It would be a simple matter for logic modules to be
made using both interconnection methods. If the signal layer is demonstrated to be
acceptable for use in the computer (it is still used in the CDU) it could be used, since
it seems to be an inherently more reliable interconnection technique than the multilayer board.
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IUALCO PINS (1006?81, 1006?82) (B)

Ttre general problem of Malco pin breakage has been discussed elsewhere (paragraph

2.2.4.L). The male pin is fabricated from half-hard nickel. This material bends
quite easily. The nickel pin has been so specified in order to facilitate the welding
process. 'ihe welding advantage should be sacrificed so that a stronger material,
such as stainless steel, could be used.

4.5
(o
I

co
I

(o

THERMTSTOR (10062e1) (C)

The positive temperature coefficient thermistor (1006291) used in the temperature
compensation network for the oscillator appears to be mechanically unreliable. Attempts to qualify this part have met with failure. It is quite fragile and cracks easily.
During the qualification program, the part was subjected to the military specification
thermal cycle tests for thermistors. It failed. Before the second set of
tests, the parts were potted in a silastic material similar to the end use application.
It was hoped that the thermal mass surrounding the device would have sufficient
thermal delay to provide adequate protection during this test. Again the parts failed.
Despite these failures during qualification tests, it has been reported there have not
been failures of this part in the end use application. The part is used in such a \May
that the thermal gradient surrounding it is small and rate of change of temperature is
quite slow. Apparently, high mechanical stresses never do reach the part during
module or system testing.
Raytheon Reliability Engineering has recommended that these parts be designed out of
the system. If the thermistor did fail, it would result in an erroneous voltage being
applied to the temperature eompensating diode, and if the thermistor were intermittent
the frequency would be unstable, especially during periods of changing temperature or
vibration. Circuit designers have insisted that proper operation and compensation of
the crystal oscillator require this device. This is probably not true. This thermistor
is required to provide the correct temperature compensating voltage at the higher
temperature extremes, since the rest of the compensation network produces a voltage
which is too high at the higher temperatures. A diode could be provided which would
simply limit the voltage available from the temperature compensation network. This
diode eould be the same one used in the rest of the computer. The temperature compensation resulting from this change would be inferior to the present design, but
adequate.

4.6

VARIABLE TNDUCTOR (1006324) (B)

In order to allow frequency adjustment of the oscillator during manufacturing, a
variable choke has been used in the circuit. The variable choke which was used in
Block 100 cannot be used in Block II because it is too large to fit into the new design.
The new tuning coil is quite small and fragile. Extended performance testing of this
4-5
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part shows that it has a failure mode which could be dangerous if field technicians
were allowed to tune the oscillator. The ferrite material mounted on the tuning screw
will break if it is run against the end stop. The part fails well below the three inchpound specification for end-stop maximum torque. It is recommended that the adjustment hole on the side of the AGC case be eliminated. This will prevent field personnel from moving the slug.
The adjustments are only convenient, not necessary, during checkout of the module.
If breakage occurs at this time, it may or may not be detected on the oscillator test
station' It would be a very minor modification to the oscillator circuit to eliminate
the need ever to adjust the coil. It is recommended that this be done.

4.7

RELAYS (1006282, 1006304, 10r.0784) (C)

The one-half crysta1 can size relays used in the Block II DSICy suffer from a wide
variet5r of quality problems. These problems indicate that the relay is presently
unacceptable for space applications.

A complete review of the vendorrs in process assembly and inspection methods is
required immediately.

It is also recommended that the latching relay

be added to the list of parts which are
screened and burned-in at Raytheon. A flight processing specification should be generated. The possibility of an electrical check of the firmness of the magnetic latch
under vibration should be included. A nhalf-current switchn test has been suggested.
The following paragraphs
4,7 .

list specific problems

noted to date.

L Contamination
a. Gross - large metal flakes of plating which cause shorts inside the can.
b' Minute particles - many of these are nonconducting slivers from the nylon
coil form or mylar tape which will prevent proper contact closure under
zero ngn environment.

c.

Diffuse contamination - the organic material used in the relay out gasses and
eoats the entire inside surface of the relay. This increases contact resistance. A getter is used to control this problem, but the getter tends to contribute to the minute particle problem mentioned above. Under random
vibration, small pieces of getter material are shaken loose.

4.7.2 Open Coils
a. Opens at header pin to intermediate wlre weld junctions.
b. Breaks in the coil wire. The use of wire as small as No. 48 is questionable.
4-6
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Breaks in coil wire adjacent to the intermediate-to-coil wire solder joint.
Shorts

Shorts between coils caused by faults in insulation and assembly techniques.

4.8

ELECTROLUMTNESCENT PANELS (1006315) (D)

During Blocks tr and 100 a program was started to develop a source of truely
hermetically sealed electroluminescent panels for digital displays and certain computer program function indicators. This effort has been long and tedious with many
starts and many failures along the way. As a result, today it is still not loown
whether we have flightworthy electroluminescent panels or not.
There is no life test data on the sealed units available. It is projected that electroluminescent panels have a lmown wearout mechanism. This device apparently
deereases in intensity with time. It has been estimated that it will decrease to
approximately 40 percent of its initial brightness. Although this is not a catastrophic
failure mechanism, it may fall below system requirements. Inasmuch as this device
is a new development, good long-term light information is not available. It is suggested that Raytheon or MIT start a long-term life test program on these devices
immediately. Until complete confidence in the life factors for this part are established, it is recommended that all electroluminescent panels be replaced every
L, 000 hours.

4.9

SWITCH (1010e01-2) (D)

A review of SCD 1010901-2, the microswitch used in the DSI(Y keyboard reveals that
there is no bounce specification called out. It is recommended that this be rectified immediately. Further, the push-button switch assembly {20039741 as fabricated
by Raytheon should be subjected to complete functional and environmental testing as
rapidly as possible. Difficulties experienced during Block L/LOO with push-button
switches indicate this is a critical design area and all testing of this part should have
high priority.
4.

10 iWIRE-WRAPi WrRE (1006376) (A)

Interconnections in AGC trays and the DSICYTs are made by the wire-wrap technique.
This technique requires that conductors be routed around the Malco pin. The insulation on the wire-wrap wire prevents electrical contact between pins and the conductor.
The programming of the wire-wrap machine provides slack when the wire is laid down
so that the wire is not pulled taut around these Malco pins. However, after many
suceessive wires are laid down in a particular area, there is a possibility that the
wire will be pressed firmly against a sharp corner of a Malco pin. During the potting
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operation, there is further shifting and moving of the wires. If the insulation
material of the wire is not tough, the pressure will eventually cause a cut in tle
insulation. This is sometimes referred to as a tcold flow. n The simple soluHon to
this problem would be to obtain a wire with a greater trcold flowt resistance. However, these tougher wires present problems to the wire-wrap machine. They do not
strip easily and have a mechanical memory which makes them spring up from the
wire wrapping surface. It is, therefore, necessary to make a compromise between
the toughness of the insulation and the ability of the wire-wrap machine to per{orm
the wire-wrap operation successfully.

After more than a year of search for an acceptable wire, Raytheon has finally tocated
a vendor who can produce a wire which is both tough and trwrappable. tt
4.

LL TAPE WOUND CORE (1006320) (B)

The tests made on the fixed-memory cores prior to wiring are insufficient to guarantee
that the ZF,F.O output will be below the acceptable limit. In the absenee of such testing,
there is some danger that a completed module will be unacceptable due to high ZERO
outputs. The module will then have to be discarded and a replacement made, with no
assurance that the replacement will be any better. The ZERO level is determined by
the degree of balance of the shuttle voltages of the + and - groups of cores threaded by
a sense winding. In the worst ease there are 64 cores in each group, thus a few millivolts difference in shuttle voltage of each pair of cores can result in a significant
ZERO output, The specification on the core limits the maximum shuttle voltage to 1E
mv with a drive current rise time of 1 amp/psec. It is assumed that with a rise time
of 0.4 amp/psec, as the core sees in use in the computer memory, the maximum
shuttle voltage would be 6 mv. The specifieation should call out a minimum value of
5 mv in order to limit the net shuttle of 64 pairs of cores to 60 mv, which is about 20
percent of the ONE output. If necessary, the cores can be graded to control the shuttle
voltage difference within groups of 128 cores used in a particular rope module. The
effect of strand select currents on the shuttle voltage should also be incorporated in
the core test at the same time.
4.

L2

CRYSTAL (1006847) (A)

Although the quaiification of this part is not completed as of this date, it appears that
the part is suitable for the application. An extensive evaluation program was performed by the circuit designer to prove the flight wortliness of thie device under
environmental extremes. It is recommended that an acoustic test be added to the
part qualification test as the LGC system specification has a significant acoustic
requirements.
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AND DIODES (1006323, 1006310, and 1006751) (B)

It

appears that tle specification control drawings for the transistors and diodes
utilized in the DSI(Y were generated before the supply voltage was determined. Good
reliability practice dictates that these devices should have at least twice the voltage
ratiug of any voltage to be encountered in the application. the DSI(Y maximum supply
is 25.5 volts. The diodes and transistors should be rated to at least 50 volts. Presently, the 1006323 transistor is rated at 35 volts and the diode 1006?51 is rated at 30
volts. Analysis of the Indicator Driver Module for the DSIff indicates that the transistors do carry considerable current (200 ma peak) and that the ambients surrounding
these devices are also high (100oC). This combination of internal heating, high ambient, and low voltage rating on the devices add up to an unreliable situation.
4.

L4 AUDrO

TRANSFORMER (1010291) (B)

The audio interstage coupling transformer used in two places in the DSIff Power
Supply and in the nA; interface circuit is a reliability hazard. Devices of this generic
type have been used in other programs and have proven to be unreliable. The difficulty rests mainly in the size of the magnet wire (No. 41 or smaller), and the metbod
of termination of the magnet wire to the external leads. There appears to be no good
reason why a larger and more reliable transformer should not be substituted in this

application.

4.L5

RESISTORS (1006750, 1006760, 1006714, 1006712, 1006788, 1006802) (A)

4.16

CAPACITORS (1006?55, 10067?7, 1006?93) (A)

4.L7

INDUCTORS (1006327, 1006325, 1010406) (A)

4.

18 POTWER INDUCTOR (1006328) (C)

The specification control drawing for this inductor specifies the induetance only at a
current of 7 amperes. As pointed out in Appendix A, proper operation of the power
supply circuit requires that the inductance vary from 25 y}l,y at 7 amps to 3?0 phy at
0.2 amps. The speeification should be corrected in this regard.

4.L9

TRANSFORMERS (PULSED) (1006319, 1006293) (C)

Neither of these pulse transformers has a common-mode rejection requirement ln the
specification. This appears to be required for proper system operation.
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TESTING

For the purposes of this discussion on testlng, no differentiation will be made between the computer and the DSKY or between the computer modules and the DSI(y
modules.
5.

1

QUALIFICATION TESTING

5. 1. 1

Computer

(C)

The present schedule for the computer qualification test shows testing to begin early
in July and to be completed by November. In view of the fact that the Block I-100
qualification test began in August l-965 and has not yet been completed, the Block II
plan appears quite optimi.stie.
The qualification test specification ND 1002037-C for the Block II computer has not
yet been issued. If it is issued in its present form, it will provide for qualification
of the computer subsystem to the LEM mission environment. Qualification of .the '
computer to the command module environment will be provided during qualification
of the entire G and N system. This is considered a very difficult predicament. At
the computer qualification"test it is possible to be thorough in testing the computer
but the environment is very special to the LEM and is not considered to give the
computer a satisfactory test. The command module environment is, in some cases,
more severe, but the computer is required to support the entire G and N system
during that test and, therefore, the testing of the computer itself cannot be as
thorough. Since the qualification tests are intended to prove out the design and producibility of the computer, and since only one design is used for both the LEM and
the command module, it is felt that a single test could be devised which would guarantee that the computer is fully qualified for either use. This combined qualification
test would presumably make use of the more severe environments from the LEM
and the command module missions when the relative severity is apparent. In some
cases it may be necessary to perform parts of both tests when the relative severity
cannot be accurately determined.
The proposed qualification test plan does not presently include acoustic nolse testing,
even though the LEM design enviroument catls out an acoustic noise level of 1b0 db
overall. This level is considered slgnificant, and the acoustlc test should be put
into the qualification test plan. EMI testing has also been eliminated. In view of
the previous difficulty with computer nolse suseeptibility and conslderlng the redesign
of the comprter structure to utilize magneslum, this decision should be reconsidered.
The committee recommends that EMI testing be done, if for no other reason, at ieast
to gather data on the generated noise levels and the probable susceptibility levels. This
information can be vital to the spacecraft systems integrator.
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The program which the digital computer runs during the qualification test is very
important. At the present time the FTM programs described in Paragraph 7.1 are
used to check the computer. These programs take several minutes to accomplish,
which means that certain areas of the eomputer are not exercised at every environmental condition. It should be possible to construct a short program loop which
provides a more rapidly repetitive exercise of the computer and thereby improve the
probability of discovering a malfunction which is induced by a single euvironmental
condition, and not by other conditions.

5.1.2 Modules (D)
The module qualification program requires some careful thought, and the review
committee is still somewhat divided in its opinions on this matter. The vibration
levels called out for module qualification testing are presently well below those
levels which are expected to be encountered in the computer and the DSKY during
qualification and acceptance tests. For example, it is anticipated that vibration
levels as high as 50 grs can be experienced by modules mounted in the computer, yet
the module quallfication test requires only 10 grs. In some cases the module is not
exercised electrically during the test environment but is tested functionally before
and after. Marginal circuit problems and interconnection problems which show up
during envlronment may, therefore, be overlooked because they are not apparent
when the environment is removed. In order to exercise the modules rigorously
during the environmental test, a considerable investment in automated test equipment would be required, unless the testing is done in an operating computer. That
amounts to an entlre computer qualification test, not a module level test. An attractive alternative would therefore seem to be to dispense with formal module qualification testing for most of the computer modules.
Those modules which represent difficult design problems, however, should undergo
a thorough engineering evaluation test program. Modules which should be so tested,
and for which satisfactory tests can be arranged, include the oscillator module, the
power supply module, the erasable memory module, and the fixed memory modules.
Other modules should be qualified as part of the computer assembly during its qualification test, since they can be fully exercised when installed in the computer but not
when tested alone. That is the recommendation at this time, but a ratlng of indeterminate should be given to the module qualification test plan pending further investigation.
5.

1.3

Parts Qualification (C)

In most qualification programs electronic parts are qualified before the modules and
the system. Scheduling difficulties on the Apollo project have caused the parts qualification program to occur in parallel with module and system qualification tests.
For example, the Block I-100 part qualification program has not been completed.
Of the 45 parts to be quaiified, 27 tests have been completed. Eighteen remain to be
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completed, includlng such parts as the negative temperature coefficient thermlstor,
a new diode for the oscillator, and the pulse transformer used in the interface clrcuits.
If severe part problems are discovered there is little opportunity to stop and make
appropriate design corrections or part substitutlons, and there ls a natural tendency
by all parties to minimize the seriousness of any failures because of flrm schedule
commitments. As discussed in Section fV, there are several unqualified parts which
appear to represent potential difficulties in the Block II systems.
To date, failure of a part in the qualification program seems to have had little bearing on whether or not that part was used in the system. This would be understandable
if the part qualification tests had been completed after the module design had been
frozen, but this has not always been the case. It ls recommended that the part qualification program be accelerated in order to guarantee that sound parts are available
for the computer system. It is recommended, in addition, that when a part fails the
qualification test, that part should be designed out of the system.

5.2

ACCEPTANCE TESTING

5.2.1 Computer (C)
The procurement specification for the production computers has not been completed.
As a result, there is no official aeceptance test for the computers. However, lt is
the committee's understanding that the acceptance test will include a 3 g sinusoidal
shake and the tnewn thermal cycle. This acceptance test is run with the computer
Final Test Method (FTM) program in operation, and the same comments apply to the
use of thls program here as in the previous section; namely, it takes too long.
Especially with the sinusoidal vibration, it is very tikely that the crltical parts of
the computer will not be exercised at the time the structure sees its maximum amplitude vibration. The program which the computer runs during the acceptance test
should be espeeially designed to provide the maximum stress for the logie and
memory, and to run in a loop which takes no more than 50 to 100 mlllisecouds to run
through.
Paragraph 2.4 describes the problems associated with the timing marglns and noise
marglns of the computer. As indicated there, the lack of a worst-case design phllosophy and the dependence of the computer timing and noise marglns on the specific
construction of the computer require that great rellauce be placed on a thorough
acceptance test to guarantee adequate marglns. Without adequate acceptance tests
utilizing a specially designed program and making use of marginal checklng techniques, adequate marglns cannot be guaranteed. Marginal testing facilities should
be provided fur the computer test set in order to guarantee that the computer has
some design margins in excess of those needed to operate in the simulated environment. In order to test the noise threshold of the computer, the +4 volts should be
varied as discussed inAppendix C. The programwhich the computer is running at
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that tlme should be especially designed to provide a bad noise situatlon, since that is
what is being tested. The master clock should also be varied in frequency as the
computer soaks at the temperature extremes in order to guarantee that there are
timing margins at the temperature extremes. At this time it is difficult to predict
what limits should be placed on the +4 volts and on the oscillator frequency. These
numbers can best be determined after the detailed timing analysis and noise analysis
have been performed.
The test equipment should also be designed to juggle the memory drive currents and.
the sense amplifier thresholds. It would be desirable, but it may not be possible, to
vary the strobe time in the sense amplifiers as well. Again, the computer must be
running a program which is especially designed to provide bad situations for these
marginal tests.

The Final Test Method for the Block 100 computer apparently allows the individual
tests to be run in any arbitrary order. If this same procedure is to be applied to the
Block II computer it is neither reasonable nor desirable. A fixed sequence should
be prescribed with allowable variations specified whenever they exist. There is also
a statement in the Block 100 Final Test Method that a single restart is not indicative
of a failure but must be repeated to cause the test to fail. Any unprogrammed or
unplanned restart constitutes a computer failure.
The thermal testing should be modified. It presently allows the computer to be
operated at the temperature extremes, but not during the excursion of the computer
temperature from one extreme to the other. Many of the possible failure modes of
the computer are excited more by temperature gradients than by absolute temperatures. The test should be redesigned to provide several cycles of temperature
variation, and the computer must be operating during the thermal transients.

During acceptance testing on other computer projects, it has been found that thermal
cycling and vibration testing simultaneously are very likely to detect more workmanshlp errors than these same tests conducted separately. Furthermore, experts are
almost universally in agreement that a random shake is of greater benefit than a
sinusoidal shake. The committee has been told that the Raytheon factory in which
the acceptanee tests are performed does not have a random shaking capability and
that this is the reason sfurusoidal acceptance tests are performed. This appears to
be a marginal situation. It is recommended that the computer be given a combined
thermal and vibration test by simply mountlng the computer on a heat exchanger on
the shaker, and modulating the temperature of the fluid through the heat exchanger
while the vibration is taking place. It is further recommended that a random shake
be employed.

The tests of the input/output equipment are not thorough. The programs do not check
at all certain portions of the input,/output functions. Because the supporting equipment
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is not sufficiently automatic, the detailed signal tests are usually provided by the
operator aud are usually performed only before and after the environments.

It is reported that a recertification plan exists for

those computers which have been

repaired and are about to be rated to flight status. There are conflicting opinions
as to what this recertification plan will be. It is strongly urged that a firm procedure

be adopted.

5.2.2 Modules

(C)

There is presently no vibration in the acceptance proeedure for the individual computer modules. Except for the rope modules, this procedure is probably adequate as
long as the entire computer receives a fuII acceptance test following the replacement
of any failed modules at the factory, and assuming that modules are never replaced
in the field. There is a disadvantage to this approach in that the manufacturer of
these modules cannot sell them off as spares until they are installed in a computer.
An important exception to this concept is the set of flight ropes. White it is possible
that a test computer could be reserved for acceptance testing of the rope modules, it
is felt that this would be a wasteful procedure and would not be the best test for detecting workmanship defects in the rope. The ropes should be given an acceptance
test at the module level. This acceptance test should include vibration and temperature cycling while monitoring series connections of the rope windings. The circuit
used to monitor these windings should have a sensitivity and a speed adequate to detect
momentary changes in resistance of several percent with a duration of a microsecond
or less.
Previous programs have demonstrated the value of a combined temperature vibration
acceptance test at the module level. Workmanship difficulties which produce intermittent malfunctions are usually detected more readily in the module level, especially
with the aid of a carefully prepared operational test fixture which can exercise the
module inputs and monitor the outputs. At the present time the acceptance test for
the Block 100 modules consists of testing them at three temperatures: OoC, 25oC,
?0oC. The procurement specifications state that testing at the temperature extremes
is not intended to verify adequate performance but only to detect intermittent welds
or other workmanship problems. This is considered to be an inadequate procedure.
There are many dissimilar materials used in the construction of the computer, and
a bad weld often exhibits a thermostatic aetion which causes it to opeu or shut only
at a particular temperature. Thermal shock combined with vibration is recommended
for detecting problems of this kind. The test should be designed to creat the maximum
possible thermal gradient across the module, and the module must be rapidly exercised during this transient period.
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Tests on the erasable memory module, if the present plans are not changed,will be
nonoperational. There are several kinds of problems which can be expected in such
a module and the acceptance tests should be designed to weed out at least the commonly
encountered difficulties. For example, workmanship problems occur frequently in
terminaiing the wires, and at first blush one would suggest a serles connection of all
the wires in the module to detect any bad solder joints or broken wires. Unfortunately,
the selection diodes in the windings prevent this series connection; therefore, an
operational test will be required. This same operational test, if properly implemented,
can detect not only broken wires but also broken or chipped cores and bad diodes.
This operational test must be designed to exercise the memory as quiekly as possible,
and therefore should probably be accomplished with a special memory tester rather
than with the computer itself.
Numerous problems have also been uncovered in the indicator driver modules of the
DSKY, especially in the relays. These modules should also receive the combined
vibration and temperature test.

In the course of reviewing the designs of the individual modules, it has also been
necessary to review the corresponding Factory Test Plans (FTPrs). All of the
factory test plan documents which have been reviewed were marked, iPRELIMINARYI,
even though modules are being built and delivered and presumably tested accordfurg to
these plans. Not all FTPIs have been reviewed. These Factory Test Plans are
documents which are intended to be used at the in-process and acceptance testing
levels. They are created by Raytheon and bear no evidence of having been approved
by MIT or NASA. The MIT engineers made it clear that, althoughthey are interested
in the detailed testing which is accomplished on each of the modules, they feel the
responsibility for the thoroughness of the tests rests with Raytheon. The committeers
opinion is that this should not be so. The original designer of the circuit should be
required to certify the adequacy of the tests.

5.2.2.1

Logic Modules

The following FTPIs were reviewed: L87914 through 187934, 186332, 186420 through
L86422, L86447 through 786454, 186465 through 186467, 186988, 186995, 187000,
187001, 187010, 187011.
The individual FTPrs for each module do not contain enough information for the review
committee to determine the adequacies of the tests. These tests are performed at
an automatic testing station utilizing a PB-250 computer to provide the input stimuli
for the logic modules and to observe the outputs of the modules. The factory test
plan makes reference to truth tables and a rtest tape with same FTP number and
revision'. The content of these test tapes has not been reviewed by the committee.
These factory tests are intended to demonstrate the general functiong of the individual
modules and are not intended to be marginal tests.
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The modules are tested at -10oC, +25oC, and +?0oC. The modules are soaked at
these temperatures before the tests are performed. Input test voltages are not
appropriate in many eases to the circuits being tested. For example, the input logic
ONE is defined to be a levelrof notless than 850 millivo1tst. As shown iu Table C-1
of Appendix C, this is iuapproprlate for the low temperature condition, since a VIN
of 910 mlllivolts is required to guarantee proper operation of the integrated NCR
gate. Another FTP referring to the same logic module (there appear to be two FTPts
for each logic module) establishes an input logic signal of 850 +50 millivoIts. This
ls inappropriate even at room temperature, and certainly inappropriate at the lower
temperatures. Since the objective of the testing is not to determfure margi:rality but
to demonstrate functionatrity, the input signals should be in the neighborhood of one

volt or greater.

The test plan also contains an elaborate set of rules for determining the load resistors
to be applied externally to the modules. The value of the load resistor is taken from
a matrix whose dimensions are the number of internal drivers connected together
and the number of internal bases connected to that driving source. This table could
be conslderably simplified without destroying the usefulness of the functional test if
the output logic one and zero signals were allowed greater ranges of values.

The FTP also allows the same tolerances to be placed on the input and output slgnals
when the tests are repeated with 4.8 volts and 3.4 volts as a power supply lnput.
Again, the numbers cited for the one and zero levels are inappropriate and should be
determined in accordance with the table in Appendix C. These tests are static and
will give no indication of timing problems. This is certainly adequate if only workmanship problems are to be sought out.
5. 2. 2.

2

Interface Modules

These modules are covered by FTPrs 187196 and 18?19?. These test plans appear to
be consistent with the circuit designs and the intended usage of these circuits with
the exceptions noted below.
The XT circuit is tested with a single value of load resistor and no shunt eapacity.
of the circuit, the simulated
loads during this test should have the values of resistance and cable capacitance
whlch the circult will see in the spacecraft. The circuit should also be tested at the
duty cycle which it will experlence in actual use.

It is recommended that to guarantee proper operation

The test for the r0n circuit is adequate, except that the output lmpedance is not
tested at 40 volts. This is a condition specified in the electrical interface control
documents and should be applied as a test.
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Power Supply

Factory Test PIan 186413 covers this module. The critique of the FTP is implicit
in the power supply review contalned in Appendix A. To summarize that briefly, the
FTP does not provide a measure of the input current to the power supply under low
load conditions, and therefore will not discover possible faults in the control circuitry.

It is recommended that the short-circuit test of the power supply be made

a continuous

short circuit rather than a pulsed short circuit. The interface control documents do
not limlt the amount of noise which the power supply can conduct onto the main power
bus. It would be advisable for the FTP at least to make a measurement of this noise.

5.2.2.4

Rope Memory Module

FTP 186305 presently specifies tests at -10oC, +25oC, and +60oC. The committee
has been informed that the +60oC will be changed to +?0oC for all production modules.
This FTP provides that the information wound into the core rope module wilt be
compared with data from a punched paper tape. Gross resistance measurements are
made of the individual rope windings. The resistance range of 4 to 12 ohms allowed
for the panty, inhibit, set, reset, and clear windings appears to be excessive. The
wire length and wire size is loown for all oJ these windings and a more precise
resistance measurement should be required.
In the dynamic testing of the module the drive current magnitudes are set at 25oC
and, since the driver is not subjected to the temperature extremes, are maintained
at the original va1ue. This is deemed to be inadequate since in the computer, driver
outputs wlll vary with temperature but the core parameters are essentially independent of temperature over the test range. The drive current used to test the rope
module should correspond to the extremes of the current driver tolerance. This
amounts to a marginal test of the rope module. This recommendatlon is especially
critical for the reset current, since that current is the one which actually produces
the read signal.
The voltage levels which have been specified for aceeptable one and zero levels
appear to have no margin to allow for degradation of the system after testing. The
acceptable levels at the module test should also provide a practical dead band about
sense amplifier threshold level. The acceptable one leveI is specified over an
interval of . 6 microseconds long, and the zero level over a 1. b microsecond interval,
but the inferred instrumentation does not provide for such a measurement. This is
a practical method for assuring an adequate signal-to-noise ratlo and the instrumentation should be provided.
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Strand Select Module

FTP 186138 provides for testing the strand select module at -10oC, +25oC, and
+70oC with a voltage margin test at -10oC and +?OoC. It is during this test that the
emitter resistor of the current regulator is selected and installed. The accuracy
with which the current is determined during this test is about +4 percent. A discussion of the accuracies of these various currents is contalned in Section II. These
currents are not compensated for temperatureduring the test, but should be. Generally, the simulated load exceeds the system requirement, but this is considered
acceptable.

5.2.2.6

Rope

Driver Module

FTP l-86247 is vague with regard to the low level of the input voltage described
under the dynamic tests. The purpose of the rAn float level measurement under
Paragraph 4.3.5 ls not understood. The FTP allows current deviations from the
nomlnal, due to a combination of voltage and temperature, which are too large.
While the system can tolerate considerable variation in the inhibit and clear currents,
the specified variatlons are not consistent with the expected circuit performance.
The expected variations in the reset current clearly indicate that the rope module
requires a marginal test.

5.2.2.7

Erasable Memory Module

FTP 18618? requires testing of the erasable memory module at 25oC only. This is
consldered to be an inadequate test. Satisfactory testing methods are dlscussed in
Paragraph 2.5. The erasable memory should be provided with an adequate marginal
test over the temperature range. In addition, the signal levels should be specified
to provide a dead band around the sense amplifier threshold and should provide for
degradation in the sense amplifiers.

5.2.2.8 Current Switch Modu1e
FTP 186049 provides for testing current switch modules at 25oC and exercises each
core under simulated system drive timing and load conditions. If these tests were
provided at the temperature extremes as well, this FTP would be acceptable.

5.2.2.9

Erasable Drlver Module

FTP 186062 provides for testing the driver module at the three temperatures. The
test allows too great a varlation in the driver current under the voltage margin test.
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At the present time the whole Apollo documentation system must be given a rating of
inadequate. Documentation appears to exist in almost staggering quantities, yet in
many instances it is repetitive, inaccurate, out of date, or ineomplete. Examples
are numerous where in the very places one would expect absolute interface control,
circuits are described as ,For Reference On1yn or nFor Information On1y. n As noted
previously with regard to the qualification test plan, the computer and module procurement specifications and other documents are normally approved late with respect to
the production of the computer, and therefore have little bearing on the design of it.
A genuine system integration function is needed. This function would provide a file of
interfaee control documents and attempt to work out the discrepancies in these documents. One group of people should be charged with bringing the entire documentation
of the guidance and navigation system, internal as well as external, up to a satisfactory
working level. This system integration group should also be provided with sufficient
muscle to insist that the specifications and other control documents are obeyed.
6.

1

INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENTS

There is reason to believe that the interface control documents are not a contractual
requirement. These documents tend to be inaccurate and incomplete. Those parties
who are required to sign the iuterface control documents often feel that they need not
abide by a literal interpretation of the document because it would mean a redesign of
sorne of their interface circuits. Meehanical designers of the computer structure allege
that they have not seen an interface control document which clearly defiues the envelope
available to the computer under all conditions of flight (particularly vibration). The
thermal interface control document between MIT and Grumman is of a different nature
than the thermal interface negotiated between MIT and North American.

criticisms of the drawings which are supposed to control the physical
interface are the following:

Some specific

a.

Aluminurn material is called out for the computer cover that is in
contact with the cold plate. That computer cover is being manufaetured of magnesium.

b.

The envelope dimensions called out for the computer are not specified
as maximum. The dimension called out is 6. 00 inch. The nominal
computer dimension is 5.996 inch, and if there is any internal pressurization at all it will exceed the 6-inch value.
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The command module installation drawings do not call out the need
for access to the computer for installation of rope modules in the
spacecraft.
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The electrical interface control documents specify a variety of loads for the commonly
used interface circuits and, in some cases, the value of the load impedance is simply
unloown. While it is conceivable to design the circuits with sufficient margins to
handle all anticipated loads, there is no document which can be relied upon to provide
assurance that all real loads have been properly anticipated. It is unreasonable to
design a test for these interface circuits in the factory which will include all of the
possible loads, and it is not apparent that the circuits are presently tested with the
worst-case load. Furthermore, there is no specification of the interface between the
computer and its test set.

There is one formal interface control document which is generally deemed to be
satisfactory: that is the LEM PGNCS functional interface requirements approved by
Grumman, 1![IT, and NASA. Other than keeping this ICD up to date, it is felt there is
no further work required insofar as that document is concerned. There is no such
functional interface requirement document for the comrnand module. Such a
document should be created.

6.2

FAILURE REPORTING

As a general comment, the complete process of failure reporting is much too slow.
Apollo failure reports are generated as soon as the computer acceptance tests have
begun. The level of detail in these first reports is generally sketchy and often does
not include any notation of the environmental situation in which the failure took p1ace.
As a result, many of these failures are sirnply listed as ghosts which are not
repeated. The failure analysis reports are supposed to provide extraustive explanation
of the nature of the failure and recommend any corrective action. The corrective
action reports then report what action has been taken. In the documentation review
by the committee, the failure analysis reports were observed to lag behind the original
failure report by no less than 3 months and, in many cases, by as much as 9 months.
Few corrective action reports were found to exist. As a result this whole failure
reporting process is completely ineffective insofar as it is intended to accomplish
its primary aim, that is, to allow the engineers to make design changes to correct
the failure mechanisms which are found during the acceptance testing.
There is another aspect to this which is bothersome. Failures which are detected by
Raytheon during manufacturing and factory testing, but prior to acceptance testing of
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the computer modules, are not part of the formal failure reporting system. This
appears to be a dangerous situation. Failures which occur infrequently during final
sell-off of the computers (or their modules) would not be considered dangerous and
might not be given urgent redesign attention. On the other hand, if these occasional
failures are merely a continuation of failure modes observed frequently during the
build-up and testing of the motlules during the manufacturing process, the situation
would be viewed quite differently. It is recommended, therefore, that failure reporting begin as soon as the module is assembled. There is danger that such a reporting
system would include types of failure (workmanship, missed welds, erroneous test
results) which would tend to obscure the real failure modes which are likely to be
important at the computer system level. An attempt should be made to design the
preacceptance test failure reporting system so as to guarantee to include failures
which are important to the reliability of the product and not to include those failures
which will not affect that reliability.

I

rt

(oI

6.3

LOGIC DRAWINGS AND WIRE LISTS

At the beginning of the design review, a set of latest up-to-date logic drawings was
gotten from MIT, as well as a latest wire list. The logic drawings were relatively
easy to get, but the wire lists are very scarce. In fact, the checkout engineers at
the Raytheon factory are required to use marked-up obsolete wire lists. When the
wire list was cross-checked with the logic diagrams, numerous discrepancies were
discovered, and not one of these discrepancies had been corrected yet.

6.4

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

A detailed review of the system Master End Item and the Performance and Interface
Specifications was made hy four members of the review team. These included
North American Document (Command Module)
sID 65-299 rBlock II GN&c Performance & Interface Documentr dated
2 October 1965 approved by MIT and NASA 30 November 1965.
MIT Document (Command Module)
ME1 No. 201500 Spec. No. PS2015000 nMaster End Item Specifieation
Block II G&N. n

Grumman Document (LEIvI)
LSP-370-3 iLEM GN&C Performance and Interface Documenttr dated
L7 February 1966 - not approved.
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MIT Document (LEM)
ME1 No. 6015000 Spec. No. PS6015000 nMaster End Item Specification
LEM GN&Cfl dated 15 October 1965.

It is understandable that separate

(o
I

ntop specificationsn are required

for the command
module and the LEM due to differences in functional requirements for the guidance
and navigation system and, therefore, the computer. However, except for the fact
that one system has two DSI(Yrs and the other (LEM) only one, the computer subsystems are identical. It is, therefore, not clear why such major discrepancies exist
in the system and subsyst.em weights as those listed below.

co
I

qo

LEM P&I
G&N Total Weight
Computer Weiglrt

240 lbs
58 lbs

CM P&I
G&N Total Weight
Computer Weight

400 lbs
80 lbs

Since the actual computer weight will be in the neighborhood of 65 pounds, Grumman
structural people may have a serious problem.

Generally, except for the inaccuracies, the above documents can be considered to
contain adequate information. Based on those documents, it is strongly recommended
that a second level document should be written entitled, nComputer Subsystem Design
Criteria. n This document should contain all of the information necessary to design,
fabricate, and test the computer subsystem to fulfill both the command module and the
LEM requirements, and should include, by reference, all of the appropriate interface
and testing documents. With such a document in force it would then be possible for
the manufacturer of the computer to generate a realistic end-item specification. This
document would specify those criteria and tests which the computer hardware would
be required to meet in the acceptance test.
Much of the information that would be required in these documents is available in the
Digital Design Memos, Digital Development Memos, and Apollo Guidance Memos generated at MIT. Many of these memoranda provide excellent descriptions of the hardware and how it is intended to function. Ttrey are, unfortunately, not official documents and therefore have no official status in the program, even though one document,
DD185, is constantly refemed to by all parties as though it were the offieial signal
interface document of the digital computer. The more important of these documents
should at least be summarized and made an official part of the Apollo system
documentation.
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PROGBAMI/IING MANIIAL

There is no official progr:rmmerst manual for the Apollo guidance computer. An
informal memo, AGC No. 9, is taken to be l.he gospel and is used by the programmers as a description of the computer instnrctions and how they behave. This document certainly provides an adequate description of the hardware. On the other hand,
there are many programming restrictions outside the hardware which are not
included in this document. Those restrictions are discussed in the next section.
(o
I
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At the present time the whole Apolto documentation system must be given a rating of
inadequate. Documentation appears to exist in almost staggering quantities, yet in
many instances it is repetitive, inaccurate, out of date, or incomplete. Examples
are numerous where in the very places one would expect absolute interface control,
circuits are described as nFor Reference On1yn or nFor Information Only. n As noted
previously with regard to the qualification test plan, the computer and module procurement specifications and other documents are normally approved late with respect to
the production of the computer, and therefore have little bearing on the desigu of it.
A genuine system integration function is needed. This function would provide a file of
interface control documents and attempt to work out the discrepancies in these documents. One group of people should be charged with bringing the entire documentation
of the guidance and navigation system, internal as well as external, up to a satisfactory
working IeveI. This system integration group should also be provided with sufficient
muscle to insist that the specifications and other control documents are obeyed. At
this time there is evidence that lack of approved, signed control specifications has
contributed greatly to the individualized design approaches for the different subsystems
within the G and N system.
6.

1

INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENTS

There is reason to believe that the interface control documents are not a contractual
requirement. These documents tend to be inaccurate and incomplete. Those parties
who are required to sign the interface control documents often feel that they need not
abide by a literal interpretation of the document because it would mean a redesign of
some of their interface circuits. MIT has onoccasion been instructed by NASA to sign
these documents even thougtr IVIIT did not agree with the content and had no intention of
abiding by the content. Mechanical designers of the computer structure allege that
they have not seen an interface control document which clearly defines the minimum
envelope available to the computer under all conditions of flight (particularly vibration)
The thermal interface control document between MIT and Grumman is of a different
nature than the thermal interface negotiated between MIT and North American.
Some specific

criticisms of the drawings which are supposed to control tle physical

interface are the following:

a.

Aluminum material is called out for the computer cover that is in
contact with the cold plate. That computer cover is being manufactured of magnesium.

b.

The envelope dimensions called out for the computer are not specified
as maximum. The dimension called out is 6.00 inch. The nominal
computer dimension is 5. 996 inch, and if there is any internal pressurization at all it will exceed the 6-inch value.
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The command module installation drawings do not call out the need
for access to the computer for installation of rope modules in the
spacecraft.

The electrical interface control documents specify a variety of loads for the commonly
used interface circuits and, in some cases, the value of the load impedance is simply
unloown. While it is conceivable to design the circuits with sufficient margins to
handle all anticipated loads, there is no document which can be relied upon to provide
assurance that all real loads have been properly anticipated. It is unreasonable to
design a test for these interface circuits in the factory which will include all of the
possible loads, and it is not apparent that the circuits are presently tested with the
worst-case load. Furthermore, there is no specification of the interface between the
computer and its test set.

There is one formal interface control document which is generally deemed to be
satisfactory: that is the LEM PGNCS functional interface requirements approved by
Grumman, I\[IT, and NASA. Other than keeping this ICD up to date, it is felt there is
no further work required insofar as that document is concerued. There is no such
functional interface requirement document for the command module. Such a
document should be created.

6.2

FAILURE REPORTING

As a general comment, the complete process of failure reporting is much too slow.
Apollo failure reports are generated as soon as the computer acceptance tests have
begun. The level of detail in these first reports is generally sketchy and often does
noi include any notation of the environmental situation in which the failure took place.
As a result, many of these failures are simply listed as ghosts which are not
repeated. The fai.lure analysis reports are supposed to provide e:rhaustive explanation
of the nature of the failure and recommend any corrective action. The corrective
action reports then report what action has been taken. In the documentation review
by the committee, the failure analysis reports were observed to lag behind the original
failure report by no less than 3 months and, in many cases, by as much as 9 months.
Few corrective actionreports were found to exist. In many cases the failure analysis
reports were impertinent, stating that although the particular observation was properly
categorized as a failure at the time, the specifications had subsequently been changed
and the same action under the present specification would no longer be classed a failure. As a result this whole failure reporting process is completely ineffective insofar
as it is intended to accomplish its primary aim, that is, to allow the engineers to make
design changes to eorrect the failure mechanisms which are found during the
aeceptance testing.

There is another aspect to this which is bothersome. Failures which are detected hy
Raytheon during manufacturing and factory testing, but prior to acceptance testing of
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the computer modules, are not part of the formal failure reporting system. This
appears to be a dangerous situation. Failures which occur infrequently during final
sell-off of the computers (or their modules) would not be considered dangerous and
might not be given urgent redesign attention. On the other hand, if these occasional
failures are merely a continuation of failure modes observed frequently during the
build-up and testing of the modules during the manufacturing process, the situation
would be viewed quite differently. It is recommended, therefore, that failure reporting begin as soon as the module is assembled. There is danger that such a reporting
system would include types of failure (worlonanship, missed welds, erroneous test
results) which would tend to obscure the real failure modes which are likely to be
important at the computer system level. An attempt should be made to design the
preacceptance test failure reporting system so as to guarantee to include failures
which are important to the reliability of the product and not to include those failures
which will not affect that reliability.

6.3

LOGIC DRAWINGS AND WIRE LISTS

At the beginuing of the design review, a set of latest up-to-date logic drawings was
gotten from MIT, as well as a latest wire list. The logic drawings were relatively
easy to get, but the wire lists are very scarce. In fact, the checkout engineers at
the Raytheon factory are required to use marked-up obsolete wire lists. When the
wire list was cross-checked with the logic diagrams, numerous discrepancies were
discovered. Many of these discrepancies, itwas learned later, had been reported in
a memo written by Mr. Richard Volpi (of Raytheon) several weeks before. Mr. Volpib
discrepancies had not and, as far as the committee can tell, still have not been corrected in the present documentation. Mr. Volpirs responsibility is to keep the logic
diagrams and wire lists compatible, and yet he does not sit on the change review
board and is apparently not given direct access to the design information at the time
the change is made. As a result, he is really not able to do his function properly. It
should be emphasized that it is a necessary funetion and he should be placed more
directly in the change loop. Furthermore, his recommendations should be given
some attention.

6.4

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

A detailed review of the system Master End Item and the Performance and Interface
Specifications was made by four members of the review team. These included
North American Dqgqlqgq! (Command Module)
SID 65-299 nBlock II GN&C Performance & Interface Documentn dated
2 October 1965 approved by MIT and NASA 30 November 1965.
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MIT Docume4t (Command Module)
ME1 No. 201500 Spec. No. PS2015000 trMaster End ltem Specification
Block II G&N. n
Grumman. . Document (LEM)

LSP-370-3 rLEM GN&C Performance and Interface Documentn dated
17 February 1966 - not aPProved.

MIT Document (LEM)
ME1 No. 601b000 Spec. No. PS6015000 rMaster End Item Speeification
LEM GN&Ci dated 15 October 1965.

It is understandable that separate rtop specificationsn are required for the command

module and the LEM due to differences in functional requirements for the guidance
and navigation system and, therefore, the computer. However, except for the fact
that one system has two DSKYts and the other (LEM) only one, the computer subsystems are identical. It is, therefore, not clear why such major discrepancies exist
in the system and subsystem weights as those listed below.

LEM P&I
G&N Total Weight
Computer Weight

240 lbs
58 lbs

CM P&I
G&N Total Weight
Computer Weight

400 lbs
80 lbs

Since the actual computer weight will be in the neighborhood of 65 pounds, Grummann
structural people may have a serious problem.

Generally, except for the inaccuracies, the above doeuments can be considered to
contain adequate information. Based on those documents, it is strongly recommended
that a second level document should be written entitled, nComputer Subsystem Design
Criteria. n This document should contain all of the information necessary to design,
fabricate, and test the computer subsystem to futfill both the command module and the
LEM requirements, and should include, by reference, all of the appropriate interface
and testing documents. With such a document in force it would then be possible for
the manufacturer of the computer to generate a realistic end-item specification. This
document would specify those criteria and tests which the computer hardware would
be required to meet in the acceptance test.
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Much of the information that would be required in these documents is available in the
Digital Desiga Memos, Digital Development Memos, and Apollo Guidance Memos generated at MIT. Many of these memoranda provide excellent descriptions of the hardware and how it is intended to function. Ttrey are, unfortunately, not official documents and therefore have no official status in the program, even though one document,
DD185, is constantly referred to by all parties as though it were the official signal
interface document of the digital computer. The more important of these documents
should at least be summarized and made an official part of the Apollo system
documentation.
6.

5

PROGRAMI\dING MANUAL

There is no official programmersr manual for the Apollo guidance computer. An
informal memo, AGC No. 9, is taken to be the gospel and is used by the programmers as a description of the computer instructions and how they behave. This document certainly provides an adequate description of the hardware. On the other hand,
there are many programming restrictions outside the hardware which are not
included in this document. Those restrictions are discussed in the next section.
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PROGRAMS

This general subject of programs and programming documentation was reviewed only
from the standpoint of how the hardware might influence the wrlting of the programs.
Function"al requirements of the computer are not stated in any official document and,
therefore, it was impossible to revlew the general topic of adequacy of the computer
or the programs to fulfill these functional requirements. However, the mission
programs are influenced by computer design, and were discussed briefly. Some of
the factory programs were pursued, since they affect the thoroughness with which
the computer is tested.

7.L

MISSION PROGRAMS (D)

The bulk of the mission program is written in an tnterpretive language. The interpreter program which is contained in the airborne computer consists of a set of basic
subroutines which perform very elaborate operatlons such as matrix multiply, double
precision add, etc. These subroutines are invoked by instructions stored in the computer memory in a hightry compact form. These instructions are retrieved from the
memory, decoded by the main interpretive program, and are used to call up the
appropriate subroutines. The principal advantage of such a system is twofold. First,
it al|ows the programmer to write his rather complex mathematical operations in a
language which is familiar to him. Therefore, it makes the generation of the program
easy. Secondly, it reduces the amount of memory capacity required to store the
program instructions, since the Polish string notation is used. This means that
much of the addressing is accomplished with push{own lists, and every instruction
need not have an explicit set of addresses associated with it.
The question of computer speed versus memory size is always broached. In the discussions with the programmers the committee was told that they fully expect to use
all of the available program memory space; namely, 36,000 words. In the discussions
with the hardware people, on the other hand, we were informed that if speed should
become a problern, the interpreter, which is quite slow in operatlon, would be the
first thing to be sacrificed; rafter all, it principally just saves memory spacet.
These comments, to say the least, are unsettling. It would be to the advantage of all
concerned for a sizing and timing estimate to be made on at least a representative
set of guidance and control equatlons to guarantee the computer has the capability to
do the job.
7.

1.1

Programming Restrictions

Many of the restrictions on the prograrnmer are lmown only through nconventionn.
Each major mission program is assigned a nrope mothert who bears the ultimate
responsibility for coordinating the work of the individual programmers and seelng
to it that any restrictions are observed. Considerable reliance is placed on the low
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turnover and the high competence of the programming individuals. The idea of a
rope mother is certainly useful. However, enough of the fixed rules seem to be in
doubt to warrant the generation of a programmerts manual which will document the
restrictions imposed by the computer hardware, as well as the systemts requirements.
7.

L.2

Interrupt Programs

The general philosophy of the interrupt programs was discussed in Paragraph 2. L.
The time expended in interrupt routines is important in establlshlng the capability of
the computer to do all of its allotted tasks without omtssion. The commlttee was
told that interrupt programs were restricted to time durations which are less than
E to as much as 15 milliseconds. The committee has no way of judging at this time
whether such a variation in the maximum interrupt program time is likely to be
catastrophlc or not. During some mission modes, where the computational rate ls
low, the longer interrupt programs can undoubtedly be tolerated. The fear is that
with no program specification the agreed upon rules may be violated,orthe rules
may not be appropriate.
Each interrupt program must search for the overflow of the T6 counter and must be
prepared to respond to such an overflow. While this is perhaps not a burden to the
programmer, it is certainly a necessity with the present logic desigu. Yet without
a formal program control document it is the sort of thing which might be forgotten.
There may be other important program restrictions which have not been uncovered
by the committee which may not be obeyed by the programmer, such as the recent
difficulty with gimbal lock.
7.

1.3

Self-Test

The review team was told that the objective of the airborne self-test program is
primarily a go,/no-go exercise to be used prior to critical mlssion phases and
during idle periods. It is not a diagnostic program, nor is it intended to be, since
in-flight repair of the computer ls no longer contemplated. The basic philosophy
of this program is to test all control pulses and to seek out number sensltlvity
problems with an exhaustive brute force approach. As a result, this program takes
approxlmately four minutes to run to completion. This is felt inapproprlate for an
alrborne program. Furthermore, the operational use of the program ls open to
some criticism as well. The self-check program will normally be run as the lowest
priority job, or when it is required by the astronaut. It can also be elevated to a
higher priority by the astronaut. This is certainly a questionable philosophy. The
committee recommends that the self-test program be made smarter. It should take
advantage of the forelmowledge of critical information in the arithmetic unit and
exercise those worst-case number situations directly rather than depending on the
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exhaustive use of all possible numbers. This would permit the self-test program to
run to completion in approximately 50 to 100 milliseconds and yet provide the same
high level of coufi.dence in the go/no-go indieation as the present program provides.
This short self-test program should be interspersed throughout the mission program
and run automatically. There would be no need for the astronaut to call upon the
self-check program. If the computer appears to be behaving erratically and the
astronaut has no indication of failure from the self-check program, he should perhaps have available a second program of the exhaustive nature, or perhaps one
which will indicate to him more informatton of a diagnostic nature. This same
basic self-test program would probably be a satisfactory one to use during the
acceptance tests of the computer.

7.L.4

Restart

The Apollo guidanee computer has been designed to recover from transient fallures
by means of a restart program. The specific restart techniques were not discussed
in detail during the desigu review. The general approach, however, was discussed.
Since the restart program has no hardware clues as to the nature of the malfunction
which ereated the restart, the programmer has tried to give himself some clues.
About the only thing he has been able to do is to infer whether the problem is in the
erasable memory or not. The restart program has a set of L2 memory locations in
whlch six predetermined numbers are stored redundantly. The programmer examines these numbers in the restart sequence and from these numbers infers that the
erasable memory is healthy or sick. The number of locations chosen and the relative
position of these locations in the memory provides very small confidence that the
memory is working satisfactorily. Without considerably greater effort in the investigation of the program, the commlttee is unable to determine whether the techniques
and the specific restart program are adequate or inadequate.

7.2

STMULATOR (A)

The term simulation generally refers to the operation of a second system in such a
way as to simulate the descriptive model of another system. Thus, in the case of
the MIT alldigital simulator, the MH1800 is used to simulate the guidance,navigation
and control system including the guidance computer.

Slmulatlon is generally used either 1) when the descriptive model of a system is
intractable to analysis, or 2) it is desirable to use the simulator as a training or
test and checkout device prior to the existence of,or in preferenee to,the actual
system. Its use for analysis has its pitfalls, however, since it provides only a
particular solution rather than the general solution which is sometimes desired.
Simulators are used to simulate two basic types of systems: sequential and simultaneous. The digital computer is naturally suited to the simulation of sequential
systems (such as the AGC) since it is itself a sequential machine.
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An analog computer, which is inherently a simultaneous machtne, has the advantage
over the general-purpose digital computer fur slmulatirng many problems of the
physical world (which is by nature slmultaaeous). Although digital computers have
been programmed to simulate such systems, from physical systems to aualog eomputers, this generally has been found to be a formldable task except for the slmplest
of systems. In addltion to the simultaneous/sequential difflculty, ln most systems
there is the problem of how to simulate what are baslcally contlnuous-tlme functions
with a digital computer which is lnherently a dlscrete-time device.

In spite of the difficulties of simulating slmultaneous systems and continuous
functions, the general-purpose digital cornputer has a number of signlficant features
whlch make lts use mandatory for most appltcations: controllable inputs, data and
commands; modeling flexibility; high accuracy; repeatability; trouble-shootlng aids
such as traces and dumps; and hard-copy output. Its use ls also mandatory in the
simulatlon of systems which in themselves eontain a digital computer.
The hybrid slmulation system, in this case the marrtage of a dtgital computer and
an analog computer, becomes the obvlous next step in the process, maktng it
possible to comblne the advantages of each type of computer into a.n overall slmulatlon system. The hybrid approach has been successfully demonstrated to a number
of large scale systems in industry. The MIT/IL hybrid computer approach Ls discussed briefly i:o the next sectton.

7.2.L

Apollo Program Verification

The initlal tests on the MIT/IL programs are conducted with an alldigital simulation
on the Honeywell 1800 computer. This simulation tool conslsts of an instructlon-byinstructlon simulatlon of the AGC, mathematical simulations of all factors whlch
influence the computations of the AGC; €.8., real tlme clock, interrupts and counter
increments. Environmental factors such as vehicle d5rnamics, astronaut lnputs,
accelerometer and g'yroscope performance are also simulated in the total model.
The prograrruner ean select those portlons of the simulated system which he needs
for a particular simulation run; e. B. , he may wlsh to use the AGC and DSI(Y models
on1y. The framework of the simulator contalns features whlch may be used to evaluate AGC performance and isolate programming faults. Data may be recorded
durlng any part of the simulation for post-processing by other MH1800 programs
which the AGC programmer may prepare in MAC compller language. Slnce any such
slmulatlon may be repeated by supplying identical lnputs, anomalous behavlor may
be studied until a problem is elimlnated. Such complete repeatability ls not possible
with other types of testi:rg. The chief disadvantage of the alldigltal slmulation is its
eonsumptlon of computer time. Typically, running time is ten times real time.
Also, the fidelity of the environmental slmulatlon is a problem; however, this situatlon extsts to some extent on any test short of the actual flight.
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The fact that the Apollo guidance,navigation and control system, wtth the guidance
computer, is in actuality a hybrid system suggests a hybrid computer slmulation.
Recognizing the limitations of the all{igital slmulation of such a complex system,
MYt /IL has developed a hybrid computer simulation eapability.

preliminary checkout of the AGC program has been completed on the alldigltal
simulatlon, hybrid simulation may commence. The eomponents of the hybrid simulator are:
Once

1.

AGC,

2.

Core rope simulator,

3.

Beckman analog computer,

4.

Three

5.

Special electrical interface equipment,

6.

SDS-930

7.

AGC down-link recorder.

CDU| s,

digital computer (on order),

The current hybrid simulation conflguration uses actual guidance and navigatlon
hardware (Block I) and an analog simulation of the environment operating in real
time. With its speed advantage, extensive testing may be performed using a large
variety of initial conditions. However, the output of such a simulation is more
limited than that of the alldigital one and is usually in the form of strip-chart recordings of selected variables from the analog computer.
Another mode of testing is afforded by the fuII guidance and navigation system iu
the laboratory. Using a flight model guidance and navigation system to exercise
programs loaded into a core rope simulator is an important mode of testing. In
particular, &nX program which can be meaningfully operated in a one g gravitational
field can be tested in this configuration. Such programs include prelaunch
operations, manual and display features, free-fall navigation, in-flIght IMU alignment, etc. The disadvantages of this mode of testing are the lack of reproducibility,
the limited hard-copy output, and, of course, the one g field and rotating earth.
7

,2.2

Conclusions

Jt.fiff/IL places reliance on the simulation where analytical work is probably called
for. For example, the peak interrupts and counter increments should be analped
to determine the peak loading factors, rather than to rely upon the simulatlons
whlch, as discussed earlier, provide only the solution to a particular problem rathu;
than the general problem.
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FACTORY TEST PROGRAMS (D)

The Block II factory test programs are just now being written a^ud most of the concluslons drawn i.n this report will have to be based on the Block I-100 programs.
This is probably an appropriate procedure since the commlttee has been informed
that the Block II programs will be a minor revision of the Block I-100 programs.
In view of the expanded instruction set and the revised logic design of the Block II
computers, this certainly appears to be a dangerous approach, but if earried out
carefully the dangers can be minimized. It has already been determined, for
example, that the adder test carried forward as a worst-case from Block I-100 into
the Block II does not provide an approprlate test for the Block II adder. There ls
some fear that other differences between the two computer designs may be treated

simllarly.
The prlncipal criticisms of the factory test programs are that, flrst, they take too
long a period of time to run; namely, several minutes. If the committee recommendations for acceptance testing are followed, all of the parts of the computer wtll not
be stressed at each environmental condition (vibratlon frequency, nnd temperature).
The second criticism is that the programs are not complete wlthout the intervention
of the test man to push buttons on the test set and to make measurements of the
output signal waveforms. Program-controlled testing of the I/O cireuits of a computer such as this is always difficult. Although the general computer testlng procedure may be marglnal, it is unlikely that the situation.can be lmproved without the
expenditure of conslderably greater amounts of money on the deslgn and constructlon
of very sophistlcated test equipment.

The Final Test Methods doeument does not make it clear what portlons of the program are run during the various tests and does not descrlbe what comprter functions
are being tested. A new, more definitive document should be created which specifles
the testing procedure and describes ln detail what functions are being tested at each
step of that procedure.
The Bloek II factory test programs will probably lnclude as one subprogram the flight
self-check program. If the self-check program is rewritten to make it a much
faster runnlng program, then the incluslon ls reasonable. On the other hand, the
factory test programs should be more dlagnostic in nature than the self-check
program. Factory test programs should not only indicate that the computer has malfunctloned, but should provide as much informatlon as posslble of a dtagnostlc nature.
This ls another instance where hardware clues as to the nature of the malfunction
could be used to make the test diagnosticiansrtask considerably simpler.
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The CDU is a piece of flight equipment which is closely associated with the AGC.
It contains a 4 volt power supply, some logic moduleso and some analog modules.
This design revlew has been limited to those potential problems in the CDU which
are similar to problems already discovered in the AGC. Unless a design area is
specifically mentioned, the reader should assume that it has not been reviewed.
8. 1.

1

Logic Circuits (A)

The CDU does not presently use the new expander gate, but aceomplishes the
additional fan-in by the same nblue nosen circuit which was so troublesome to the
computer. The Block II CDU uses these fan-in gates of only two types, as shown
in Figure 8-1. Considered as a hogging gate, the blue nose gate is worse than a
normal gate due to the additional current drawn by a sneak path diode in series with
the paralleled collector resistors to the output.
The worst hogging case is for collector reslstors of 2700 ohms with one output
grounded, as shown for Case II. With the normal V1p of 870 mv applied to the blue
nose gate the transistor base could draw up to L52 pa and the sneak path could draw
up to 200 p.a in addition (assuming a diode drop of 0.6 volts). The total hogging
current could then equal 11. 5 load units instead of the normal 5 load units. The
total loadisthen 10x 5 +1-x4 + 1x 11.5 = 65.5units. The source is capable of
driving 25 x 3 = 75 load units, hence it is uuderloaded by about 12.5 percent. The
analysis in Appendix C indicates that the noise threshold will be above 65 mv at the
temperature extremes in this case.

Another problem caused by use of a regulax gate for increasing fan-in is the lack of
correlation between collector and base resistors, which results in a higher V6p
voltage and, consequently, a degraded noise threshold. The worst starving case is
for a collector resistor of 4150 ohms, which results in a maximum value base
resistor of 1900 ohms. This leads to a calculated Vgg of 713 mv. Using this value
of Vpg, the Vgp when used as a fan-in gate pulling down a minimum value collector
resistor of. 2700 ohms is found to be 814 mv. The noise threshold is therefore
degraded by 814 - 770 -- 44 mv, as compared to use of a gate expander for the fan-in
gate. However, the underloaded condition of the logic results in correspondingly
higher values of V1y, which is a compensating factor. The value of V61was calculated to be 913 mv for Case II, yielding a noise threshold of 99 mv at 25"C. From
the analysis in Appendix C, it appears this noise threshold would be degraded to
about 40 mv at OoC and 75oC. By using the gate expander the noise threshold wou"Id
be lncreased to 90 mv (F.O. = 4) at these temperatures.
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8-1.

Use of Fan-In Gates in CDU
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(B)

Although the CDU and the AGC are superficially quite similar, there are some slgntficant dlfferences in their designs. Pressurization of the CDU is accomplished in the
tray aud the covers are primarily for protection during handling. The covers do not
have to contain the pressure and, therefore, are quite simple in their design. In fact,
they are flimsy. Since the tray itself contains the pressurization, it is necessary to
provide air-tight seals around the Malco pins. This is accomplished by using a silicone rubber potting material for the entire tray, Because the potting material is incompatible with the insulation on the turbo-wrap wire whieh will be used in the AGC,
it is impossible to introduce the new wire into the CDU. Although the density of the
wire in the CDU tray is relatively low, the committee doubts that this fact can be
relied upon to guarantee there will never be cold flow problems, slnce these tend to
develop long after the initial fabrication. This situation is clearly indeterminate at
thts time, but it is an area of potential difficulty.

Due, apparently, to the simpler nature of the logic withfun the CDU, more space was
available on those modules than was available on the computer modules. As a result,
the CDU modules have guide pins to align the Malco connectors prior to insertion of
the modules. This is considered a very desirable feature.
Since the CDU ls also magnesium, it has the same materials compatibility problem
as the computer. This problem will be solved jointly by the AC, MIT, and Ra5rtheon
mechanical designers who are presently working on it.
8.

1.3

Power Supply (A)

A cursory examination of the +4 volt power supply indicates that it was well deslgned.
Its basic design is such that a malfunction is unlikely to create an overvoltage
condition for the micrologic elements. A more detailed analysis of that power supply
ls not anticipated.
8.

1.4

Groundins (C)

The CDU case is connected to the spacecraft structure, and the CDU micrologic signal
grounds are connected to the 28-volt low side. There can be noise voltages between
the logic grounds and the CDU case. These noise voltages were large enough in the
AGC to create serious problems and to make it necessary to ground the AGC sigual
a.nd power lows to the eomputer structure. Adequate spark tests have apparently not
been performed on the CDU to guarantee that the present arrangement is satisfactory.
These tests should be made. The nature of the CDU power supply makes it feasible
to have the micrologic signal low connected to the CDU case and the 28-volt low
isolated from the computer case.
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GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE)

The investigation into the GSE has been pretty superficial. The committee has been
prlmarily concerned with those features of the GSE which might somehow endanger the
airborne compu.ter or which have been associated with problems within the computer.
Generally, the GSE design seems to be adequate for its intended use with the excepttons
noted below.

8.2.1

Overvoltage

Protection

(C)

The GSE (compr.ter test set) presently monltors the input current to the 28 volt supply
of the compu.ter and shuts that power supply down if the current level is exceeded.
Means are not provided to protect the computer against an overvoltage on the 2g volt
input or agai:rst the overvoltage conditions mentioned previously in the 4 and.14 volt
power supplies. If the computer ls provided with the overvoltage protection, then the
computer test set need not have this protection. On the other hand, if the computer
is not provided with this proteetlon internally, the computer test set must provide it.

At the present time the computer test set has the ability to vary tine 4 and 14 volt
power supplies within the computer. The range on the 4 volt control is 0. 6 to 6. g
volts, which is considered excessive but not dangerous. The range on the 14 volts
is 2.2 to 23.6 volts, which is excessive and dangerous. The commlttee has been informed that the circuit is being redesigned in order to limit the excursion of the power
supply voltages. This is certainly highly recommended.

8.2.2

Buffer Box

(c)

The computer cannot drive the long cables required between itself and the computer
test set. As a result a buffer box was introduced between the test set and the computer to amplify the signals. The interface between the buffer box and the computer
has recently been redesigned, since the computer circults were not capable of driving
the short cable to the buffer box. The new design has resulted in an overstress condltion on the micrologic driving the short cable to the buffer box. The overloaded
condition of the micrologic makes that micrologic as susceptible to nolse pulses as
any other overloaded mlcrologic. It would be possible to correct thls situation by a
mlnor redesign of the buffer circuit. The cable shield could be driven from the
emitter of the input stage of the buffer box elrcuit, thereby largely ellminating the
capacltive load on the micrologic element. This would permit decreaslng the amount
of current which the microiogic has to supply to the interface cable. It would prob-

ably then be necessary to provide a second system ground shield over the whole cable
bundle in order to prevent noise pichnp. If this situation is not corrected the computer
interface clrcuits may not behave properly when the computer is tested at the temperature extremes"
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(B)

Thermal monltors presently exlst ln the oscillator and in the memory driver modules.
These temperature sensitlve elements are connected to the test connector but are uot
utillzed in the test set. They should at least be used ln the GSE for monltortng the
actual iuternal temperature of the computer. This would provlde a mea^lns to guarautee
that the internal parts of the computer see the worst possible temperature gradients
durlng the acceptance tests.

8.2.4

Marginal

Testing

(C)

The means should be added to the computer test set to provide marginal testt.g of the
eomputer. Memory drive currents, sense ampllfier thresholds, and strobe timing
should be adjustable. The means already exist in the voltage control clrcults to vary
the +4 volts to provide the noise margin measurements. Means should be added to
vary the basic clock frequency ln order to guarantee adequate timing margins.

8.3

MANUFACTURING

During a tour of the manufacturing plant, the general manufacturlng and tesgng
factlities were reviewed. In general, this area appears to be htghly satisfactory.
The screen and burn-in area used for receiving inspection is certalnly very elaborate
and well equipped. The questlon of its effectiveness has already been discussed in
Section fV.
8.3.

1

Selection of Nominals (A)

In the build-up of several of the computer modules certaln nnomlnaln values are selected
in order to make the cireuit work. This technique requlres that a group of parts be
supplied to the person building up the unit. Questlons that arise in thls area are concerned with the criteria being used for the selection of the nominals and the control
of the piece parts which are not used. The circults are most often tested at room
temperature, presumably using crlterla which will guarantee that the design is
adequate at the temperature extremes. The revtew has not been complete enough ln
several of these areas to indicate whether this is a satlsfactory procedure or not.
In the case of one resistor value in the A circuit of the interface module, it has been
determined that the range of nominals is inadequate to account for the range of
parameters of associated components of the clrcult whlch are presumably not selected.
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Hand Too1s (B)

Two problems were noted with regard to the use of tools in the factory. Sharp
tweezers and long-nosed pliers were being used to handle piece parts and to bend
wires. Numerous examples of nlcked insulatton were found when the modules were
examined. During a subsequent discussion, the tool control procedure \Mas descrlbed.
This procedure is adequate as it was describejd, but apparently has not beeu fully
implemented. It should be, and the use of the sharp tweezers and pliers should be
stopped.

It was also noted that a Bendix rpoke homet tool was being used to insert wlres into
the GSE connectors. This is a tool which has been outla;wed for some time at AC.
The tool is designed tn such a way that it can split the pin and pnsh the separated
parts close to adjacent pins. A new tool has been designed by AC. That design
should be made available to Raytheon.

8.3.3

Weldlug to Multilayer

Boards

(D)

Manufacturing personnel are having problems with parallel-gap welding the micrologic leads to the multilayer board pads. The multilayer pads are made of a threepart material klown as 'alnifer'. Thts is a laminate of alumtnum, nickel, and iron.
There are two problems with the alnifer. The first is that the heat of welding causes
the softer aluminum to splatter and form little balls. There is some fear that these
balls might short to other pads on the circuit board. This problem has gotten considerable attention recently, and the manufacturing people hope that gold plating the
surface of the circuit boards will solve the problem. Another solution to the problem
would be to allow Raytheon to use the signal layer interconnection technique which
is natural to them. Since the signal layers are made of nickel material there could be
no problem with the alumlnum balls.

The second alnlfer problem has to do with the lack of control of the relatlve quantities
of the three metals in the laminate. It has been very difficult for the process engineers
to set up weld schedules which will work for the variety of alnifers dellvered to date.
This will probably continue to be a serious problem. Receiving i:rspection tests are
required on each lot of circuit boards to test their weldabitity. The problem is recognized at Raytheon and the solution can be easily implemented.
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IX

COMMENT BY MIT ON COMMITTEE FIND]NGS

This section was written by MIT who were permitted to examine the
final results before publication and were allowed this section for
their comments. It summarizes some of the more important exceptions which MIT makes with respect to the judgments and conclusions of the Design Review Commi.ttee.
At the outset it is to be noted that MIT agrees fulIy with much the
committee has reported. And on the other hand, much of the disagreement stems from an honest difference of professional opinion,
and much stems from practical limitations in information which the
committee obtained and was able to evaluate. It is recognized that
the computer under examinati.on is a tremendously complex instrument and by no means subject to completely accurate review in a
short span of time. The committee did a Herculean effort in its
examination and likewise we feel it was vigorously supported by
Raython and MIT during the inJormation gathering visits. Although
faulty and incomplete communication was unavoidable, MIT has
been impressed by the thoroughness in which the examination was
pursued in some areas.

As a note of optimism we report that computer 200M was tested for
combined temperature, voltage and frequency margins with good
results. Computer 200M passed self-check with, for instance, LLO%
frequency change while simultaneously varyi.ng tJ:e 4-vo1t supply from
3 to 6 volts and the 14-vo1t supply from 9 to 16 volts. Ail of this at
OoC and 60oC, which corresponds to or exceeds the specified upper
limit of 35oC for the cold plate and 65oC for the ambient.
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9.1

DOCUMENTATION

9.1.1 99"".rl
It is quite true that the required documentation was quite meager durlng
the design. tr.or practical reasons the decisions, the designs, and the
documentation proceeded in para11e1. As a result, the requirements
became documented in several places: Minutes of Implementation
Meetings, DD Memos, Raytheon memos, NASA drawings, and ICDs.
Unfortunately, the formal documents that deseribe the'computer were
not released at the time of the eommitteets review. For example, the
module and computer Purchase Specifications, the qualification testing
and maintenance and repair manuals were not available. Most of these
have since been released.

9.1.2 Interface Control Documents
In the ICDs

(ICDts)

it is admitted that emors, misprints,

and incomplete areas

have been found. These have been rectified as they are realized ot
when the information is available. When a serious incompatibilityhas
been realized, it has been corrected.

There are areas where possible problems could exist. For example,
as pointed out (Section 2.9,1), there is a mismatch between the LEM
landing radar interface and the computer. Analysis and simulations
have been camied out at MIT and Grumman and there is no reason to
justify a design change. This situation is being watched and NASA is
aware of it.

It is a fact that MIT signed ICDs with only the circuits

on the computer

side of the interface shown. The spacecraft circuits were just not
available. However, we felt that we were covered by the written specifications, and the ICD as it existed allowed us to release drawings
for manufacturing. Wherever any important gap was noticed it was
ca-Lled out in a letter accompanying the ICD.

o-,

The discrepancy noted in section 6.4 between the computer weight on
the LEM and that on the command module is known by all concerned.
MIT has not signed the LEM weight ICD because of this; NASA signed
for MIT.

Additional remarks on the ICDs are contained in 9.3.7, the Interface
Section, and 9.3.9, the Overall MechanicaL Section.
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9.2
9. 2"

TESTING AND QUALiFICATION

1

Parts

Several opinions and recommendations put forth in Section 4 of the
report are not in keeping with the goal of the Apo11o mission. For
example, the comment that "The 1ot acceptance criteria should be
revised to al1ow higher faj.lure rates, " does not reflect the mean time
before failure required by the parts in the computer. It has been
shown that the percent failures and failure modes generated during
sereen and burn-in are directly related to field failure rates. It has
been further determined that all integrated circuit field failures in
computers calne from lots which did not meet the Iot acceptance
criteri.a.
The comment by the committee that the "percentages [of tne flight
spec] are considered by industry to be exceptionally tight", appears
to be in contradiction to their admission that the integrated circui.t
SCD i006321 can meet the flight processing specification. It should
be noted that integrated circuits are more complicated than transistors and diodes and the ftight processing specification applied to
them are naturally tighter than those applied to transistors and
diodes.
Ttre goal of the Apollo mission has required that the very best parts
be used in the computer. It is therefore reasonable that some firms

in industry consider the specification tight.
In the summary, the committee states that, 'the flight processing
does not seem to be accomplishing what it was intended to accomplish".
Their reason for this statement is the fact that waivers must be signed.
Many of the reasons for parts not passing the flight spec were only due
to documentation requirements of the flight spec; the parts themselves
met the criteria. The poor quality of the parts which did not meet the
criteria hasbeengenerally agreed upon by Raytheon, AC, and MIT.
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The committee, which recommends the changes to the flight specs in
Section fV, could not agree among themselves on what change would be
desirable and states that "those speeialists caIled in by NASA and AC
to help Raytheon with theee problems have been unable to agree on a
recommended change to the system".
The intent of the recommended changes is to increase stress levels
because "screening levels appear to be inadequate in that they are not
t'.
severe enough to screen out alL devices which have latent defects
First, no screening exists which will screen out a1I failures, for al1
failure modes, for all manufacturers, for all time. Secondly, there
is a great danger in increasing stress leve1s in tJlat failures and
weaknesses may be introduced rather than screened.
The committee has recommended that the Nor Gate specification be
extended to guarantee 50 mV of noise margin at OoC and ?0oC. MIT
agrees. In actual test on the integrated circuits, a guarantee of
B0 mV is possible at OoC and ?OoC with virtually no faII out with the
existing gates. Since most of the vendors now have a mechanized
capability to test at temperature extremes, the added cost by the
vendor should be negligible.
The committee also recommended an additional high temperature specification be added to the 1006323 Transistor. MIT also concurs in this
change. Added confidence is realized at temperature extremes.

Item 4.3 of tJre report states that tJ:e ND 1002293 is inadequate to screen
out defective boards. MIT is concerned about the multilayer boards
and originally wrote a tighter flight processing specification but modified
the ND in deference to schedule and cost. MIT agrees that a tighter
processing specification is desirable and could be phased in to the
computer schedule.

Failure reporting should be improved.
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9.2.2

Modules (Pages L-7 agd 5-5)

The committee is in error on module vibration. The purchase speeification of several modules, includi.ng the rope memory module, does
include vibration and thermal eyeling requirements. Preliminary
copies of these specifications were provided to the committee by MIT.
We note that no spare module should be installed in a flight or qualification computer except at the factory prior to acceptance testing.

For information on vibration testing of erasable memory,
section 9.3.3.

see

The committeets recomrnendations on marginal checking of rope
modules (5.2.2.4) are well taken, and should be implemented.
Numerous other specifie comments by the committee regardlng module
testing are out of date with respect to the latest purchase specifications.

9.2.3

Colgputgrs

In paragraph 5. 2. t the eommittee states that 'the lack of a worstcase design philosophy and the dependence of the computer timing
and noise margins on the specific construction of the computer require that great relianee be placed on a thorough acceptance test to
guarantee adequate marginsrr. A literal interpretation of this statement leads to the suggegtion that some computers designed worstcase do not require a thorough acceptance test, which is a difficult
position to defend. RatJrer, a thorough acceptance test is a requirement regardless of the design philosophy.
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I j). MIT agrees that there were problems with the computer

test program. Since the review, MIT has reviewed the eritical SCDs
and module and computer purehase specification to ensure that the
design levels are maintained and demonstrated as part of se1l off.
For example, combined temperature, voltage, and frequency margin
testing has been written into the computer purchase specification to
augment the previous, less demanding, margin tests.
MIT agrees that EMI testing is desirable during computer subsystem
testing and has consistently proposed it. In addition, some EMI tests
should be added to the computer purchase specification.
Section ?.3 discusses the factory test programs and indicates a disagreement with the procedure utilized to develop an approach for
testing the Block II computer; that is, to utilize the same approach
as was used in the Block I-100 programs. It was felt the Block II
computer is sufficiently similar to the Block I to warrant the same
approach of testing the computer. The Block I and Block II computers
are basically the same except for instructions, expanded memory,
interface changes, and some logic changes. None of these changes
justified using a different approach to testing the Block II computer.
Concerning the interest shown in a short time period for faetory test
programs, we feel the important criterion here should be to check the
computer and not how fast it is done. However, the progralnmed part
of the factory test programs that ean be run automatically is shorter
in Block II because a success indication is made only at the end of the
program without pause instead of during parts of the program as it
was in Block I. It now takes approximately four minutes to run to
completion.
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The automatic programmed part Of the factory test programs is made
up of 60 separate subroutines aoRJgolled by placing or omitting 60
separate bits in four erasable registers. Placing a "1" in a bit
position allows a particular Subroutine to be run aS part of the autottgtt in abit position eliminates that
matic program, while placing *
particular subroutine from the automatic part of the program. Thus
any combination of the 60 subroutines may be chosen to run automatically.
This adaptability of the automatic programmed part of the factory test
method may be utilized when deciding what subroutines should be used
during environmental testing (e. g. , frequency, and temperature) of

the comPuter.
The point made that human intervention is required by the test procedures is a valid one. However, more sophisticated and expensive
test equipment would be required to make tJle test procedures more
automatic.
Methods doeument will be more descriptive than
Block I. Everyone associated with the factory test was in agreement
on this point before the Block II factory test procedures were writben.
There is also a specification section in the Block II Test Methods
Ttre Block

II Test

document

It is obviously reasonable that the present sel-f-check program should
be part of t]-e factory test program. The criterion should be to ful1y
eheck ttre computer rather than speed. The cost of inclusion is low.
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The point that factory test programs could be more diagnostic is true,
though the main purpose of a factory test is to make sure the computer
performs all the functions it is built to perform. Factory test programs
do have some diagnostic capability, but knowledge of the programs is
required as well as quite a bit of manual intervention. We do not feel
that a complete step-by-step diagnostic should be built into the factory
test program. If a complete diagnostic program is desired, it should
be separate from the factory test program.

It is stated in paragraph 7. 1.3 that the basic philosophy of self-check
is to test all control pulses and to seek out number sensitivity problems
with an exhaustive lorute force approach. This is true; however, this
program also checks the special and eentral registers, the erasable
memory, and the fixed memory, as well as the addressing and sensing
logic for tkrese three memories. These three groups of registers are
also checked by the brute force approach.
This brute force approach is expensive when time is consldered but
cheap in regard to number of instructions required to get the job done.
At the present time it takes approximately 105 seconds of BLOCK II
computer time to completely run through self-eheck once; if the multiply
and divide subroutines are eli.minated in flight ropes, as has been
recommended, it will take approximately 65 seconds. Following is a
list of the computer time required to run through the different parts
of self-check as well as the number of instructions in each part.
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PART OF. SELF-CHECK

APPRO)ilMATE
INSTRUCTIONS

:onstants, err0r subt'rutines
and (:ontrol sub ror,it:nes

70

C-*ntro1 pulses

480

spe:ciai ariri cr:nt::al registers
e

::as ai: l-e

.ir':r

e

mo

APPROXIMATE
TIME

60

ry

fixed memory

arithrnetic multiply

1

19.5 seconds

100

7 seconds

140

1 second/bank

55

arithmetic divide

30 to 40 MS

19

105

2t.5

010

103 seconds

The decision to use the brute force approach for aIl of self-check
except the "pulses " part was made because of the type of airborne
application the computer will be used in. It was felt that 105 or 65
seconds is not an excessively long time because the computer will
have much longer periods of light activity while it is airborne. Even
during periods of heavy activity, the self-check program eontinues on
from where it was interrupted after a Resume and from where it was
left for a new job of a higher priority after that job is completed; thus
it does not require 1"05 or 65 seconds of continuous computer time to
run to completion. However, a more important consideration was
that a more sophistlcated approach would require many more instructions, and space is critical in a flight rope. There would also be a
slightly lower 1evel of confidence in the go/no-go ability of self-check
if the brute force approach was not used because all 16 possible bit
combinations would not have been exercised and every memory register
would not have been addressed. The brute force approach also aIlows
the computer to display the sum of each bank on the DSKY at very
litt1e cost in number of extra instruetions required.
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The options of SELF-CHECK, (described in Apo11o Report E-1877
for the Block I computer and Digital Development Memo #g for the
Block II computer) depend on the contents of an erasable register
called SMODE. One of these options allows the computer to run only
the pulses part of the self-check, which takes 30 to 40 milliseconds to
run to completi.on once. It ls thus possible to select various options of
self-check to run during different phases of the mission, if this is
desired. There is no need for the astronaut to call the self-check
program unless he feels a necessity to do so.

A second exhaustive diagnostic program would not seem feasible
because of the large number of instructions required. At the present
time, MIT is considering eliminating the multiply and divide subroutines of the existing self-check because of lack of space in the

flight rope.
The recommended suggestions for a flight self-check in paragraph
7. 1.3 do not seem feasible at the present time, mainlybecause of
the large number of instructions tJ:at would be required.
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9.

3

9.3.

DESIGN

1 "Worst

Caseil Design Philosophy (Pages
and elsewhere)

1-?, bottom paragraph,

The committee finds fault with the design in that it is not "worst caserr;
i. €. , it is possible to have a computer made of parts which fit specifications, but which, due to an unlucky build-up of tolerances or variations
from nominals, fails to work. Note that failure to work at "worst-caset'
refers to the problem of worst distribution of components, not to the
problem of a computer made with nominal components which fails to
work at its worst specified environment. The latter is clearly a bad
design. A "worst caseil design is one for which no possible set of parts
which meet their individual specifications can fail to work. A good
design is one in which the probability of failure due to component tolerance
buildup is extremely 1ow, but which saves substantial weight, power or
size over the most conservative possible design.

The "worst-case "approach is valuable in mass production because it
aIlows a minimum of rejection in final inspection. To achieve a "worstcasert design, however, it is usually necessary to reduce performance,
increase weight, circuit complexity or power consumption, or some
combination thereof. In the case of the AGC the value of rrworst-case"
design, carried to the extremes suggested by the committee, would
result in either a larger or slower computer, or one which is 1ate, and
not worth the price in MIT!s opinion. There are many instances where
the worst case is so unlikely that it is simpler to prove in final selI-off
that each computer is not an unlucky one than it is to pay a weight penalt;
or schedule slippage due to a redesign. The burden of proof then rests
upon an adequate final test, including operation under extreme condition.
The sell-off test which tries each AGC at temperature extremes while
simultaneously varying the power supplies and the clock frequency (to
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test timing margins) is felt to be an adequate such test. It is inconceivable that such a test should not be used if the computer were designed under ttworst-case" rules. The worst that can happen now is
that an occasional AGC fail the final test; if the design is basically
sound, as is the case, failure will be a very rare occumence, if it
occurs at all.
Fina11y, the statistical argument against the extreme form of 'rworstcasetf design is as follows:

If one has a circuit with N parameters, normally distributed

and with

equal variance o , one finds that the variance of the ensemble is /N .
"
A worst-case design would consider a variance of N o' , that is, a worst
on worst set of conditions. Now if this circuit is a computer, a guidance
system, or a spacecraft it is not long before one can appreciate the impact of the square root. In addition a worst-case study tends to oversimplify the analysis by generating unrealistic modes and limits and thus
imposing additional design margins which even further accentuate the

No.
g.3.2 Logic (P. 1-? and B,

2-2L

to

23)

The logic ttoverloadstt in the computer are there as a result of a design
decision by MIT for which the loading rules and the 100-mi1livo1t noise
margin were regarded as guidelines rather than rigid constraints. In one
computer, the seventy-odd "overloadedtt signals were measured and
found to have DC noise margins from 110 to 240 millivolts. At present,
the likelihood of computer malfunction due to the rroverloads" appears
slight.
Induced noise of the sort predicted in Appendix C can indeed exist. It
has been observed in Block I and Block II computers, though its severity
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is apparantly below the stated levels. There are no known instances
of logic malfunction in Block I or Block II owing to this effect, and in
Block I the current levels, gete bandwidths and wire lengths are all
greater than in Block II. A11 three of these parameters tend to aggravate the effect.
The timing margin concern (par. 2,4.21 seems overstated in our
opinion. In any event, the margin test is a powerful tool for exposing
these. The interface circuits are not thoroughly checked under
frequency variation, but the interface area is most probably not subject to failure oecasioned by smal1 timing changes. However, w€
concur with the committeers opinion that a C-1 series computer be
analyzed for its timing and noise margins. Our experience thus far
with multilayer boards has been favorable as far as timing is concerned.

The committee predicts (par. 2.2.4.2) "considerable variation" in the
electrical parameters of logic interconnection. Our experience and
calculations indicate that the expected variation is a small fraction of
the net parameter vaIue.
The committee has possibly underrated the capabilities of the MIT wirewrap program. The wrap program is sufficiently "smart" to minimize
wiring density, avoid obstructions, minimize wire length, limit the
number of wraps per post, arrange the wiring to hold down long wires
with short dnes, and arrange the wiring to minimize tine wiring time
on the Gardner-Denver wirewrap machine.
9" 3" 3 Erasable Memory

The committee seerns misinformed with regards to the problems of AGC
erasable memories. For example, t'Ihe wide temperature range ferrite
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cores are magnetostrictive and must be protected from any stress due
to thermal gradients or vibration environments. " (pr". 2.5.L'). The
Lithium ferrite cores used in this memory exhibit no change in switching characteristics as a function of temperature between potted and
unpotted modules. On the other hand, wide temperature range cores
made by magnetically annealing magnesium nickel ferrites are extremeIy magnetostrictive and are very sensitive to the tSrpe of Silicone rubber
used in potting. These may be the cores the committee has in mind,
but this is not our particular problem.
The "Iong history of mechanical difficulties'r attributed to AGC erasable
modules happened in the trconstrainedtt mechanical structures which the
committee favors, not in the "unsupportedtt modules used successfully
in both Block I and II and which the committee is so uneasy about.
Further discussion, including the latest vibration information, is presented
in Section 9,5.
The magnetic and electrical design of erasable memory is faulted
because it is not a proabable "worst-case" design. Added testing to
insure that each stack is guaranteed to work with any possible set of
drivers is a good idea. The successful performance of many erasable
memories in Block I, over temperature margins, is the best proof of
the quality of the basic design.
The erasable memory purchase specifieation is presently being altered
to provide a guarantee of operation over a region of current variability.
It is is expected that vendor agreement can be obtained for a worst-case
difference from nominal of the currents of the order of. 6Io. This specification will be written with temperature as one of the parameters. The
drivers are currently controlled to within 310, inelusive of temperature.
Assuming deltas assigned to the various components for aging
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are accurate, the total driver Eurrent change due to initial acceptance
limitsandend-of-life tolerancing will be 5. 4lo, and the memory will
stil1 function,
Degradation of the memory outputs occurs when the memory is written
into at high temperature and read out at low temperature: our information (unverified as yet) is that the memory outputs deteriorate by about
2O%. The SA threshold is 17 mv, considerably below the worst output
which will be approximately 25 mv. The SA will be strobed well after
noise outputs have deteriorated to below 10 mv.
Stack testing at Raytheon on the module level: stacks are exercised
with drive, selection and sense equipment used in the final system.
Stacks are tested using worst initial acceptance level cument tolerances.
This procedure will be modified to call out worst-case end-of-life currents when the Erasable Memory Procurement Specification is modified.
Some comment has been made about the lack of a common mode noise
rejection test on the sense amplifier module. Common mode noise
was a serious concern in the initial phases of the design. The current

sense amplifier geometry was chosen because of its excellent common
mode noise rejection capability. The use of the coupling transformer
enhances this quality (by a factor of 30 per Raytheon measurements).
The Sense Amplifier geometry is very well controlled by the Sense A*p
Specification and TestProcedure. While common mode noise rejection is
not routinely measured during the acceptance test, an amplifier which
meetsalltheotlrer tests could not be built different from what the circuit
schematic dictates. The addition of more tests to an already complex
test would only increase product cost without affecting product quality.
Module test procedures assure a drive current uncer"tainty of *.2.7%
rather than +4.5% stated in 2.5. 3. 1.
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9.

3.4 Fixed Memory

With some exceptions, discussed below, MIT agrees with the committeets
comments on ropes"
The reason mechanical or temperature shock tests have not been made
on ropes (par. 2. 6. 1) is that no ropes had been available for that purpose, rather than because of oversight. Sinee the committeers visit,
one rope and five dummy ropes have been vibrated on a computer by
Raytheon, with inconclusive results. The need for additional such
tests is clear and plans are being made to implement them. The Z-axis
test (surface normal to the flat plane of the module) has been completed
and the rope operated successfully after the test. This test will be
repeated with more ropes, to evaluate both ropes and rope-header
assemblies. As of this time, no design changes are indicated.
The committeets analysis of the worst-caseshuttle noise (par. 2.6.2,
Page 2-341 is not completely clear. It seems to erc in that peak noise
is assumed to occur during strobe time, whereas it occurs about 1 psec
earlier. By the time the signal is strobed, the noise amplitude is down to
less than LOTo of. its peak value. Thus charging the core specification to
a lower noise value, while generally desirable, does not seem to be
necessary.
The committeets point about lack of certainty that a new set of flight
ropes will work with a particular computer (para. 2.6.2, page 2-35) is
well taken. Rope purchasing specifications will be modified to include
current variations from nominal, to cover possible variations in AGC

driver electronics.
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9. 3.

5

Power Supply (par. 2. 3. 1)

is not intended to test power dropout. The
power interruption item in the ICD!s is not "wrong" if adhered to.
The separation of the 28-vo1t return from chassis by an inductor is
being studied in an attempt to determine whether it increases or decreases the transient susceptibility in a spacecraft installation. The
The power transient test

test points referred to as unbuffered are buffered.
The power supplyts switching noise (par. 2.3.2.2 and Pages 1-11)
has not interfered with logic circuit operation and is not expected to.
In Block I the amplitude is higher with no known malfunction. Thus
i.t does not seem urgent to reduce this noise; nor do we think it as
easy to reduce as a11eged.

Overvoltage (par. 2.3.2.3) has been caused in Block I in numerous
instances by catastrophic failure of the switching transi'stor induced
by short circuit or overload. In Block II, two ring counter malfunctions
have brought on overvoltage, but there have been no catastrophic failures
of the switching transistor, owing perhaps to the short circuit protection.
The likelihood of further ring counter malfunction is 1ow, and the likelihood of overvoltage problems is likewise 1ow.

With respect to the paral1el transistors (par. 2"3.2.4), the committee
is right; it is not desirable to have these transistors paralleled and not
testable. Our recommendation is to add pins to make them testable in
order to avoid a new part procurement and qualification program.
9.

3.6 Alarms

and Logical Design Items

We disagree with the committeets approach to alarm design (par. 2.7.L').
Preserving the identity of alarms and attempting to deduce proper action
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as a consequence of the kind of alarm is often a chimera. The MIT
design started in that direction and evolved towards a more fundamental approach in which action (restart) is standard. The 'rdetection"
approach gets very involved in terms of programming and hardware
without appre ciable benefit.
The committee failed to consider the alarms from the point of view
of their effectiveness in terms of the mission. Criticism as to the
slow response of certain alarms, for instance, failed to take into
account the relatively slow nature of the guidance system as awhole,
and the added cost, in terms of equipment, of faster and more sophisticated alarms.

If parity failures in erasable (par. 2.1.L. 1) are not allowed to regenerate
good parity with bad data it will be very difficult or impossible to restart
after such a failure. The point of the restart procedure is that very
little data need be preserved, and most of it capable of internal or
external checks. If the odds are low on a key erasable word being
regenerated incorrectly at a key time, we feel that it is better to attempt
a restart than to turn the computer off. The position that such a word,
when written back incorrectly, might act properly in the restart cyele
and "1ead to a dangerous condition, " fails to consider the dangerous
condition of not restarting at all.
TC Trap (par. 2.1.L.21. This alarm covers the important case of a
transfer of control to the accumulator at a time when it contains zero
(as might be the case due to a transient).
The present ruptlock alarm (par. 2.1.1. 3) is useful and powerful.
We are not convinced of the usefulness of one which records unfulfilled
requests.

I

I

)

l*
)
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Oscillator Fail (par. 2. 1.1.5). If the clock stops intermittently it
wi11, in all likelihood, trigger one of the many alarms because of
faulty timing (e. g., memory will r-nalfunction). If a condition can
exist when the cloek is intermittent but programs are executed correct1y (and the only way we can conceive of this is if the clock paused
every 24 cycles exactly), the damage will be proportional to the slip in
real time: a most unlikely situation. Dowlink will show such a condition within 1 sec. The purpose of the oscillator fail alarm is proteetion of the memory in power turn on. The alarm sets an inbit
flip -flop.
There is a spacecraft circuit breaker (specified on the power ICD!s)
operated either by current overload or manually. (par. 2. 1.1.6)
The power

fail detectors were not designed to detect satisfactory DSKY

operation. Their purpose is to protect the erasable memory from
power line transients, If the power remains outside of ICD limits,

a

number of subsystem malfunctions can be expected.

It might be appropriate

to extend tlne
not to cause premature shutdown.

4-

and 14-vo1t

alarm limits so as

Restart (par. 2.L"1.71. We doubt that knowledge as to the nature of the
difficulty can be of help in restarting. The whole restart approach is
predicated on:
1)

that restarts are caused by intermittent failures, power
interruptions, etc.

2l

that all vital programs are dependent on a smaIl amount
of information, which is usually stored in duplicate and
protectedr €.9., postion and velocity, and that restarting
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will cause some sma1l degradation in performance

\

due

to time slippage. Programs are written so that they
can fall back to an "arbitrary point rerun" with performance degradation which depends on both the program and
the time.
The false counter fail (par. 2.L.1.8) which can occur during restart
is an extremely trivial fault, and no change is required. Nor would
it be appropriate to execute a restart upon occurrence of a valid counter

fail.
The AGC Warning (par. 2.L.tl) is specifically designed not to protect
against intermittent or transient failures. Its function is to signal a
hard failure.

A more elaborate interrupt system would indeed be desirable (par. 2.L.21.
The system demands on the AGC have grown considerably since the
Block II AGCIs inception, without the benefit of a redesign or increased
equipment. The TGRUPT condition mentioned in the second paragraph
would be more comfortable if if there were another leve1 of priority
interrupt. The programmers involved, however, claim that the extra
scanning burden imposed upon other interrupting routines is minimal.
The standby flip-flop (par. 2.4.5) is connectedto a capacitor to steer
to the off state at power turn on, and prevent unwanted transients.

it

The best standby indicator (par. 2.4.6) would be two lights: one for
standby logic indication and one for4-vo1t power. (14-voltpower affects
the DSKY electroluminescent power supply). Short of this, we prefer
the present arrangement, for standby mode causes a stop which is only
detectable by this indicator if the relays are not actuated.
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9.3.7

Interfaces

9.3.7. 1 Interface Specification and Testing
It has always been a ground rule for the MIT computer group to strive
for a commonality of circuits to lead to a minimum number of specifications and components. It is felt that this results in less paper work,
simpler testing, fewer misinterpretations, and increased reliability.
We feel

it is not practical to test under all the conditions

experienced

at the interfaces; the te,st conditions we do have verify that the circuit
is built as designed and thus it is known from correlation tests that the
ICD conditions are met. There is no reason why the factory tests
should change because an ICD load is changed. The review committee
appears to agree with this view when they say, "It is unreasonable to
design a test for these interface circuits in the factory which will
include all possible 1oads" (Page 6-1) yet they disagree when they say
that the circuits should be tested with the actual loads (Page 2-4L1,
"with values of resistance and cable capacitance which the circuit will
see in the spacecraft" (Page 5-?) with the actual duty cycles (Page 5-7)
and the actual voltages (Page 5-71.
The MIT approach is considered realistic and flexible, recognizing that
there are situations when simulated loads are required (such as the
hand controller source impedance).
9. 3. 7.

2 Electromagnetic Compatibility

With respect to the second paragraph of Section 5.2,2.3, the computer,
as part of the G&N, is required to meet EMI 10A and MIL-I-26600
(Ref" MEI #2015000 Set 3.5.9) to the degree negotiated with the procuring authority.
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basis of experimental evidence, NASA has approved the computer
case to be connected to internal zero volts. Ttre LEM power ICD also
limits the G&N in the amount of noise it can insert into the power bus.
On the

With regard to EMI testing (Pages 1-6, 2-18, and 2-40) a preliminary
noise susceptibility test was successfully run at GAEC on the L,GC
(ref. ETR #005 May 4, 1966) and the G&N (ETR #007 May 4, 1966).
Tests will also be made for interference when systems are available.
The fact that ttre effeetive source impedance of the power bus as seen
from the computer is not specified (Page 2-17) should be understandable
when one stops to consider all the systems that are connected to it.
MIT naturally would desire such information also.

With reference to the possible lack of grounding information (Section 2.9.11,
grounding is specified on the computer electrical ICDrs for spacecraft
wiring.
Ttre same grounding philosophy was used for spacecraft and G&N system
cabling for all computer signals. This grounding philosophy is compatible with MIL-I-26600 for high frequency signals.

9.3.

?.3 ''A" Circuit

This circuit is discussed on Pages 2-41 and in Appendix F. On Page 2-41
the committee says that the design goals are not met at the temperature
extremes. The ICD requirements are met over the anticipated temperature extremes (1OoC to 5OoC). The synchronizing input does function
re1iab1y.

The analyses contained in Appendix F (which has five items) are

oversimplified.

o-r?

Figure F-3 summarizes (Item 1) the analysis and indicates that at ?5oC,
1.17 volts will not turn on the A circuit. rn laboratory tests it is
possible to turn on the circuit at room temperature with +0. B volts. At
?5oc it should be easier. This leads one to believe that the worstcase values assumed may be unrealistic.
The analysis is oversimplified on two counts: the model for the diode
is unrealistic in that it does not al1ow conduction below . 63 volts,
while a real diode will conduct for any voltage greater than zero.
secondly, all the circuits under consideration have feedback paths
that will hold them on once conduction is started. It takes very little
current to turn on this circuit. In addition, the worst-case values for
the transistors are high. At room temperature a Vgf of 0, 5 to 0.55
volts is enough to supply 1"0 - 100 p.a of. collector current which is
approximately the level used.
Ttre factory test plan (187198) refemed to in Item 2 was preliminary
and is being replaced by PS 2003067 which was released b I nlaa. The
latter al1ows the pulse width to vary more than l0lo, which is the ICD
specification. The A circuit will meet the rCD over the expected
operational temperature range (10oC - 50oC).

rn Item 4, the analysis is oversimplified and suffers from the type of
diode model assumed. The average value of R3 on the nine modules
(P001"-P009) is 900 ohms. If one solves fo" VTh*eshold in ttre equation
in this section, one finds that the threshold is 415 mv. This conflicts
with the selection procedure that requires a threshold value of 100 mv.
m 2003067 requires the threshold to be greater than 45 mv at 70oC
which is more than adequate to meet the ICD.
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There are two conclusions in ltem 5 of Appendix F concerning the
X circuit.

1) The 1,024 x 106 cps clock circuit application at nominal
values allows more current to flow than the transformer
specification a1lows for.

2) A low beta transistor will result in an out-of-specification
condition and the waveform shown on sheet F7.
Both conclusions are incorrect. Measurements made at the junction of
the 200-ohm resistor and the transformer were 7.0 volts during the on
time and 12.5 volts during the o{ time with a L4-volt B+. These numbers
indicate that 35 ma flows through the 200-ohm resistor and of this,
17. 5 ma through the load during the o-n condition. During the off state,
the load current will be L0 ma. The output voltage would be 5.5 volts
which is close to the 6 volts actually measured across the 100-ohm
1oad. This indicates that one has 35 ma flowing through the transformer
inthe normal condition, 17.5 ma of which is due to the magnetizing
current.
In the SCD for the transformer 1006319, requirement 2.8(9)d, the
transformer is tested with a 1"0 psec period and a 5 ps,-'c wide pulse,
L3 volts onthe collector and a 5LO-ohm load resistor in order to assure
that the transformer will not saturate. The transformer is checked to
see that it doesnrt saturate with 34 ma flowing through it, at least 22 rna
of which is magnetization current. Thus the transformer is tested witJ:
a magnetizing current compatible with the circuit application, and no
change should be required of the SCD.
The analysis of the effect of a 1ow beta unit is incorrect in that ttre
transistor will not turn off and generate a shortened waveform, but
will increase its saturation voltage and reduce its output.
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when the collector current is reduced to ZB ma, it can be shown that
the waveform shown on sheet F7 cannot exist, and the signal will be
within specification.

9.3.

B Displays and Keyboard

(DS5.y) (par. 3. L and further)

ELrs (3. 1)
The recommendation of the committee to use filamentary type indicators (Pages 1.9 and 4.7) does not appear to be justified for the foIlowing reasons:

Available filarnentary type bulbs for segmented displays require at
least 250 mw (depending upon the intensity) per segment. If one multiplies this by the number of segments presently on the DSKY, one could
dissipate up to 40 watts (as opposed to . 6 watts for the present design),
which means approximately B Amperes out of the 5-vo1t variable supply.
MIT has been required to remove 3 incandeseent status lights from the
DSKY because the 5-vo1t power supply in the LEM does not have sufficinet
capacity and could not handle the lamp test currents (0.6 amps).
The main problem with the present ELts is the moisture seaI. The ELts
should last for at least a year with in-spec legibility, based on past
experience, provided moisture and sunlight exposure is controlled. The
seriousness of the EL problem is not clear at this time.

Relay (par. 4.7) There is a quality problem
removed and a new one is being evaluated.

-

one vendor has been

Switch (10010901-2). Difficulties experienced in Block I/ 100 will not be
repeated in Block II because the switch inputs to the computer are
filtered and the computer will not see contact bounce.
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Indicator Driver Module (par. 3. 1. 1), This problem is under analysis.
Evaluations to date are not felt to be accurate. The temperature of
16OoF for the DSKY mounting is ineorrect. Values have been requested
from NAA and GAEC for the thermal ICDs.
9. 3.

I $""rtt C.*p*""

qs.qlg"

lM.*

Interface Control Documents in the mechanical area have historically
been treated by NAA, GAEC, and MIT engineers as describing tlre
normal interface dimensions agreed to be present at installation of the
equipment. Package-to-package clearances under all environmentaL
conditions as well as shifts in ttrese nominals resulting from rnanufacturing tolerance stack ups ean only be analyzed and allowed for by
vehicle contractors. If NASA desires refinement in these ICDts to
cover these environmental changes, the already established lRN procedure will be used to make the necessary changes. Such IRNrs are
already updating the direction material changes in a computer case.
The Thermal Design (par. 2.2.3) of the computer is adequate based
on MITrs experiments and analysis.
Ttre Structural Design (par. 2.2.7) has been analytically determined
to be adequate and all testing to date has supported this analysis. The
computer design for Block II has been consistently proposed as a sealed
pressure vessel. It is the judgment of MIT that this is the best moistureproofing mechanism for a unit with this number of connectors. Although
previously explored early in the design, a re-study of a pressure relief
valve vs. weight and reliability could be accomplished. Such a device
could be placed in the now unused oscillator tuning boss already on the
computer. It is not felt to be a necessary change but one that could
be easily implemented.
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Vibration tests are continuing at this time. The rope header assembly
(par. 1. 6) needs further test confirmation. No changes in this area are
deemed necessary at this time. However, it is felt that since this is a
new approach to rope replacement, more testing is desirable to evaluate
the design.
Pluggable module design. AIL external pluggable modules, ropes, ropeheader assemblies, and input/output connectors are gasket sealed for
moisture security. Pin guards" and keying are provided. As internal
(inslde pressure wa1l) replacement of modules is only a factory-leve1
activity by experienced competent personnel, no mechanical guides or
pin protectors are provided, to save weight and volume.

9.3.

10 glrr

The report states (par. B. 1.4) that the nature of the CDU power supply
makes it feasible to connect logic 4-vo1t 1ow to ttre chassis and have the
2$-volt 1ow isolated from the chassi.s. This is true of the power supply,
but the remainder of the CDU circuitry requires that 4-volt low be connected to the 28-vo1t 1ow. The micrologic drives analog switches which
use the 28-volt supPly.
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9.

PROGRAMMING

Paragraph 6.5, relating to the lack of an official programming memo
cannot be faulted. There are several documents not mentioned in the
above paragraph whieh make an ineffective substitute for a programmer,s'
manual. The generation of such a document is currently underway. We
intend to begin a series of lectures on programming, and to generate a
programmers I manual for Block I ano Block II.

I

I

I

I

I

I

With regard to section 7 . t, design of programs often does involve a
judgment of speed vs. storage optimization. It has been quite clear for
several years now that the interpreter is essential if we are to produce
a total AGC prograrn which can meet MSC requirements. It is true
that the interpreter ls t'sacrificedt' in programs requiring extremely
fast computation, if that word means that it is not used in these circumstances. The interpreter could never be "sacrificedt' if the word
implies deletion from the systems program section of a fiight rope. It
is hard to believe that this was even suggested by anyone intimate with
the total design of the guidance computer. Sizing the timing estimates
are continuously made and updated by the responsible engineer in each
section of AGC programming. For example, in the digital autopllots
these parameters dominate the design.
In terms of total mission programs, it has been difficult to make total
size estimates of memory requirements for ttre lunar mission because
many of the requirements were not defined.
Planning in terms of mission requirements is 1ate1y coming into focus.
It is clear that available program memory is likely to be a serious
constraint, along with flight schedules, on the total mission capability
of the computer.
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The caution restrictions and conventions described in section
will be documented in tJ:e programming manuals.

7.t.2

The programming manuals referenced in section 7 .1.4, currently
under preparation, will contain more detailed i.nformation regarding
restart. At the time tJrey are available, the committee may, if they
desire, make a judgment concerning the worthiness of these techniques.
Concerning the digital simulator (sec. 7.2.2), the process of determining the best mix of tools in the design of AGC programs is best left
to the designer. It is MITrs opinion that the all-digital simulator as
developed at MIT is useful and important for this purpose to give some
confidence to analytical results.
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9.

5

9.5.

ERASABLE MEMORY MECHANiCAL DESIGN

1

Summary

The erasable memory mechanical design for the Block II computer has
been evolved out of a necessity to contain the ferrite cores in a medium
that will not apply excessive pressure to the cores (because the cores
might break) during thermal cycling, and not apply stress to the wiring
during curing and vibration. The only medium found suitable for this
is silastic potting compound, which has a volumetric expansion coefficient approximately one order of magnitude higher than the supporting
hardware. It was found to be impossible to restrain the silastic, and
therefore, the memory was designed to allow the silastic to move, but
to 1et the pins and wiring move with it.

Memories and stacks have successfully withstood vibration at up to
21g rms swept sine, and vibration at 5.2 dB above the LEM launch
and boost specification for 60 min, and 5.2 dB for 40 min plus
LB min at 8, 2 dB above specification. Thermal cycling between
-55oC and +105oC has not caused failure. While it is not possible
to say categorically that the memory will not fail from wire fatigue,
since no fatigue time/energy spectrum has been evolved, it is felt
ttrat a considerable safety factor has breen demonstrated.
While a non-rigidly supported stack is an innovation, it is the result
of lengthy design evaluation testing and has so far been demonstrated
to be an acceptable engineering solution to the design problems inherent in this unit. A11 attempte to_design g_rigidly rgstrained stack
have to date resulted in environmental test failures.

9.5.2 Detailed Discussion
BLOCK I
The Block

shown in Figure I. It
16 sense lines, 16 inhibit lines,

I cross-section configuration is

consists of a 16,384 core stack with
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1

and 64 drive

lines.

lines are terminated at Malco pins, with the
exception of one end of the drive li.nes, which are terminated at feed
through pins (5), these are connected to a diode decoding assembly (6),
this in turn is connected to other Malco pins. Original design modules
were tested by temperature cycling at -55oC to +105oC 5 cycles, 50g
11 msec shock, 2 shocks each way each axis and 7g rms shock sine
vibration. Open lines were found after completion of vibration in the
Y axis. (See Fig. 2 f.or axis locations. ) Examination shows that no
stress relief has been provided for the wires andthe breaks had
occurred at Malco pins at the interface between the wire and the
solder. (fig. 3) To give maximum relief from this condition, three
changes were made:
A11

1) A minimum of 1 tl2 turns

of wire around the pins were

left as stress relief
2) The solder joint was made approximately 1/2r'from

the
header to reduce the differential movement between the
pins and silastic.

3) Approximately 1/8" height of epoxy applied to the base of
the Malco pins, to dampen the pin vibration.
With these modifications, Block I memory went into production. A
total 40 memories were built to this design. A11 core stack assemblies
less diodes and epoxy encapsulation were temperature shocked and
vibrated at lncoming inspection. A total of two failures occurred, both
traceable to faulty workmanship. The first was a memory built by a
second source supplier and had no wire stress relief; ttre second was
vibrated before the silastic was properly cured. The only trouble
occurring in production was parting of the epoxy encapsulation from
the header during thermaL cycling. No further wire or core
problems occurred.
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BLOCK

II

The erasable memory for Block II had double the memory capacity
of Block I (32,768 cores, 16 inhibits, and g6 drive lines). The stack
layout and general termination scheme were retained from Block I.
In order to obtain the volume required for the increased number of
cores, the height of the stack was increased and the header was
changed to a "dlsh" cross section, Fig. 4. The pins inthe feed
through plate Fig. 4Item 7 were modified to take the stackterminations outside the board. It was decided to 'box in" the core stack
silastic array to support the silastic stack mechanically. Epoxy
glass side plates were added (Fig. 4ltems 2 & 3) fitting into grooves
in the header and feed through plate. Wires were fed through these
plates and soldered to pins (Item 7), these pins were then encapsulated in epoxy. Although silastic has an order of magnitude higher
coefficient of expansion tJran the rest of the components in the system,
it is also compressible, and i.t was felt that the silastic would be
contained.

first core stack assembly built was tested without diode assembly
or cover. (Items I & 9) During thermal cycling, cracking occurred
The

at line AA, and Malco pins were sheared along the crack line due to
silastic expansion. The memory was operable after cycling, and
subsequently passed 50g, 11 msec shock and 10g swept sine vibration
in 3 axis.
A two-pronged fix was investigated: a) alternate materials to silastie
were unsuccessfully sought and b) an "expansion chamber" built in
(see Fig. 5). Again the core stack was successfully thermal cycled
and vibrated at 7g rms swept sine. Two memories were completed,
and both successfully passed thermal cycling, shock and vibration
(swept sine). One memory was then recycled through swept sine,
and again passed successfully. The two memories were then subjected to random vibration, the spectrum being:
10- B0 cps 3 dB/ oc.,tave

B0-950 cps .159"/cps
950-1200 cps 12 dB /^octave
1200-2000 tps .0592/cps

9-3 3

Total RMS acceleration 14. 1 g RMS
Both memories passed 20 minutes vibration in the X and y axis, but
one memory failed after 5 minutes in the Z axis, and the second after
10 minutes in the z axis. Examination showed that z termination
wires in each had sheared at the side-board/silastic interface,
obviously due to the expansion chamber allowing the silastic to move
relative to the side plates.

Meanwhile, tests made with alternate materials uncovered only one
material that would a11ow the ferrites to function between -20oC and
+B5oC, and yet have a better thermal expansion coefficient, and a
greater rigidity than silastic. This was solid urethane encapsulant.
However, at this time the material was new, and large batch-to-batch
variations were found, and it was felt that the material was not sufficiently in control to be used.
PRESENT DESIGN

At this point all the design data and decisions were reviewed. Silastic
was stilI the only medium found satisfactory for encapsulating the
ferrite cores, but its expansion-compression characteristics had
proven to be such that it could not be confined. Therefore, the design
had to be such that the silastic be allowed to "move " during thermal
eycling, yet the silastic not move relative to the pins throughout
environmental test. Since the silastic could not be restrained, the
pins must move with the silastic. This, of course, brings us full
circle back to Block I design, or a modification of it. Block I had
not been proven weak under vibration, but had been assumed so on
paper. Accordingly, two Block I memories were subjected to random
vibration (spectrum, as before) and passed 20 minutes in each axis.
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It was therefore decided to change the design of the Block II memory
to incorporate all stack wiring and solder joints inside the si.lastic.
Analysis of the memories already buiit showed that the height provided for the stack could be reduced by . 100 inches, providing that
the feed through plate assembly pins were outside the core stack
area. Accordingly the Mod. II design, ttre present design, was

originated.

(See

Fig. 6).

To expedite testing, a simulated memory was made consisting of
the designed hardware, but wires which were solder'ed to the pins
were not part of a core stack. Reject core mats were encapsulated
with the wires to give an inertia similar to a true memory. For
test results, see Fig. 7.
To date, three real memories have been tested. The first was tested
as a core stack - no diode assembly or epoxy encapsulation. It was
tested to PS2003109, for -55 to +105oC temperature cyeling, 50g
I1 msec shock, 7g rms swept sine vibration. No failures.
The second memory was also tested as a core stack and was subjected to swept sine vibration. (. 12 inches max. excursion, swept
at 2 rninloctave, 5-2000 cps, approximately 10 min. per run). Initial
testing was a 7g rms in each axis, then 11.5, L4, 17.5 and 21g rms
inthe X axis. Finally it was run at 14 and 21-g rms inthe Y and Z
axis. No failures occurred.

After thermal cycling and mechanical shock testing per PA2003111,
the third memory was assembled as a complete module and was subjected to random vibration. (For results, see Fig. 7')
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FIG:2
VIBRATION AXES
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FIGUNE
VIBNATION SPECTHUM

7

UNIT
TESTED

SIMUI,ATED
MEMONY

ERASABLE
MEMORY
MODULE

n. M. s.

PER

g.

2003111

Equtt

1.

10-20 c/s at + L}db/octave
20-50 c/s at + Gdb/octave
100-950 c/s at . tSgZ lcps
950-1200 c/s at -12db/octave
1200-2000 c fs at. OSg2/cps

14.

1

x axis 20 mins
y axis 20 mins
z axis 20 mins

x axis 6 mins
y axis 6 mins
z axis 6 mlns

OK

OK

(See Note 1)

2.

10-80c/s at +$fl6/octave
80-2000 c/s at O. tSgz/cps

17.

1

x, y, z axls
6 mlns
OK

3.

1O-80c/s at + 3db/octave
80-2000 c/s at o. Z+ gZ fcps

21.

B

6 mins
OK

4.

1000-2000

5.

400- 1000 cps at u. bbg /cps

18.

6

6.

Profile 1. Increased by 3db

L7"

L

cfs at 2.agz fcps

2,

(See Note 2)
7

. Proflle

1.

zryrz axts

45.5

x axis
z axis
y axis
SEE NOTE 3
y axis

6 mins OK
6 mins OK
5 mlns*

3 mins

**
x, y, z axis
6 mins OK

y axls, 25 mlns
OK

* A Momentary open, 1,E longer than 1 microsecond, occurred after approximately
** 2 1lnes opened after 3 mins
Note 1 This ls the LEM Launch and boost vibration speclfication per Grumman ICD

2
Note 3

,"_. Note

5 mins"

# LIS-520-10001 with the power ralsed by 5.2db'
This ts the ICD #LIS-'?O- 10001 wlth power reised by 8.2db.
The leve1 of lnput and spectral density is so severe that this may be consldered
destructive testing to demonstrate safety factors.
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9.

6 MIT PROPOSED ACTION

The following is a summarized listing of the various actions proposed
by MIT.
e.

6

.

1

l-.S:g s1rggIg."$_Dg;jge

a) NoR Gate SCD
To test at OoC and ?OoC and a test to detect base-to-base
shorts.

b)

Computer P. S.
Measure one level of overloaded signals as part of P.S.

c)

Module P. S.

More complete test at module
shorts.

1eve1

to detect high impedance

d) Multilayer Boards
1. Tighter processing spec to inelude
2.
3.
e. 6.

2

DITMCO tests

at high and 1ow temperature.
Second souree.
Continued investigation of quality and weldability.

srySfEgep}

a) Provide test for paralleI transistors.
b) Over voltage protection in GSE.
9.6.3 Interfaces
Transistor

SCD

Add high temperature

I"r*.

e.6.4 e*eff!19_n49mory
a) Core Stack
Change to

P. S.

vary currents of drivers.
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b) Memory

Module P. S.

Test using end-of-life currents.

9.6.5 Rope Meryory
a) Rope P. S.
1. Implement vibration testing
2. Introduce current margins at module
b) Core SCD
c) Correct this SCD
9. 6.

9. 6.

6 Oscillator
a) Change variable
7

testing.

choke to a nomin,rl selection.

A1arms

Study function of voltage alarms.

9.6.

B Mechanical
a) Implement "Black Box" maintenance.
b) Weight trade-off study on pressure relief valve versus
increased weight for structure.

9. 6.

I

c)

Engineering vibration complete with rope header and ropes
well instrumented.

d)

Add dummy rope module for protection of
jumper module may be sufficient. )

e)

Return to Aluminum computer case.

CoIn

pins.

(Rope

pute{ P. S.

MIT is assuming that the tests we have requested are in the P. S.
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a) Study more automated testing.
b) Continue to review the P. S.
c) EMI testing.
e. 6 .

1

o

Qgel'_t"_4irn-!Selrl€

The procedures and plans are being changed and are subject to the
changing constraints. An example is the situation on system qualification and the fact that module qualifications are no longer planned.
An EMI test should be added.
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Figure A-1 gives a simplified diagram of the main elements of the switching reguConsider its operation when Ll is conducting current continuously. When

lator.

Q12 is on,

valo*1 = vIN - vcnlo - IrN (Rr,s * Rr,r) - vcnloNl
=
When Q12

ur* - vcnro - vcrloN;

is off

\/'A(OFr)= -\/'cR6
So long as

Ll

conducts continuously,

Vouf = VO (average) - Iout

(R1,,

* 0.12)

= vA (average) =va1oN; e *va1o"ry (r-e

!-

where

( is the fraction

)

of the time Q12 is on.

Thus,

vour = ffrN - vcnro - ucr(o$) ( - vcno(l - g)
V'OUT+V'CR6
5vrx - vcnro *vcno - vce

"

1oN1

When

VOUI = 14.0 volts

VC,ION; = 1,.0 volt

Ur*

VCnO = VCR,", = 0.6 volt

= 28.0

volts

t4.0 + 0.6
.
(-:-=.54L
28.0 - 0.6 + 0.6 - 1.0

A-1
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c8-c11
c13 -C 15

0vDc
Figure A-1

For a switching frequency of 100 kc, Q12 is on for 5.41 trrsec each cycle. Assuming
that the inductance of L1 is constant over the current range considered, the increase
in current in Ll- is

AI"t

e- At

= +,-

(vrN - vcnro - vce
(oNt -

vour) A'

L1

The minimum inductance required is given by

For the conditions of minimum load
volt supply,

Ll

>

(28

- .6 -

of.

0.2 amps given in the test spec for the

1. O - L4.0)

+14

5.41 x 10-6

0.4
168 ph.

For the free-running mode, with the period of. 22 p,sec given in Table 1 of the
factory test plan, L1 must be greater than 370 tih. These calculations are based
on typical conditions, so the worst-case conditions will require an even larger
inductor.
The specification control drawing No. 1006328 for L1 gives no indication of its induetance at any current except ? amperes. The inductance should be specified over
the full range of operating currents from minimum load current to the maximum
short-circuit current. If L1 does not conduct continuously over the entire cycle,
two problems arise. First, the output voltage is no longer even approximately

A-2
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proportional to the duty cycle of QL2, but becomes a function of the load current.
Thus a step in the load current will cause a tra:rsient in the output voltage until the
differential amplifier can respond and change the duty cycle. Secondly, when L1
and CR6 cease conducting, L1 will tend to ring severely, causing RFI problems.

A suggestion for decreasing any RFI problem is minimizing the lead lengths in the
path from the positive terminal of C8 - Cl1 to the collector of Q12, from the emitter
of Q 12 to the cathode of CR6, and from the anode of CR6 to the negative terminal of
C8 - C11. Also, these components should be isolated from any sensitive circuits.

with regard to the driver composed of Qg, Q10, and Q11, it is recommended that
these three transistors be replaced by a single 2N3467 or similar transistor. Otherwise, isolation resistors should at least be included in the bases of each transistor.
The power supply does not contain current-limiting when used to supply +14 vo1ts.
This is confirmed by the absence of current-limiting test for the +14 volt supply.
The emitter of Q13 is tied to the +14 volts, and its collector is coupled through CR3
to the oscillator. The anode of CR3 is at a potential of less than 9 volts, so the only
time Q13 can provide protection is when the output voltage is considerably less than
9 volts. Also, it is not cLeat how this circuit can provide short-circuit limiting at
I amps on the +4 volts and at 10 amps on the +14 volts. The +4 volt supply has a
0.06 ohm sensing resistor and the +14 volt supply has a 0. 12 ohm resistor, implying
that the limiting currents should likewise be different by a factor of two.

There is no test made to see if the control circuits of power supply are using an
unreasonable amount of power. A measurement should be made of the input power
with a minimum load to determine the power consumed by these circuits.
The short-circuit test is performed at a low duty cyc1e. The supply should be tested
with a continuous short-circuit to verify that no damage will result.

Three items have been discovered in the differential amplifier that are not in accordance with good design practice. First, the temperature-compensated Zener reference,
CR1, is not operated at the specified current of 7. 5 ma, as required to achieve the
best temperature coefficient, but at 4.5 rrra. This is based on the statement in
Paragraph 4.3 of the factory test plan that the supply voltage for the differential

amplifier is +g ye|1s.

Second, there is approximately a 10:l difference in the collector currents of the two
halves of the differential amplifier, &d no apparent reason for it.

Third, the input resistance to one half of the differential amplifier is about three
times as great as for the other half. This is aggravated by the fact that the side
with the high input resistance also has the larger collector current. Figure A-2
A-3
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shows the equivalent circuit for each half of the differential amplifier when used in
the +14 volt supply, and R*O* = 200 0.

Reference

1.05K

I
-

3.37 K

I

2.95 V

-

.224 x L4Y
= 3.13 V

Figure A-2
Since a typical transistor will show about 70 mv difference in Vg6 for a 10:1 difference in Ig, the drop across the 3.37 Kf) resistor is about rr6'irv greater than
the drop aeross the 1.05 K0 resistor. Sinee hpB will vary about 2:1over the temperature range, the 3.13 volts can be expected to vary 0.11 volt and the +I4 volts to
vary about 0.5 volt over the temperature range.
The limits over which the supply voltages ean be varied by use of the circuits
in
Figure 2 of. the f.actory test plan were calculated. The factory test plan does not
specify a tolerance on the 1 KC) pot required. Although its toierance wlll have an
effect on the limits, the following table is based on caleulations using no tolerance.

TABLE

TEST

VOLTAGE

CMCUIT

RANGE

V

No.

1

+4v

2.80-5.

V

No.

2

+14 v

VI

No.

1

+4v

VI

No.

2

+14 v

Fig. 2B
Fig. 2A
Fig. 2C
Fig. 2C

93

11. 0-18. 0

0. 6-6.8

2.2-23.6

Table A -1
These ranges seem to be much greater than what is necessary. The figures for the
ranges for the tests in Table VI are only approximate, because the operating point
of the differential amplifier is affected by the test. However, it is recommended that
the circuit be redesigned to limit the range of the voltages.
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This design review was based on the following documents:
Schematic

Transistor

2005916Q12

1006317A

n

Q1

101037&I

n

Q14, Q18

1006363-

l'

Q4, Q7, Qg, -Q11

1006310C

,

Q2, Q3, Q5, Q6, Qg, Q13, Q15,

{17

1006323B

Rectifier

CR6,

Zeaer Diode

cR1

1006838D

Inductor

L1

1006328-

L2, L3, L4

L006327

,

CR1O

1006329A

Factory Test Plan

-

186413 (PreI 2)

Table

A -2

Figure A-3 shows a circuit configuration which could possibly be used to protect the
computer in the event of a power supply failure. When the voltage alarm circuit
detects excessive voltage from either supply, it will send a logic-level signal to the
overvoltage protection circuit. The driver composed of Q1 and Q2 witl fire the
two SCRrs, short-circuiting the power supply outputs until the computer is turned off.
Since the supplies have short-circuit current limiting, they will not be damaged unless
the failure is such as to prohibit operation in the current-limited mode.

If the voltage transient that occurs when the computer enters the standby mode exceeds
the detection threshold of the voltage alarm circuit, it wilt be necessary to inhibit
firing the SCR's for the period of the transient. The capacitors C1 and C2 can
possibly provide that delay, and will also prevent noise from firing the SCR's.
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APPENDD( B

COUNTERFAIL REDESIGN

D.

HOLTSHOUSE

:
\\s

Counter increments and decrements, serial-parallel conversion steps, and GSE interface transactions are lumped together under the name of counter interrupts because
they perform limited tasks by snatching one or two memory cycles and then let the
computer continue. Counter interrupts can occur before any instruction except
RELTNT, INHINT, bT EXTEND.
The counter alarm circuit detects for:

(a) Excessive ccunter activity,
(b) A counter update request not followed by a counter interrupt.
That section of the alarm circuit not functioning properly is the section for counter
update request not followed by a counter interrupt. A11 counter update pulses activate
two areas of logic composed of the alarm circuit (A13) and the counter priority and
servicing circuits (A20). Norma1 counter intemupt procedures may be best illustrated
by an example.

is performing the last MCT of an instmction and that the next
instruction is not EXTEND, INHINT or RELINT, since this willsimplifytheillustration
and not affect the final outcome for demonstration of the malfunction. Suppose also
that a counter update pulse, such as CDIXP, occurred during T01 of the last MCT of
the curuent instruction (FigureB-31 and sets flipflops A of FigureB-1 and C of Figure
B-2. Actually CDIXP can occur anytime prior to T10 of MCT to generate a counter
interrupt. NISQL is generated at T02 or T08 and indicates the comptetion of the current
instruction and a flag to bring foreward the next one.
Suppose the computer

Since NISQL has been generated and the next instruction is not INHINT, RELINT or
EXTEND, NOTEST is a logical Iow and flipflop B is set at T09. CTROR is generated
at T10 which indicates that a counter update pulse has been received by at least one
of the cornters on Figure B -2. Provided the GOJAM condition does not exist, all other
conditions enable flipflop D (Figure C-1) to be set atT1,2 which results in the generation
of the counter interrupt command INKL. The computer now services all counter
requests and then refurns to the program to execute the next instruction. Notice that
an alarm would have been generated at the following T03 if INKL generated at T12 had
not reset flipflop B (Figure B-1).This is wherethe problem exists today.

As stated earlier and describbd in Figure B-3, INKL is inhibited by GOJAM. Therefore, if conditions for GOIAM are generated during the last MCT of the current
instruction, the GGIAM signal is generated at T12 and also inhibits INKL from being
generated at T72, Consequently, the alarm flipflop ttBtr is not reset and the following
T03 generates a false counter alarm. Thealarm is false, obviously, because counter
interrupts are not to be generated if GOJAM exits.
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NISQL is generated here indicating
end of current instruction and get
ready for next one.

T01
^\

702
T03

\

\

Last MCT of
Current Instruction

T04
T05
T06
T07
T08

<-

T09
T10
T11

Flipflop A is set
(PSEUDO) exist.

TL2

One MCT for each
Counter Increment

PSEUDO can be generated here
provided next instruction is EXTEND,
INHINT, oT RELINT.

if

conditions (NISQL)

CTROR is generated here if any counter
has received a pulse input.

T01
T02
T03
T04
T05
T06
T07
T08
T09
T10
T1L

INKL is generated here commanding
counter operation for the next MCT
provided conditions
(cTRoR) (NISQL) (PSEuDo) (GCIrAM)
exist.

T!2

First MCT of
Next Instruction

T01
T02
T03
T04
T05
T06
T07
T08
T09
T10
T11
T72

Figure

ALARM can be generated here provided
Flipflop A has not been reset by INKL.

B-3.

Counter Servicing

B-4

h

\

I

$

The probability of GOJAM occuming simultaneously with counter interrupt requests
may not be significant during normal system operation since, hopefully, the probability
of GOIAM occurring often is low. But the probability is high during comprter checkout
when the GOJAM signal is being induced as a result of foreing the computer into TC
Trap and Rupt Lock during checkout of the other alarm circuits.

A cursory examination of the alarm circuit seems to indicate that flipflop B (Figure B-1)
should be reset by INKL or GOIAM. It would not be appropriate to reset both flipflop
(A and B) ; however, since the counter priority flipflops are not reset by GOJAM and
the alarm circuit would not be aware of any counter update request still remaining in
the priority chain.
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The logic loading rules for the Apolto NOR gate allow 25 load units to be connected to
a gate output. Each gate input is presumed to draw 5 load units with a clamped collector, or 4 units with an unclamped collector. Each expander gate output node is
presumed to draw t/2 load unit from the gate it is paralleled with. In practice the
loading rules have been violated in many instances by exceeding the permissible load
by 20 percent; i. e., 30 load units drawn from a 25-unit source. The device specification is intended to guarantee a noise threshold of 100 mv at 25oC for a fully loaded
gate under worst case conditions. In view of the logic overloads and the extended
temperature range (0o to ?0oC) the actual noise threshold is open to question.

At the request of the Apo1lo Design Review Committee, Philco generated a specification
applicable to the Apollo gates and expanders when operated at ooC and ZEoC with normal
loading. This specification, shown in Table C-1, is intended to be sufficiently conservative to guarantee OoC and 75oC operation with 100 percent final testing at 2boC
only. Acceptance would require only sampling at the temperature extremes. Philco
emphasized that this information is to be regarded as engineering data. Study of a
larger distribution would be needed before a firm commitment could be negotiated.
The parameter values for 25oC correspond to those specified in MSC Drawing 1006821
and are shown for reference only.
PARAMETER

v cc

UNITS

ooc

25oC

7'oC

v

4

4

4

vt*

MV

910

870

790

voN

MV

870

770

750

vour

MV

350

300 (Gate)
400 (E)

325

vorr

MV

500

500

500

vcr

MV

280

220

300

hu

pa

155

L52

150

IA

pa

744

760

720

Ice"

pa

15

15

20

Table

C-1.

OoC and ZEoC Spec

for Apollo Gates and Expanders

It

should be noted that 16 = 5.0I1p at 25oC, and I4 =4.8I1y at gog and ZboC. The
latter value has been used by vendors in specifying parameters more recently to take
into account the fact that a typical starved gate draws about 80 percent as much current as a typical hogging gate. It corresponds to the logic loading rule which assigns
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four load units to a starved gate and five ioad units to a hogging gate.
The limiting noise threshold at the temperature extremes is established by a worstcase configuration of logic elements which results in the starved gate receiving appreciably less than 80 percent of the specified I1y, hence the actual node voltage is higher
than the specified Vp,i. Consequently, the worst-case noise threshold is actually
slightly higher than the 40 mv difference between V11q and VON, which is commonly
referred to as the guaranteed noise threshold. This fallacy has been taken into account
in the following analysis and the resulting higher noise thresholds are the values
tabulated in the body of the report.

In order to calculate the actual noise threshold the minimum value of hpB and the
range of Rg and Rg must be known. Drawing 1006321 specifies the ranges of hpp and
Rg, and the range of Rg can be inferred fromthe lmown relation, RC = 2.28 RB.
Using these parameters, the actual noise threshold at 25oC is calculated in CaJe 1
for a gate with a maximum value collector resistor driving a starved gate expander
and three (Case 1C) to five (Case 18) hogging gates.
CASE 14

T=25oC F.o. =b

a,

b.

Hogging Gate Parameters

Starved Gate Parameters

VIN = 870 mv

VON = 770 mv

RB = 12oo o

Rg

IIN = L52 y,a

Ig =44'5Pa

BBE= 870- (1. 200

x

L52l = 688

mv

= 12oo Q

VBE =

77 0-

(L.200

x

44. 5) =

7

L7 mv

c. First determine VIO with atarved gate open.
+4 volts

|

4150

f
f-,r-

o

vio = (4.000 -0.688)

-ffi

+ .688 = .el.vorts

I

i

ry

. 688

volts

I

=s00

e

Source resistance

=%ry

= 280 e

c-2
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Nexf determine the loading effect of the starved Sate on VlO.

. 912

280

volts

vN = .sLz

e.

trIVIEiItrN

0

1200

v

. 717

-

VON

volts

N

- (.gLz - .7L7) "#

Noise threshold =VN

CI

= .875 volts

=.875' .770= 105 mv

The actual noise threshold (105 mv) is thus determined to be 5 mv higher than the
rguaranteed noise thresholdr (100 mv) indicated by the difference between V* and
VO* in the device specification.
The effect of the 20 percent logic overload, corresponding to F. O. =
computer is considered next.

6, in the Apollo

CASE 18

T=zboc
a.

Parameters
VIN = 870 mv

Hogging Gate

F.o. =6

b.

Starved Gate Parameters
Same as case 1A

RB = 1645 a

\N

=

L52 P,a

VBE = 870

c.

Determine

VIO

-

(L' 645

x

L52) = 620 mv

with starved gate open.

+4 volts
t

?-N
5
)

I

. 620

ry

=B2g

a

source resistance

=W

= 30b o

volts

c-3
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Determine the loading effect of the starved Sate on

VlO.

1200 0

305 0

.869

cotPoRAT,o* &d,
L.^J

volts

' 717 volts

VN

vN = .869

e.

-

'

(. 869

Noise threshold = VN

.7L7)

*ffi305

- VoN = . 838 -

= ' 838 volts

.770 = 68 mv

Finally, the effect of underloading the logic by 20 percent, i. e. , F. O.

=

4,

is

considered.
CASE lC

F.o. =4

T=25oc
a.

b.

Hogging Gate Parameters

Same as Case 1A

Same as Case 1A

c.

Starved Gate Parameters

Determine Vl. with starved gate open.
N

+4 volts

t

41bo 0

1

t-

vir = (4.000 - .688)
"ffi

vh

source resistance

I

t

+ .688 = .980 volts

=%P=

B6b 0

x*=4ooo

.688 volts

d.

Determine the loading effect of the starved Sate on
.980

volts

365

Q

rvnfv

r

VIO-

1200 0

\A/v

.717 volts

VN
e.

Noise threshold

- VN

VON = .942

-

'770 = 172 mv

c4
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The next case to be considered involves the same configurations as Case 1 but operating
at 0oC. The difference between V1y and Vgg is much less (40 mv) at OoC than it is at
25oC (100 mv). The principle factor controlling this difference, for a given fanout,
is the difference between the VgBts of the starved and hogging gates. Due to the considerable spread in temperature coefficient of the base diode for different diffusion
lots, the spread between the VgBrs of the hogging and starved gates can increase considerably with temperature changes. Since the exact range of this temperature coefficient is not known, the change in VgB characteristics must be obtained indirectly
from the known values of Vaq and V6g by considering the effect changes in Rp and
hpB with temperature have on these black box parameters.
The temperature characteristics of diffused silicon resistors is shown in Figure C-1
for a small sample of Philco dual NOR gates. Philco engineers stated that they have
observed a spread from *12 percent to +16 percent at L25oC, which agrees well with
the data obtained by ACLA. The expected range is seen between 0. 965 and 0.98 at
ooC, and between 1.055 and 1. 075 at 75oC, referred to the 25oC va1ue.
The change in hpg with temperature for typical Philco dual NOR gate devices is
shown in FigureC-2. It appears from this data thathpp canbe expected todegrade
from a minimum of 30 at 25oC to a minimum of 22.5 at AoC,
Using these parameters, the actual noise threshold at OoC is calculated in Case 2 for
a gate with a maximum value collector resistor driving a starved gate expander and
three (Case 2C) to five (Case 28) hogging gates.
CASE 2A

T=ooc
a.

Hogging Gate

Parameters

b.

Starved Gate Parameters

Ur*

= 910 mv

VON = 870 mv

Rg

=L200x.98=1175O

I^

=

Rg
Ig

155 Pa

VBE = 910
c.

F.o. =5

Determine

VIO

-

(1' 175

x

155) = 728 rnv

= 1200 x.965 = 1160 O

=62pa

VBE = 870

-

(1' 160

x

62) = 797 volts

with starved gate open.

+4 volts
4150

x .985 = 4100 0

ti,t = (4.000 - .728\ -#

+ .728 = .94o volts

vr

N

Source resistance =

#=zs4a
. 728

volts

294

x

4L00

43 93

=274Q
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o
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Determine the loading effect of starved gate on
274

.946

Q

' 797 volts

vtt
9.71.

e.

VlO.

1160 0

volts

vN = -946

ffi

- (. 946 - .797) *ff+=

' 918 volts

- Vott = . 918 - .870 = 48 mv

Noise threshold = VN

CASE 28

T=ooc
a.

F.o. =6

b.

Hogging Gate Parameters

Same as Case 2A

UtN = 910 mv

Rg

=L645x.98=1610C)

\N =L55Pa
VBE = 910
C.

Determine

Starved Gate Parameters

VIO

-

(1' 620

x

1'55) = 658 mv

with starved gate open.

+4 volts
4100

CI

vfr = (4. 000
1610 _ aoQ
5

. 658

d.

- . 658) *#*

source resistance

=W

+ .658 = . e06 volts
= 3oo e

.1

-o40\t

volts

Determlne the loading effect of etarved Sate on \0.
.9o6

volts

300

0

1160

Q

' 797 volts
VN

- (.906 - .7971 x1,''ffi='884volts
Noise threshold = VN - VoN = . 884 - .870 = 14 mv
vN = .906

e.

c-8
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CASE 2C

T=ooC
a.

F.O. =4

b.

Hogging Gate Parameters

Starved Gate Parameters

Same as Case 2A
C.

Determine

VIO

Same as Case 2A

with starved gate open.

*4 volts
4100 0

Vir = (4.000

vr

-

.728\

N

1.17 5

3

-

source resistance

.roo A

"m+

=@199
=W

.7ZB = 1,013 votts

=.,
=358Q

728 volts

d.

Determine loading effect of starved Sate on VlO.
1.013

volts

vN = 1.013

e.

358

Q

1175 0

- (1.013 - .7s7).#

Noise threshold = VN

. ?97 vo1ts

v*

- uoto = . 9G3 *

= ,968 volts

,8?0 = g3 mv

The third ease to be considerecl is operation at7loC. From Figure C-1 it is seen that
the spread in resistor values is from +6 percent to +B percent, Figure G-2 indicates
that hpB increases at75oC, however, this is the hpg measured at Vg = 0. b volts.
The hpp at V6 = 0.325 is the parameter desired. In view of the factlhat the V6g1 of
the gate expander must be lowered from 400 mv at 25oC to 525 mv at ZboC, it is
assumed that hpB will drop from a minimum of 30 at 25oC to 20 at 7bo9. This assumption is justified by the more reasonable range of values obtained for the temperature
coefficient of the Vr" diode than would be obtained if a higher value was used for hrr,

Using these parameters, the actual noise threshold at 75oC is calcuiated in Case 3 for
a gate with a maximum value collector-resistor driving a starved gate expander and
three (Case 3C) to five (Case 3B) hogging gates.
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CASE 3A

T=75oC
a.

Hogging Gate Parameters

VfX

= 790 mv

Rg

= 1200 x

F.o. =5
Starved Gate Parameters

b.

VON = 750 mv
l-. 055

Rg
IB

= L265 A

\N = 150 Fa
VBE = 790
c.

Determine

VfO

-

= L200 x 1.055 = L265 o

=64Fa

VBE = 750 - (L'265 x 64) = 668 mv

(1.265 x 150) = 599 mv

with starved gate open.

+4 volts

*

4150

t--

,
I

. 599

d.

1. o8 = 44Bo

CI

Vio = (4.000-.599)

-ffi

+ .599 = .826 volts

"i-

ry

source resistance

=g%u@

=

zgs e

=8160

volts

Determine loading effect of starved Sate on VlO.
.826

295 A

volts

vN = .826.

e.

x

L265

. 668

v*
(. 826

Noise threshold = VN

- . 668) "lffi

- ,O*

= .794

-

Q

volts

= .?94 volts

.750 = 44 mv
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CASE 38

T=?5oC
a.

Parameters
vIN = 790 mv

b.

Hogging Gate

RB = 1645 x

Ig

=

150

1. 075

F.o. =6
Starved Gate Parameters
same as Case 3A

= L770 Q

Fa

VBE = 790 - (1' 770 x 150) = 523 mv
c.

Determine

ViO

with starved gate open.

*4 volts
4480 n

vi F (4.000-.523) -;ffi

vr

+ .523 =.??9 volts

N

177 0
5

Source resistance =

354 0

354 x 4480
=328Q
4834

.523 volts
d.

Determine loading effect of starved Sate on
.779

328 o

volts

VlO.

L265 0
. 668

volts

VN

vN = .77s' (.77s
e.

Noise threshold = VN

-

.668)

l<#

= . ?56 volts

- VoN = .156-

. 750

= 6 mv

CASE 3C

F.O. =4

T = ?5oC
a.

Hogging Gate

Parameters

Same as Case 3A

b.

Starved Gate Parameters
Same as Case 3A

c -11
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with starved gate open.

*4 volts
4480

O

422
vi = (4.000- . 599) *m,

vh

ry=4zze
. 599
d.

$ource resistance

=W

= B84e

volts

Determine loading effect of starved gate on
.892

+ .599 = .892 volts

u65 0

384 0

volts

VtO.

.668 volts
VN

vN = .ilsz

e.

-

(. 892

Noise threshold = VN

-

-

. 669)

-#

VON = .840

= . 840 volts

-

.750 = 90 mv

In addition to normal interconnections with other NOR gates, the gate expander is
also used to drive interface circuits. This situationis considered in Case 4 for an
expander gate pulling down a 3. 0K O load from +10 volts and having two lnputs driven
in parallel with three hogging gates by a gate having a maximum value collector
resistor.
CASE 4A

T = 25oc

a.

Hogging Gate Parameters
Same as Case 1A

b.

Starved Gate Parameters

Same as Case 1A, except for
changes due to increase in I" to 1.6 ma.

rB=

*vo*

*Allowing 30 Q for

= 717

44.u

*t*

= bB.

. ,o g;X;:"rr,

b

Fa

+ (1.200 x 53. 5)

R,
c-L2

{-\.,-}
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c.

Determine

VIO
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with starved gate expanders open.

+4 volts
4150 0

Vit = (4.000- .688) -7ffi + .688 = .980 r,olts

vr
.N
1200
3

. 688

d.

source resistance

=4000

4L5o

4oo x

'

=

365
= 3'

O

-50-

volts

Determine loading effect of starved gates on VlO.
365

.980

CI

\Az\

volts

1200/2 = 600Q

o

\AAv

. 717

volts

VN

vN = . 980
e.

-

(. 980

Noise threshold = VN

-

- .7L71"'r* = .881 volts

VON = . 881

-

. 789

= 92 mv

CASE 48

T=ooC

a.

Hogging Gate Parameters
Same as Case 2A

b.

Starved Gate Parameters

Same as Case 2A, except for
changes due to increase in I" to 1. 6 ma.

rr=

62

+*

"

=

71Pa

voN = 797 + 30(1.6 - 1.39) + (1. 165 x

71)

= 886 mv
c.

Determine

VIO

with starved gate open.

+4 volts
4100

Q

vh

vi{
1

165
3

=388Q

1 (4.000

-.7281"ffi

Source resistance =

+ .728 = 1.012 volts

388 x 4100
=354O
4488

.728 volts
c -13
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Determine the loading effect of starved Sate on VIO'
LL65/2 = 582Q
354 0
1.012 volts

d.

.797 volts

VN

VN = L' olz
e.

- (-'-12 - .7g7')"#

Noise threshold = VN

-

VOU

=.931volts

=.93L-.886=45mv
CASE 4C

T = 75oC

b.

Ilogging Gate Parameters

Starved Gate Parameters

VBE = 668 mv (see Case 3A)

Same as Case 3C

L265 Q
RD
D = 1.6
|-B =--30 =53.apa

VON = 668+30(1'6- 1'28)+(1'265x53'5) =746 mv
c.

Determlne

VIO

with starved gate open'

+4 volts

I

4480

CI

I_--,u

S
I
. 599

d.

ry=

"m+

Source resistance

=W 4902

= 386

Q

volts

Determine loading effect of starved Sate on VtU'
L265/2=633Q
3860
.893 volts
VN

vN = .893

e.

zzo

.59e =.893 volts

Viq = (4.000-.5ee)

-

('893

Noise threshold = VN

-'668) "

- Vo*

ffi

='808 volts

-

'746 = 62 mv

= ' 808

' 668 volts

c-t4
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The results of the preceding calculations are summarized in Table C-2. These are
the n1, level noise thresholds. The n0n level noise threshold has a similar trend,
but cannot be caleulated readily due to operation at the knee of the saturation

characteristics
NOISE THRESHOLD
TANOUT

ooc

zboc

Tsoc

4

93 mv

772 mv

90 mv

5

48 mv

105 mv

44 mv

45 mv

92 mv

62 mv

14 mv

68 mv

5 (Interface)

Tab1e

C-2. Calculated Noise Thresholds

6

of Apollo NOR Gates

In the preceding noise calculations the supply voltage was assumed to be at its nominal
value of 4. 0 volts. The effect of supply voltage variations on noise threshold is significant since it provides a measure of the effectiveness of marginal testing in guaranteeing a specified noise margin. The linear behavior of the NOR gate input characteristic
in the normal operating region (see Figure C-3) permits use of superposition to predict
the effect of supply voltage variations. Thus, in Case 18, a 10 percent drop in the
supply voltage causes a 0.4 x 103 x 258/4408 = 23 mv reduction in Vy. Due to the
lowercollector current Vgg will also be reduced from 770 mv to 766 mv (allowing for
a 10 percent reduction in Ig). The noise threshold is consequently reduced by a net
amount of l-9 mv. If the calculated noise threshold of 68 mv at 25oC is correct, the
logic should operate until the supply voltage reaches 2. 5 volts, provided the noise
threshold is not degraded by temperature gradients and the noise level is relatively
low. The interface circuits are more sensitive to marginal testing due to the
independence of the input (4v) and output (10v) currents.

--r
I
I

.:
\
\

\'

\
$

_t
Figure C-3. VIN

tt" tN Characteristics
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No allowance was made for temperature gradients between logie elements in the precedingnoise threshold calculations. The maximum difference in case temperatures
plus the junction to case variations due to logic state and usage must be eonsidered.
The gate expanders have a minimum dissipation of zero due to the absence of collector
resistors. A dual gate with all six inputs true can dissipate as much as L? mw. At
Z\\oC/watt the junction to case temperature can be a maximum of 200 x 0.012 = B.4oC.
Thermal analysis of the Block II magnesium structure made by Raytheon engineers
indicateb that the maximum difference in case temperature, between elements in different modules, is about 10oC. Hence the difference in junction temperatures can be
13 to 14oC, thereby reducing the previously calculated noise thresholds by approximately 24 mv if the worst-case gate configuration is adversely located in the computer.
The net noise threshold for F.O, = 6 is then 44mv at25oC, -10 mv at 0oC, and -1g
mv at 7ioO. The negative noise threshold indicates the logic circuits cannot be guaranteed to operate, even in a noise-free environment, if worst-case elements are used
in the overloaded groups of gates and these gates are unfavorably positioned with
regard to temperature differentials. With normal loading, F.O. = 5, the inclusion of
a 13. 5oC temperature differential lowers the noise threshold to 24 mv at goC, 81 mv
at 25oC, and 20 mv at 75oC.
The noise margin provided by these thresholds depends on the noise level to which the

critical circuits are exposed. In the absence of a detailed noise analysis, the effective
noise margin can be estimated by ealculating the noise generated by selected noise
sources. One source of noise is the difference in IR drops in the Malco pins that connect individual modules to the tray. Assuming a maximum resistance of 0. 010/pin,
the maximum drop across four paralleled pins at a current of 120 ma is 0.8 mv, hence
the noise due to variations in these drops is insignificant. DC drops in the tray and in
the ground plane of the multilayer boards are also expected to be insignificant; however, pulse noise in the order of 10 mv is likely to be found between remote ground
points. Inductively coupled noise can be significant when large currents with fast rise
or fail times are routed through small size conductors which parallel micrologic signal
leads for considerable distances. This source of noise is considered in some detail in
the following paragraphs.
When printed wiring is empioyed for interconnections it is common practice to use
wide lines to reduce the L di/dt drop for large amplitude signals having fast rise or
fall times. A ground piane lncated in close proximity to the signal layers is also commonly used to effect a further reduction in iead inductance. In the Apollo computer,
No. 28 AWG wires are used for: all signal leads and they may be spaced a considerable
distance from the ground plane (tray), hence crosstalk due to mutual inductance between signal conductors must be considered a potential source of significant noise.

air inductance of a No. 28 ga wire is calculated to be 0. 4451th/ft. For di/dt
tA/tts, or 10 ma/'LO ns, the inductive drop along such awire is 37 mv/in. The coefficient of coupling to an adjacent No. 28 ga wire, spaced one wire diameter, is
The free
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estimated to be 0.4. Hence an induced signal of 15 mv/ in is conceivable. The CTI
signal is used as an example in the following analysis, which is an attempt to estimate
the effectiveness of such a signal conductor as a noise generator.
The wire wrap routing ot CT/, together with the loads within each module, is shown
in Figure C-4. To simplify the analysis the connections to A13 and 424 are ignored,
the load in A3 is lum.ped with that in A2, and the distributed load in A7 is assumed to
be lumped at midpoint of the 11. 5 inches of jumper wires interconnecting pins on A?.
The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in Figure C-5.

For the steady-state condition indicated, the current (i) is 4. 9 ma and the voltage
across the load is 0. 954 volts. At t = 0, the switch is closed and the current decays
exponentially towards -9.6 ma with a time constant of g. 1 ns, as shown in Figure C-5.
The current reaches zero at t = 3.0 ns. During the decay of current the voltage
across the lead inductance decays from an initial value of A.754 volts to a final value
of 0. 5 volts. The voltage gradient is shown in Figure C-5 to a scale of mv/in of conductor. Assuming a eoupling coefficient of 0. 4, it is evident that a peak noise signal
of.25 rnv/in of exposure can be induced in neighboring conductors. Typical resigtor
values, not worst case, were used in the equivalent circuit; thus the voltage gradient
could be 20 percent higher than calculated. This voltage gradient is not regarded as
unusual, rather it should be regarded as a fairly typical value. The characteristic of
the CT/ signal that makes it a serious noise hazard is the energr in the noise pulse.
The higfo value otPl,/Z which gives rise to this characteristic results from driving a
concentrated load through a long conductor. Good design practice would require that
buffers be located close to their loads, thereby minimizing the possible exposure of
other signal leads and limiting the energy in the noise pu1se.
The effect of the noise pulse in CT/ on neighboring conductors is not easily predicted
due to the many possible variations in conductor length, loading, and load distribution.
To obtain some indication of the potential noise signal thus created, the equivalent circuit of Figure C-5 was approximateiy simulated, using 12 inches of No. 24 gawire
spaced S/A-inch above a ground p1ane. A second 12-inch length of wire, paralleling
and closely spaced to the first, was used to measure the interference. The results
are shown in Figure C-6. The step function driving the CT/ conductor was generated
by a transistor. The faII time was adjusted to approximately 5 ns, which it is reasonable to expect from the Apollo gates in this circuit. The secondary conductor was
connected to the grotnrd plane at one end and the voitage between the other end and the
ground plane was displayed on the oscilloscope. Figure C-6 shows the waveform for
the open circuit condition. In Figure C-6(a) and C-6(c) the secondary conductor was
terminated in 1.5 K(l and 300Q, respectively, in lieu of the open circuit.
The amplitude of the noise induced in the secondary lead is seen to be about 480 mv
peak. Increasing the spacing to l/8 inch reduced the amplitude of the induced signal
30 to 35 percent" Due to the lower sensitivity of the logic elements to narrow pulses,
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this signal is equivalent to 56 mv of dc noise. The method of establishing the dc
equivalent noise is illustrated in Figure C-7. The dc threshold control, which applies
a positive bias to the ground pin of gate No. 30, is used to increase the bias until the
flip-flop triggers in the absence of noise. The operation is then repeated with the
noise present. The difference in the dc biases at the triggering points is the equivalent
dc noise.

The previous experimental setup was modified slightly to measure capacitive crosstalk
in a similar manner. The load was changed to a 2K resistor in series with the diode
to simulate a single input to a NOR gate, and the source was ehanged to a 2.7K resistor to +4 volts to simulate the driving NOR gate. The equivalent dc noise was found
to be 163 mv.
There are many leads much longer than t2 inches in the wire-wrap tray (GOJAM is
72 inches long), but the existence of long parallel wire runs has not been investigated.
In the absence of any guarantee regarding the maximum value of noise due to crossta1k, it is impossible to determine the minimum required noise threshold for the logic
elements.

In the absence of evidence regarding potential noise sources and the exact influence of
these noise sources on the micrologic signals, the exient to which the +4 volt supply
can be reduced without causing a logic failure provides a measure of the actual noise
margin, for the specific operating conditions, &d a measure of the noise threshold in
general. The reliability of this method of measuring the noise margin is open to question since it does not necessarily provide for worst-case number sensitivity, worstcase temperature gradients, or activity of worst-case noise sources. Furthermore,
varying the +4 volts suppiy also affects the noise level. For example, if the +4 volts
supply is lowered by 10 percent, the noise induced in the secondary conductor (Figure
C-8) drops about 7 percent. Thus, the use of voltage margining to measure noise
margin requires a detailed lnowledge of the characteristics of the noise sources and
their behavior with varying supply voltage.
the noise level is kept low with respect to the noise threshold, by careful design and
layout, and if a srrfficiently elaborate test is devised to insure that aII of the overloaded
logic circuits are stressed to worst-case conditions during environmental stress with
the logic operating on 2.8 volts or less, then the noise threshold can reasonably be
believed to be greater than 50 mv. It cannot be guaranteed that all computers will
pass such a test, hence this approach is a gamble based on the statistical distribution
of elements minimizing the possibility of a worst-case combination occurring. The
problem of measuring the noise margin remains even if all violations to the logic rules
are removed. This change wiLl only guarantee a noise threshold of 90 mv at25oC, or
about 45 mv at the temperature extremes; and still requires an analysis to establish
the noise margin.

If
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APPENDD( D

LOGIC OVERLOADS

D.

HOLTSHOUSE

Listed on the following pages are intermodule, overl@ded micrologic signals
documented in the AGC Block 2 Computer Wirelist (revised March 23, 1966),
intramodule overloads not subjected to wirelist tabulation.
,b.
I

\.E

as
and

Various nomenclature has been used to facilitate overload documentation and is defined
as the following:
C)verload Ratio:

The ratio is the number of load units over the number of
driving units as defined in NASA drawing 2005011. The
wirelist defines the number of driving units to be zero if
the driving signal is generated by a nonmicrologic source.

Blue Nose:

Overloaded signals driving one or more blue noses are
denoted as XA, XB, or XC where X is the number of blue
nose loads and A, B and C are defined as:

B

Non-micrologic
Signal From:

C

Driving signals not generated by micrologic are indicated
here.

A1-A29:

The modular location of each overloaded signal is indicated
by entries under the appropriate A module heading with
each entry representing the number of modular pins
connected to the overloaded signal. Asterisks indicate
driving signals.
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APPENDD( E

TIMING SYSTEM
D. HOLTSHOUSE
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The computer is not a "clocked computert' in the conventional sense, since propagation
delays are counted on to provide the proper shifts in the gating and elocking sequence.
Due to the variability of the delays which are primarily a function of gate delay and
board and wire capaeitance, it would seen that each computer would lend itself to
"tuning, under a complete set of tune regulations that check all critical signals in their
worst case combination. Surely one of the first steps required to check a I'tuned
computer" is to verify that all critical signals having marginal timing requirements
do indeed have sufficient marginality under worst case conditions (data fIow, temperature extremes, etc.) No set of critical signal combinations has been, to our knowledge, generated, nor has the Review Team had sufficient time to perform such a task.
A complete timing analysis is definitely required to define all timing margins. A
brief review of the timing techniques may give more insight to the type of timing margins being considered.
The basic clock frequency of.2.048 mc is divided down by two Westinghouse flip flops
(one of which drives the other, see Figure E-1). Read Time ffi, Write Time WT,
Clear Time ffi, Phase Four ffi2, and Phase fwo ffiZ are generated by the first
Westinghouse flip flop while the second generates Ring Counter Phase e lnlNC a1,
and E\ffiet. R-im. and ffidrive
Ring Counter Phase B 1nimB), m,
generate
a ten state ring eounter used to
timing for the scalar and ODDSET and EVNSET
drive a twelve state counter providing the 'r12 Action Pulses " T01 through T12. The
timing relationships desired from theWestinghousesareshown in Figure E-2. Roughly,
the waveforms shown r:epresent the majority of the timing signals
-but, in reality
some may be longer or shorter by some fifty nanoseconds. A ctrrsory inspection of
the timing scheme developed by the Westinghouse flip flops tends to place the action
pulse at the beginning of the first quadrant, rather than the second quadrant, as shown
in Figure E-2 by the dotted waveform. Analysis of Figure E-3 indicates that first
stage switching action is dependent upon the falling clock edge as shown by the heavy
lines, and that four Bate delays are used to generate the falling edge of B. Additional
delays by B, Br, RING A, and ODDSET accumulate to a total of thirteen gate delays
(from the falling edge of the clock signal to the rising edge of an Action Pulse).
Thirteen gate delays at twenty-four nanoseconds per gate easily provide the two hundred
and fifty nanosecond slip that places the front edge of an Action Pulse in quadrant two
instead of one.
We do not have a clocked computer in the conventional sense. The phase of a basic
clocking signal (Action Pulse) is a function of propagation delays and the accuracy of
the phase adjustment depends upon how well the actual propagation delays compare
with the anticipated ones

Figure E -3 contains a reasonably accurate sketch of the basic timing waveforms derived
directly from the iogic and with delays based on the slowest switching times of twentyfour nanoseconds per gate. For the slower switching speeds, the phases are arranged
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almost exactly as they appear in the desired phasing illustrated in Figure E-2. Worst
case analysis to demonstrate timing margins assumes that all gates do not provide
identical propagation delays but that some gates are faster than others. Using a worst
case analysis on any Action Pulse (say T12) is appropriate because the number of
gate delays used in generating the pulse is higher than the other basic timing signals
(13 to 4). T12 is also appropriate because of the requirement that it be ',anded" with
PHS4 to generate an INKL set signal in A21 (Figure E-4). If the gate delays that are
independent of PHS4 (the last 8 of the 13 gate delays for T12 occur after B) switch
at the faster rate of twelve nanoseconds, T12 and PHS4 will shift away from each other
by seventy-two nanoseconds and reduce their overlap from one-hundred and seventyfive nanoseconds to approximately one-hundred nanoseconds (Figure E-5). Whether
the reduced signal overlap is sufficient to properly gate the INKL set signal depends
upon many of the worst case variables to be generated in a timing analysis.
Another example can be used to show phase shifting due to fast gates switching at
twelve nanoseconds. Figure E-6 illustrates the necessary gating to generate a
signai WLG enabling data to be written into the L Register. Figure E-7 details the
number of delays accumulated from the falling edge of the clock pulse until the data
is entered in the L Register. Using the slower switching speed, -WI6g and CLG2G
are in phase on paper and the effective write time (WLG CLG2G is approximately threehundred nanoseconds (Figure E-8). Using the faster switching speed of twelve nanoseconds per gate, WLGI and CLG2G again are in correct phase but the faster gate
combination has resulted in a shorter effective write time by approximately onehundred nanoseconds. The shorter WLGl pulse has been clipped at the end by the shift
in rrAction Pulse T05, " resulting in a similar siflration that occurred on T12 illustrated
in Figure E-5.
In both cases significant timing margin variations were generated by assuming extreme
switching times. The constrictions, if any, placed on the computers timing margins
cannot be determined until the additional effect of wire and board capacitance is considered simultaneously with maximum and minimum switching speeds under worst case
signal conditions. The signals illustrated were not selected as worst case examples
because the worst case signals have not yet been determined-hopefully, the detailed
timing analysis will provide them. The examples do illustrate the variabiiity introduced
by maximum and minimum gates deiays in the t'tuned computer" and the need for the
timing analysis to determine their complete effect.
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nA, CIRCUIT 20050208

1.

An analysis indicates that the input voltage at pin A is inadequate under
worst case conditions. The driving source for pin A is a gate element.
This gate element drives another gate and three A circuits. An exact
analysis is impossible since the transistor specification is inadequate.
(Vtr" tr not specified at the current the transistor is used. )

driving gate

three A circuits

r

Figure

_l

I

F-1.

Input Circuit
One Gate Load

I

14.

1K

T

I

r-sr

I

t_
I

driving gate

rI

Q3

510

-

2To

.55v . 55v

I

I

I

L_

J

-l

570-2o/o .55v.55v

Q2

IA

Two

Circuits

l

J
Q1

5L0

- 2To .63v .63v

circuit
Equivalent Circuit at 750C
one A

Figure
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At +zsoC the V6u and diode voltage drops are reduced by about 90 mv,
or are equal to about 0. 55 volts minimum and 0.63 volts maximum.
Applying Th6venints theorem the equivalent circuit reduces to that
shown in Figure F-3.

L. 17 v.

_l

|
equivalent
source

5L0 +

2To

I

Q1

Rto
I

L

\ .u'
* f-20:.

I

.63
I

I

A circuit
Figure

F-3.

Beduced Circuit

The magnitude of the voltage from the equivalent circuit is not large
enough to produce a current through
transistor Q, will not turn on.

\

resistor R10. Therefore, the

2.

Paragraph 5.0 of Factory Test PIan 187196 indicates that upon changing
the power supply voltage and ambient temperature, the circuit specifications should remain the same. The changes in CB and C4 could be as
great as L2 percent at 7 }oQ. This alone would cause the circuit to fail
to meet its specifications. The low temperature specification in
Paragraph 5.2.2 specifies the input voltage at L2.2 +0. lV. Lowering
the input voltage to this value could bring the zener diodes, CR7 and
CR9, out of conduction. The purpose of this test is questioned.

3.

The width of the pulse produced by the nAn cireuit is a function of
many component parameters. It is understood that CB and C4 are
selected, in order to make possible the selection of R7. Care should
be taken to assure adequate selection procedures. Unfavorable combination of parameters might still make the selection of R7 impossible
within the constraints of the table on 20050208. For example, the
voltage pin V can vary between L3 and 11,. 8 volts, the turns ratio of T,

F-2
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can vary +3 percent, the winding resistors of T1 can vary +2 pereent,
diode drops can vary, and R14 can vary t2 percent.

4.

Pin 2 of transformer T1 is referenced to a positive voltage. This voltage is obtained via a voltage divider across a forward biased diode and
is, therefore, a fixed fraction of a diode drop
,:--af

R3

tR26*RB^"DIoDE'
Since the forward voltage drop of CR1 must be exceeded before current
flows into C3 and C4, the input threshold voltage is

r'

"DIoDE

, RB .-,
- lRzo
+ RBj "DIoDE

Where it is assumed that the forward voltage drop across CR1 equals
the forward voltage drop across CR3. Or

v'THRESHOLD
- t1 - RB
R26 + R3'

..

where R3 = 1000 Q, vTHRESHoLD = t/3 voloor and from 2soc to 70oc
the threshold would change about 30 mv. Lf RB = 510Q the threshold would
vary 45 mv from 25oC to ?0oC.

XT CIRCUIT

2OO5O2OB

The XT circuit contains transformer 1006319. This transformer is tested under
conditions similar to the conditions in the test specification for the XT circuit. There
is one important difference, however. The period of the pulse train in the transformer specification is greater than the period of the pulse train may be in the XT
circuit specification. The duty cycle of the signal driving the transformer is such
that there exists a net dc current through the primary. Since there is no specification
imposed on the maximum tolerable primary direct current component, no firm conclusion can be drawn about the circuit. Although the circuit specification causes more
dc primary current to flow than the transformer specification, the worst-case condition exists where the transformer is used to produce the sync signal (page 10 ICD No.
LIS 3?0-L0004). Here the repetition rate is L.024 x 10b cycles per Eiecond, and the
pulse width is 0. 5 +0.25 x 10-6 seconds.

It is difficult to determine if the effects of this high dc current are detrimental.
Among the effects are: (1) the transformer will saturate during the cycle causing the
output pulses to be shorter than the input pulses; (2) the higher thannormal currents
cause the transistortodissipatehigher than normal power; and (3) a larger than
normal output pulse results from the high dc currents.

will
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To determine these currents, the following equivalent circuits were used.
+74 v.

primary open circuit inductance

L=9xto-3h

Figure F-4
Rg is the secondary load reflected to the primary. This circuit indicates the conditions
during the time that Q7 is saturated and the transformer is not saturated. The circuit
during recovery is as follows:

+14v.

220 A
1000

R,

Figure F-5
To reach equilibrium, it must be true that the increase in magnetizing current, during
the time Q7 is saturated, is equal to the decrease in magnetizing current when Q7 is
nonconducting. Thevenints equivalent circuits for Figures F-4 and F-5 are:

.r=- Eee
Reo

T____JJl

200xR

*"q = roo.%s
14
E

eq

-

Vsat

200 + Rs

xR

Figure F-6. Equivalent Circuit for Figure F-4
F-4
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.r:"
whereRq _(2oo+1oo)Rs
200

+

1000

+ Rs

Figure F-7. Equivalent Circuit for Figure F-5
The peak current IO is
,o

where

t,

EE
eo

,[1

R\R
eq

t,

eq

Rt
eo1
-I)e
o'

L

is the pulse width.

The minimum current Io is

where

eo

Rt_
oZ
Io ='o eL

is the time Q7 is nonconducting.

Thus

EE

,o=fl-(#-ro"
'eqeq

Rteor

R

_ -9*

L"2)

e

L

ERt.

l=
p

Rs("f=R"ot,

e L

-e

rl

-ru
L

For the case where the secondary load is 1000, as in the L.024 mc sync circuit,

R

= 4000 and

Req =133
Eeq = 9.2Y
Rq =300

Where the period is 0. 5 + 0. 25 ps and the rate 1. 024mc
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,t = 0.75 x L0-6 secs
-6
zb x to-6 = (0. ezo

tz =

#;n-

,2 =

0.226x L0-6

o.

- 0.75) x

10-6

I p = 47.4 ma
Io =4L,Oma
Thus the total voltager swinE" is

+L4

| ,oon
t
Er=8'3

40000-,,ma

secondary E = 4.15

+

vsar
.200Q

ln,.n

ma>

4t.4 ma

+

300

x 41.4 ma = L2.42

E =L2.42+Ydar13V
E at the secondary = 6.5V
Total swing = 6. 5 + 4.

L5

=

10. 7

volts

The B of the transistor is between 30 and 40 minimum at 25oC (assuming E = 40), then
at OoC F =34,
4V - O.TV 3.3

In=-Z

=4.LK=o.8obma

9\=27'4ma
This implies that the transistor cannot support 40 ma under the worst-case conditions.
Thus, the pulse width will decrease and transistor dissipation increase. But maximum
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dissipation
s

*=245

Most likely the dissipation would be about L/2
the transistor will not be exceeded.

mw
of.

th,is. In either case the ratings of

In conclusion, tests should be made to the XT circuit that reflect the qglUal usage.
For the case examined, the output voltage will have the following shape

where the flat part ofthe output voltage indicates where FIb = magnetizing + load current. If further tests are not imposed on the circuit then additional requirements
must be imposed on the transformer.
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BLOCK tr DSI(Y: HIGH TEMPERATURE
LOW VOLTAGE RELAY OPERATION
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Reference was made to the drawings: 2005918, 2005953, 2005952, and 1006282. The
operation of a DSICY latching relay may be studied with the following defintions:

VIN
VPS
V28
V28L
VY
VX
VR
VC
VD
RT
VDSICY

= Raw 28V power
= Drop in the power supply diode

=

28Y common voltage

=

28Y alarm low

trip point

= Y-line driver drop
= X-line driver drop

= DSI(Y regulator drop (in the power supply module)
= Cab1e drops
= Series diode drop
= The eoil resistance at temperature T

= The input voltage at the DSI(Y

Then the DSI(Y input voltage is

VDSKY = VIN

-

VPS

-

VR

-

VC = V28

-

VR

-

VC

(1)

The voltage available to set the relay is
VS =VIN

- VPS - VR - VC - VX - VY - VD =V28 - VR - VX - VY - VD =VDSI(Y - VX - VY - VD

VC
(21

The effective voltage available to reset the relay, i. e. , that voltage which would produce a current through RT equal to the net reset current,
VSX

vRS =

#

(3)

The test voltage for the relay at room temperature (to produce the same current) must
be

.TEST

V-

VRS RT.

25

RT

(4)

The relay latchingvoltage is specified to be NMTlSVfrom -55oC to+1250g,and NMf
l-3V at 25oC with an operate time of NMT 10I![S.

\_
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Four cases have been considered, Case I shows the original analysis. A value of
3. 9 x 103 PPMf C was used to calculate RT. Case tr shows the results of the latest
specifications VX and VY. Case III assumes a lower limit on the 28V common of
23.0V. The input under this condition may be as high as 24.2V. The alarm indication
will not occur until the 28-volt common drops to approximately 2!. 6V. Case IV
assumes the output of the DSI(Y regulator to be 23. 0V. The 28-volt common may be
as high as 24.4V and the input as high as 25.6V under this condition.
Hence, there may be a range of voltage over which the DSICY may not operate but a
voltage alarm is not indicated for Cases trI and IV. It should be noted that the pull in
voltage for a relay which has been inactive for a period of time is generally higher
than that measured under the relay test conditions. The pull in voltage may also
increase after many cycles of use.

CaseI

Case

IM

V28
VR+VC
VX + VY
VD
T
R25
VPS
VS
VRS
VtnS'
(VIN
+

=V28L=21.6Y

= 1.6V
= 2.2Y (original limits)

= 0.7V
= 89oC (80oC module temperature)
= 1K
= L.ZY
= 17. trV
= L5.2Y
= L2.2Y
= 22.8V, VDSI(Y = 20.0)

VY = 1. 6V (probable specification), otherwise the same as I.

VS
VR

v"rs,

= L7.7
= L5.7
= L2' 5

(VIN

= 22.8, VDSI(Y = 20.0)

G-2
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Case

III

VTEST

= 16.1
= L2.9Y

(vrN

= 24.2V, VDSI(Y

VRS

(v28

-

=

2t.AVl

vR) = 23,0, VC = 0.2, otherwise the same as

VTEST

= L9,7
= L7.4
= 13.9V

(vIN

= 25.6V, VDSKY = 22.8Y1

VS

vRs

VPS-

troFrpo.ATro* $if,,
(_.!

= 23.0V, otherwise the same as I
= 18.5

v28
VS

Case IV

ETENEFTAL MtrTBFrs

VR

VC1

vY2

rl

SET
COIL

VDSKY

RESET
COIL
+

I

vc2

A

I

lu*

VC=VCl+VCz, VY = VY1 or VYz,
SET
RESET

Figure

VD = VD1 or VD2

: Ql ON Qz OFF
: Ql OFF Q2 oN

G-1.

DSKY Relay Circuit
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INTRODUCTION

In the original desigu review report each of the topics reviewed by that committee
was placed into oue of four categories. The categories were
A

Adequatt:

B

Marginal

C

Inadequate

D

Indeterminate

This appendix provides a convenient cross-reference for those topics which have
been placed into Categories C or D. Section 2 of this appendix details the work remaining to resolve those indeterminate items into one of the three definite categories:
A, B, or C. Section 3 lists those tasks which must be done to correct presentlylmown deficiencies in the design. It also includes some tasks which will probably be
required as a result of deficiencies determined in the continued design review listed
in Section 2.

2.0

DESIGN REVIEW

The referenced design review report placed certain aspects of the Apollo guidance
computer and associated equipments in an nindeterminate' category. This category
included those items which had not been reviewed or for which considerable additional
study is required before the designs can be classified as acceptable or unacceptable.
Therefore, the first task is the completion of the desigu review to the extent necessary
to resolve any indeterminacies listed in the design review report. The remainder of
this section lists those specific tasks which are lorown to require additional design
review or study. Others may develop as the review continues.

2.L

FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS

This task includes study of the oscillator fail alarm, the restart philosophy,
interrupt and counter increment loading on the program.

2.2

ancl the

MECHANICAL DESIGN

It is presently understood that NASA will specify the finish system for the airborne
equipment, and it is presumed that the contractor has no responsibility tbr the
finishes of the equipments. There are still materials compatibility and corrosion
problems associated with the use of magnesium in the new computer structure. Considerable testing will be required in order to resolve this difficulty.
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A thermal model of the magnesium comprter has been made and loaded with dummy
heat sources. That model must still be suhjected to a thorough engineering evaluation.

2.3

POVTER SUPPLY

The original review suggested the possibilil,y of thermal ruraway of one of the driver
trausistors. Design data was not available to support or refute that possibility. The
purpose of this task is to develop that data.

2.4

TIMING ANALYSIS

This is a major analytical effort. Some time must be devoted to preparing a suitabte
plan of attack and then camying out the analysis in detail. This analysis must be
done on an operating production computer, such as C-1 or C-2, and will also require
full-time use of a computer test set and a program analyzer console. Timing margins
must be developed in detail at room temperature, and adequate tests must be made
at the temperature extremes to determine whether the computer design is adequate.

2.5

ERASABLE MEMORY

Since the erasable memory drive circuits are not worst-case designed, it is necessary to develop considerable data on the magnetic core modules to determine
whether conditions are favorable for a marriage of the driver circuits with the magnetics. These tests must be done over the temperature range and for core modules
produced by both RCA and EMI. One operable (but not necessarily deliverable)
erasable memory module from each vendor will be needed. It will be necessary, in
addition, to rent time on a core memory tester at one of the vendorrs facilities to
accomplish the tests.

2,6

MEMORY DRIVER CIRCUITS

A satisfactory analysis of the design of the memory driver circuits has not been developed. The eftbrt of this task will provide such a design analysis.

2.7

FD(ED MEMORY MEC}IANICAL DESIGN

This task provides the effort to do a complete engineering evaluation of the new mechanical design for the rope modules.

H-2
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COMPUTER INTERFACE

2.8.L

Simal Distribution and Grounding

It will be necessary to make a complete review of the grounding and shielding for
both the command module and the Lunar Excursion Module looking outwar.d from the
computer, in order to determine if a satisfactory signal distribution a-ad grounding
philosophy exists.

2.8.2

Power Distribution and Grounding

The same tasks must be provided for power distribution and grounding and for determining the nature of the po\Mer sources.

2.9

ELECTROLI]MINESCENT PANELS

The electroluminescent panels and the relays and circuits associated with those
panels have been quite troublesome. An investigation will be made into the possibility of substituting incandescent segmented displays for the present electroluminescent panels.

2.LO SIGNAL LAYERS
Significant difficulty with the conventional multilayer circuit boards has reopened the
question of utilizing the nsignal layern process for interconnecting the flatpacks. A
detailed review must be made of the sigual layer as compared with the multilayer
boards.

z.LL MODULE QUALIFICATION TESTING PLAN
The recommendation of the review committee has been to cancel the present plans
to do qualification testing of the computer modules. This decision should be reviewed for those modules such as the ropes, oscillator, po\ryer supply, and erasable
memory, which are considered critical. If qualification testing of those modules is
not provided, a thorough engineering evaluation should be substituted.

2,L2 MISSION

PROGRAMS

The computer logic design imposes severe restrictions on the mission programs,
but these restrictions appear not to have been documented. Additional review is required to determine exactly what these restrictions should be and whether the programmers are abiding by them.
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FACTORY TEST PROGRAMS

It will be necessary to make a careful review of the programs which are used during
the acceptance testing of the computer. It is suspected that these programs have not
been especially designed to stress the logic noise and timing situations within the
computer and to provide a worst-case test lor the memories. Therefore, careful

review and reformulation of the program will be necessary before the actual programming effort can begin.

2.14

COUPLING DATA IINIT

A detailed design review of the CDU was not attempted by the previous design review
committee. Therefore,a detailed review will be required. This will include the
logic of the CDU's as well as an analysis of the analog-todigital conversion circuitry,
power supply, and a more careful survey of the mechanical design and thermal analysis.
2.

15 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The original design review of the GSE was very superficial. A detailed review of the
GSE requirements, design, and mechanization will be required.

3.0

DESIGN CHANGE TASKS

This section details those tasks which are required to correct those designs which
have already been put into Category C: Inadequate. It will also attempt to predict
which of the design reviews discussed above will result in redesign effort.

3.1

VOLTAGE FAILURE ALARM

This circuitry will be redesigned to cause thr: overvoltage condition to short circuit
the outputs of the power supplies.

3.2

COUNTER FAILURE AI,ARM

The logic of this alarm is known to be faulty and a logic design change is required.

3.3

MAINTENANCE AND LOGISTICS

This task will include the development and documentation of a maintenance and
logistics plan for the computer. This plan will include the process of rercertification
of a repaired computer.
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MEC}IANICAL DESIGN

Several minor problems exist in the present mechanical desigu. The cover of the
computer cannot stand thc pressurization. The rope header vibrates with a high Q.
These must be corrected.

3.5

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS

The power supply must be redesigned to include the overvoltage protection circuit
which is driven by the voitage alarms. Additional engineering effort is required to
reduce the noise output oI the power supply to an acceptable level.

3.6

LOGIC NOISE MARGIN

This task includes the effort needed to determine the actual margins between the
noise thresholds of the logic circuits and the noise voltages which will be produced
in ths computer. This work must be accomplished on a production version of the
computer. Analyses must be made at the temperature extremes as well as at room
temperature. Logic overloads in the existing design must be eliminated and circuits
must be reallocated among the various computer modules to eliminate the bad noise
generating situations. It will also be necessary to rewrite portions of the wire-wrap
program to include the electrical constraints determined by the engineers doing the
redesign of the logic.

3.7

TIMING MARGINS

Task 2.4, Timlng Analysis, will probably result in some redesign of the computer
logic to correct marginal timing situations. This task (3.7) covers the workto
accomplish that redesign. The redesigns must be tested experimentally on a computer.
3.

B

STANDBY LOGIC

This task includes the effort to redesign the logic of the standby flip-flop and of the
standby indicator.

3.9

ERASABLE MEMORY MODULE

There are two independent efforts to be performed under this task. The first is a
new mechanical design of the module such that it can tolerate both the temperature
shocks and sustained vibration. The second effort is the result of the electrical evaluation of the module, covered under Task 2.5. It will be necessary to revise the core
and module procurement specifications to correct any design deficiencies of the
erasable memory. The trvo designs need not be accomplished using identical modules.
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3.10 MEMORY CMCUITS
The worst-case analysis of the memory selection and sensing circuits (Task 2.6)
those
modifications.

will probably result in minor circuit modifications. This task will cover
3.11 FD(ED MEMORY MODULE

Task 2.7 provided an exploratory environmental test of the fixed memory module.
This task covers any redesign which results from that engineering evaluation.

3.L2

OSCILLATOR

The oscillator circuit presently uses parts which cannot be qualified to the flight
environment. This task includes the effort needed to redesign the oscillator to
remove those parts from the circuit.
3. 13 INTERFACE CIRCUITS

The only effort presently envisioned under this task is a minor redesign of the synch
input to the nAr circuit. This input presently overloads the micrologic driving it.

3.14 INDICATOR DRIVER MODULES
These DSKY modules contain the latching relays which drive the electroluminescent
panels. Regardless of the outcome of Task 2.9, which re-examines the decision to
use the electroluminescent panels, some redesign witl be necessary in the indicator
driver modules. This task is intended to support that design. The magnitude of the
task will depend on the detailed findings of the review done under Task 2. g. If the
electroluminescent panels are retained, the present circuit problems should be

solved by specifying a new latching relay.

3.15 PIECE PARTS
This task is intended to include the effort needed to revise the flight processing
specifications as weII as the procurement specifications for the micrologic, the
multilayer boards, the relays, &d other piece parts which are loown to be troublesome.

3.16 TEST PROCEDURES
This task is intended to include that effort which is required to complete the documentation necessary to support the qualification tests and the acceptance tests of the
computer and the DSKY and the various modules. This task also includes the effort
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necessary to write the factory test program which the computer will run during its
qualification and acceptance tests, and the effort to redesign the module acceptance
tests.
3. 17 DOCUMENTATION

This task is intended to supplement the work performed in Task 2.1 and is required to
bring the various documents controlling the computer to a workable level. Documents
of specific importance are interface control documents, procurement specifications,
end-items specifications, and a programmerst manual.

3.18

COUPLING DATA UNIT

This task includes the redesign effort which may be required by virtue of the design
review required in Task 2. L4.
3. 19 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

'\-

There are some minor problems to be cleaned up in the GSE. This task is intended to
include the design effort required for those tasks as well as for any other design
deficiencies discovered by virtue of the work done under Task 2.L5. This task also
includes the effort required to desigrr the marginal testing capability into the computer
GsE.
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